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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

With the current equipment catalogue we are presenting you our full ex-
pertise in the field of fire fighting equipment. You will find numerous new 
Rosenbauer products and exciting new developments on the subsequent 
pages. 

Full-range supplier. Our greatest strength is our flexibility. No matter 
what fire departments need, Rosenbauer offers everything conceivable 
in terms of fire-fighting equipment. The product offerings range from 
personal protection equipment through technical equipment to special 
hazmat equipment. 

PPE from head to toe. We are well-known for our leading role when it 
comes to firefighting vehicles. But only few people know: Rosenbauer 
manufactures protective clothing and boots and is a world leader in the 
development and manufacture of firefighting helmets. Developed by 
firefighting professionals, for fire fighters.

Close to you. Rosenbauer is at the pulse of the firefighting industry with 
an active service and sales network in over 100 countries. Fire services 
around the world trust in Rosenbauer Group and vehicles are in operati-
on in 150 countries. Customers are supported via an international sales 
and service network, while production facilities are located in Europe, 
North America and Asia.  

150 years of competence. Since 1866, Rosenbauer has been develo-
ping, testing and producing firefighting technology for fire departments 
across the globe. From generation to generation, our vehicles, extingu-
ishing systems and fire fighting equipment have repeatedly set new stan-
dards in terms of efficiency and safety. And from generation to generati-
on, firefighters have relied upon the quality, expertise and innovation of 
Rosenbauer in emergency situations.

Sales and service centre in Viersen, Germany

Main factory and shop in Leonding, Austria

Operationally versatile. 
Technologically unique.

Factory and service centre in Lineares, Spain
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Rosenbauer 
                 worldwide

  Headquarters
Rosenbauer International AG
Paschinger Str. 90
4060 Leonding, Austria
Tel.: +43 732 6794-0
Fax: +43 732 6794-83
office@rosenbauer.com

  Austria
Rosenbauer Österreich GmbH
Haidfeldstraße 37
4060 Leonding, Austria
Tel.: +43 732 6794-0
Fax: +43 732 6794-84
oesterreich@rosenbauer.com

  Germany
Rosenbauer Karlsruhe GmbH & Co. KG
Carl-Metz-Straße 9
76185 Karlsruhe, Germany
Tel.: +49 721 5965-0
Fax: +49 721 5965-238
aerials@rosenbauer.com

Rosenbauer Deutschland GmbH
Vertriebszentrum Luckenwalde
Rudolf-Breitscheid-Str. 79
14943 Luckenwalde, Germany
Tel.: +49 3371 6905-0
Fax: +49 3371 6905-38
rbd.luckenwalde@rosenbauer.com

G&S Group
Westerwaldstraße
56424 Mogendorf, Germany
Tel.: +49 2623 9642-0
Fax: +49 2623 9642-42
info@gs-brandschutz.de

  Switzerland
Rosenbauer Schweiz AG
Eichweg 4
8154 Oberglatt, Switzerland
Tel.: +41 43 411 12-12
Fax: +41 43 411 12-20
info.schweiz@rosenbauer.com

  Slovenia
Rosenbauer d.o.o.
Ljutomerska cesta 6
9250 Gornja Radgona, Slovenia
Tel.: +386 2 564 2850
Fax: +386 2 564 2864
vodstvo@rosenbauer.com

Rosenbauer d.o.o.
PE Ljubljana
Pot K Sejmišcu 28 a
1231 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Tel.: +386 1 5309110
Fax: +386 1 530 91 10
prodaja@rosenbauer.com
www.rosenbauer.si

  Spain
Rosenbauer Española S.A.
Marqués de Monteagudo 24, 3B
28028 Madrid, Spain
Tel.: +34 91 5939 822
Fax: +34 91 4468 883
ventas@rosenbauer.com 
 
Rosenbauer Ciansa S.L.
Mina La Amistad S/N
23700 Linares - Jaen, Spain
Tel.: +34 953 690 712
Fax: +34 953 607 070
info.spain@rosenbauer.com

  Italy
Rosenbauer Rovereto S.r.l.
Viale Caproni 7
38068 Rovereto, Italy
Tel.: +39 464 485050
office.rovereto@rosenbauer.com

  France
Service18 SARL
12 rue de la Petite Eau
73290 La Motte-Servolex, France
Tel.: +33 4 79 79 17 40
Fax: +33 4 79 25 60 54
office@service18.fr

  United Kingdom
Concept House Huddersfield 
RoadMeltham HolmfirthHD9  
4AN United Kingdom 
Tel.: +44 1484 854134 
Fax: +44 1484 666251 
info@rosenbauer.co.uk 
www.rosenbauer.co.uk

mailto:office@rosenbauer.com
mailto:oesterreich@rosenbauer.com
mailto:aerials@rosenbauer.com
mailto:rbd.luckenwalde@rosenbauer.com
mailto:info@gs-brandschutz.de
mailto:info.schweiz@rosenbauer.com
mailto:vodstvo@rosenbauer.com
mailto:prodaja@rosenbauer.com
http://www.rosenbauer.si/
mailto:ventas@rosenbauer.com
mailto:info.spain@rosenbauer.com
mailto:office.rovereto@rosenbauer.com
mailto:office@service18.fr
mailto:info@rosenbauer.co.uk
http://www.rosenbauer.co.uk/
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Rosenbauer worldwide

  USA
Rosenbauer America, LLC.
100 Third Street
P. O. Box 57
Lyons, SD 57041, USA
Tel.: +1 605 543-5591
Fax: +1 605 543-5074
sales@rosenbaueramerica.com
www.rosenbaueramerica.com

Rosenbauer South Dakota, LLC.
100 Third Street
P. O. Box 57
Lyons, SD 57041, USA
Tel.: +1 605 543-5591
Fax: +1 605 543-5593
sales@rosenbaueramerica.com
www.rosenbaueramerica.com

Rosenbauer Minnesota, LLC.
P. O. Box 549
Wyoming, MN 55092, USA
Tel.: +1 651 462-1000
Fax: +1 651 462-1700
sales@rosenbaueramerica.com
www.rosenbaueramerica.com

Rosenbauer Motors, LLC.
P. O. Box 549
Wyoming, MN 55092, USA
Tel.: +1 651 462-1000
Fax: +1 651 462-1700
sales@rosenbaueramerica.com
www.rosenbaueramerica.com

Rosenbauer Aerials, LLC.
870 South Broad Street
Fremont, Nebraska 68025-6099, USA
Tel.: +1 402 721-7622
Fax: +1 402 721-7622
sales@rosenbaueramerica.com
www.rosenbaueramerica.com 
 
 

  Africa
Rosenbauer South Africa (Pty.) Ltd.
997, Richards Drive, Unit 10
Halfway House 1685
Johannesburg, South Africa
Tel.: +27 11 805 7912
Fax: +27 86 511 6082
rosenbauer.za@rosenbauer.com

  Russia
PA „Fire-fighting special technics“ LLC.
St. Avtozavodskaya 23, Bldg. 15
115280 Moskau, Russia
Tel.: +7 495 62737-48
Fax: +7 495 67526-74
zao-sp@mail.ru

  Saudi Arabia
Rosenbauer Saudi Arabia Ltd.
Industrial Valley
Plot 1B-30
King Abdullah Economy City 2396 - 2522
P. O. Box 12522
ZIP Code 21483
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Tel.: +966 12 6141667
Fax: +966 12 6141669
office.rksa@rosenbauer.com

Rosenbauer Saudi Arabia Ltd.
King Abdullah Road 4024, Al Ruwais 2
Arabic Business Center, Office No. 408
23213 Jeddah
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
office.rksa@rosenbauer.com

  Brunei
Eskay Rosenbauer Sdn Bhd
Block C, Unit 11 Ground Floor
Simpang 145
Jalan Pasir Berakas, BB1314
Brunei Darussalam
Tel.: +673 234 5670
Fax: +673 234 5868
yahya@skfire.com

  Singapore 
S.K. Rosenbauer Pte. Ltd.
8, Tuas Drive 2
Singapur 638643, Singapore
Tel.: +65 6862 3155
Fax: +65 6862 0273
sales@skrosenbauer.com

  Australia 
Rosenbauer Australia Pty. Ltd.
Unit 2.01.1
2-6 Leonardo Drive
Da Vinci Business Park
Brisbane Airport, Qld 4008
Australia
Tel.: +61-7-3860-6010
Fax: +61-7-3860-6120
australia@rosenbauer.com

  China
Rosenbauer International AG
1207, Landmark Tower 1
8 North Dongsanhuan Road
Chaoyang District
Peking 100004, PR China
Tel.: +86 10 6467-2128
Fax: +86 10 6467-2028
beijing@rosenbauer.com

Rosenbauer International AG
Kunming Representative Office
Add.: 6C, Junfa Center
No. 987 Beijing Road
Pan Long District
650225 Kunming, China

  Philippines
S.K. Rosenbauer Pte. Ltd. Philippines –
Representative Office
No. 210 Martinez Street
Corner I. Lopez Street
Barangay New Zaniga
Mandaluyong City 1550, Philippines
Tel.: +632 655 73 75
Fax: +632 655 73 75
abegail@skrosenbauer.com

mailto:sales@rosenbaueramerica.com
http://www.rosenbaueramerica.com/
mailto:sales@rosenbaueramerica.com
http://www.rosenbaueramerica.com/
mailto:sales@rosenbaueramerica.com
http://www.rosenbaueramerica.com/
mailto:sales@rosenbaueramerica.com
http://www.rosenbaueramerica.com/
mailto:sales@rosenbaueramerica.com
http://www.rosenbaueramerica.com/
mailto:rosenbauer.za@rosenbauer.com
mailto:zao-sp@mail.ru
mailto:office.rksa@rosenbauer.com
mailto:office.rksa@rosenbauer.com
mailto:yahya@skfire.com
mailto:sales@skrosenbauer.com
mailto:australia@rosenbauer.com
mailto:beijing@rosenbauer.com
mailto:abegail@skrosenbauer.com
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Fire fighting vehicles.

Special vehicles

Aerials
Municipal vehicles

Compact Line

Industrial vehicles

Aerial ladders

Hydraulic platformsEfficient Technology
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Fire fighting vehicles

Rosenbauer offers a complete 
selection of fire fighting vehicles 
for municipal, industrial, airport 
and military fire brigades.

ARFF vehicles

Escape stairsHazmat vehicles
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Fire fighting equipment

Personal protective equipment 
from head to toe. 
 

Technical equipment for  
your operation. 
 

Full range of equipment.

Power generators

Portable pumps

Submersible 
pumps

Illumination

Fans

Thermal imaging
cameras

Firefighting helmets

Protective clothing

Protective boots

Gloves
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 § Firefighting helmet HEROS-titan
 § Firefighting helmet HEROS-titan Pro
 § Firefighting helmet HEROS-smart

 § Protective clothing 
 § FIRE MAX 3, FIRE FIT 2, THL
 § Protective suit for wildland fire fighting

 § Nozzles SELECT FLOW, PRO JET
 § Portable monitors RB 6, POWER STREAM

 § RS 14
 § RS 14 SUPER SILENT
 § RS 9
 § RS 3

 § RLS2000
 § RLS1000

 § FANERGY
 § FANERGY XL

 § POLY extinguishing systems  
 § POLY PORTEX SL10  
 § POLY TROLLEY SL35-50  
 § POLY SKID MODULE  

 § EMEREC

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

 § NAUTILUS submersible pumps
 § Portable pumps FOX, FOX S,  

OTTER, BEAVER

 § Helmet-mounted thermal imaging camera C1
 § ARGUS Mi-TIC thermal imaging cameras

 § Turnout suit
 § Fire fighting boots TWISTER, TWISTER-cross, TORNADO, AUSTRIA
 § Protective gloves SAFE GRIP 3, FIRE PRO red, RESCUE II

 § UHPS high pressure extinguishing system
 § Engine pump trailers

 § Firefighting helmet HEROS-matrix
 § Radio telephone sets 
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Fire fighting helmets            Page 13

Protective clothing, gloves, boots         Page 39

Thermal imaging cameras           Page 63

Nozzles, portable monitors           Page 69

Submersible pumps, portable pumps , UHPS        Page 77

Power generators           Page 91

LED lighting systems           Page 105

High performance fans           Page 109

Foam extinguishing systems          Page 119

EMEREC and disaster management         Page 125 
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MULTIPLY     BY    TO GET / MULTIPLY BY     TO GET  

   LINEAR
   inches

   inches

   feet

 x 25,4                      =

 x 2,54                      =

 x 0,3048                  =   

 millimeters (mm)

 centimeters (cm)

 meters (m)   

 x 0,03937      =

 x 0,3937        =

 x 3,281         =

 inches

 inches

 feet

   AREA
   square inches

   square inches

   square feet

 

 x 645,16                   =

 x 6,452                     =

 x 0,0929                   = 

 square millimeters (mm2)

 square centimeters (cm2)

 square meters (m2) 

 

 x 0,00155      =

 x 0,155         =

 x 10,764       =

  

           

 square inches

 square inches

 square feet

   WEIGHT/AREA
   ounces/square yards

 

 x 33,70                    =

 

 grams/square meters (g/m2)

 

 x 0,03           =

 

 ounces/square yards

   VOLUME
   cubic inches

   cubic inches

   cubic inches

   quarts

   gallons (US)

   gallons (imp.)

   barrels

   cubic feet

   cubic feet

   fluid oz  

 x 16387,0                =

 x 16,387                  =

 x 0,01639                =

 x 0,94635                =

 x 3,7854                  =

 x 4,546                    =

 x 0,03175                =

 x 28,317                  =

 x 0,02832                =

 x 29,57                    =

 cubic millimeters (mm₃)

 cubic centimeters (cm₃)

 liters (l)

 liters (l)

 liters (l)

 liters (l)

 gallons (US)

 liters (l)

 cubic meters (m₃)

 milliliters (ml) 

 x 0,000061   =

 x 0,06102    =

 x 61,024      =

 x 1,0567      =

 x 0,2642      =

 x 0,21994     =

 x 31,5          =

 x 0,03531     =

 x 35,315       =

 x 0,03381     =

 

 cubic inches

 cubic inches

 cubic inches

 quarts

 gallons (US)

 gallons (imp.)

 barrels

 cubic feet

 cubic feet

 fluid oz

   MASS
   ounces (av)

   pounds (av)

   tons (2000 lb)

   tons (2000 lb)

 x 28,35                    =

 x 0,4536                  =

 x 907,18                  =

 x 0,90718                =

 grams (g)

 kilograms (kg)

 kilograms (kg)

 tons (t) 

 x 0,03527     =

 x 2,2046       =

 x 0,001102   =

 x 1,1023       =

 ounces (av)

 pounds (av)

 tons (2000 lb)

 tons (2000 lb)

   POWER
   horsepower (bhp)

   horsepower (DIN)

   ft-lbf/min

 

 x 0,746                    =

 x 0,735                    =

 x 0,0226                  =

 kilowatts (kW)

 kilowatts (kW)

 watts (W) 

  x 1,34          =

  x 1,36           =

  x 44,25         =

 horsepower (bhp)

 horsepower (DIN)

 ft-lbf/min

Conversion Table
Conversion English, American and Metric Customary Measuring Units.

Temperature Conversion
To convert Celsius to Fahrenheit multiply the number by 9, divide by 5, and add 32.
To convert Fahrenheit to Celsius subtract 32 from the number and multiply by five, then divide by 9.
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HEROS FIREFIGHTING HELMETS FROM 
ROSENBAUER

Rosenbauer has over 20 years of experience with protective helmets. 
The HEROS, a helmet from Rosenbauer, was introduced to the market 
in 1992. In 2005, this was followed by the HEROS-xtreme, the first 
full-shell helmet to comply with standard EN 443. The ¾-shell helmets 
HEROS-smart and HEROS-matrix complete the product range. In 2015, 
Rosenbauer sets a new standard for maximum safety in firefighting opera-
tions with the HEROS-titan firefighting helmet.

Today, the HEROS firefighting helmets are used hundreds of thousands 
of times over and ensure the protection and safety of emergency crews 
worldwide. All HEROS helmets are produced entirely by Rosenbauer, 
using only Rosenbauer tools.

Performance 
characteristics

HEROS-
titan

HEROS-
smart

HEROS-
matrix

EN 443:2008 -

EN 16471, EN 16473

Helmet type Type B/3b  
(full shell) 

Type A/3b 
(¾-shell)

Type A/3b 
(¾-shell)

Size adjustment from 
the outside

Size 49 - 67 51 - 65 51 – 65

Face shield according to 
EN 14458

Protective goggles per 
EN 14458

Neck protection

Edge protection -

Helmet stripes

Helmet crests

Integrated lamp holder

Lamp holder as 
accessory

Integrated thermal 
imaging camera

- -

Integrated mask adapter – -

Helmet radio

Leather casing -

Comfort padding 
chinstrap

HEROS-smart: 3/4-shell

HEROS-matrix: 3/4-shell

HEROS-titan: full shell

 optional       standard     – unavailable
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HEROS fire fighting helmets

Standards for firefighting helmets

EN 443:2008
Establishes minimum requirements for firefighting in buil-
dings and other structures. An important component of 
this is the distinction between firefighting helmets of Type 
A and Type B. Type A helmets cover only the upper portion 
of the head. Type B helmets additionally provide protection 
for the lower half of the head and are referred to as full 
helmets. 

EN 14458:2004
In EN 14458, the focus is specifically placed on eye and 
face shields and visors, which are used in protective hel-
mets. 

EN 16473:2014
EN 16473 describes helmets for technical rescue. 
Examples include traffic accidents, rail traffic incidents 
and work in and around collapsed buildings after natural 
disasters. 

EN 16471:2014
The EN 16471 also applies to helmets used for forest and 
other land firefighting. 

ISO 16073:2011 
ISO 16073 regulates the minimum requirements and test 
methods for all personal protective equipment used by 
forest and other land firefighters.

Additional testing:

Electric isolation

Resistance against liquid chemicals

Requirements according to EN 443:2008

Heat radiation
 � 8 minutes
 � 14 kW/m2 ≥ 300 °C helmet temperature

Shock absorption

 � Hemispherical striker
 � 5 kg from a height of 2.5 m
 � In heated condition > 300 °C  

helmet temperature
 � Force transmitted to head < 15 kN

Penetration 
resistance

 � Flat blade striker
 � 1 kg from a height of 2 m
 � In heated condition > 300 °C  

helmet temperature
 � No contact with test head

Flame engulfment
 � Flame engulfment 1,000 °C / 10 sec
 � No afterburning > 5 sec
 � No dripping

 
HEROS-titan and HEROS-smart clearly outperform all requirements 
according to EN 443 and provide the highest protection in all fire fighting 
operations.

Shock absorption

Penetration resistance

Heat radiation

Flame engulfment

1
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FIRE FIGHTING HELMET HEROS-titan

Tougher than any operation. 
The new generation of HEROS firefighting helmets combines maximum 
protection with wearing comfort and a perfect fit. Harder than every 
operation, it withstands high mechanical loads and extreme temperatures 
without problems. 

 � Minimal weight of approx. 1.3 kg
 � Lighter helmet shell with excellent stability
 � Optimised centre of gravity
 � Wide range of sizes from 49 to 67 with only one helmet shell
 � “Bionic Design” conveys power, dynamic and speed
 � Individual helmet adjustment in just five steps
 � Disassembly of interior fittings does not require any tools
 � Interior fittings can be washed at 40 °C to 60 °C
 � Improved user- and service-friendliness

The HEROS-titan is tested and certified according to EN 443:2008, 
EN 16471, EN 16473 and ISO 16073

 � Helmet type B / 3b
 � CE 0299
 � Additional testing: E2E3C**** 
E2E3 electric isolation 
C contact with liquid chemicals 
**** -40 °C

Most powerful helmet torch
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HEROS-titan

New helmet shell, minimal weight
 � Ergonomically shaped helmet shell
 � Thin design made of light material with high stability
 � Weighs only 1.3 kg and remains comfortable and secure on the head 
of the wearer even after long periods

 � Highest mechanical protective properties

Optimised damping insert
 � Heat-insulating damping insert protects the head from heat even better
 � More robust in terms of penetration

Improved rotary knob
 � Simple and rapid size adjustment of the helmet from the outside
 � More grip and better haptics
 � Easily adjustable from outside even when wearing gloves
 � Expanded adjustment range due to improved gearing mechanism of the 
rotary knob

Integrated edge protection
 � Protects the helmet at the edges from bumps, wear and damage
 � Attached directly to the helmet
 � Fitted as standard

Visors: optical class 1
 � Visors designed according to the highest optical class 1
 � Better view and a comfortable and long wear comfort
 � Face shield and eye protector visors certified according  
to EN 14458:2004

 � All visors are suitable for eyeglass wearers

Fully flexible mask adapter (optional)
 � Additional alignment back and forth and up and down
 � Suitable for all common respirator masks

Most powerful helmet lamp (optional)
 � With a weight reduction of 15 %, it is even lighter to wear on the helmet
 � Luminosity can be adjusted in three stages
 � With significantly more power and optimised luminosity
 � Battery change is indicated by a flashing signal 

Thermal imaging camera for HEROS-titan (optional)
 � Simple attachment onto the helmet
 � Five different color representations
 � Temperature display from -40 °C up to +1,200 °C
 � Display size of 2.4II (inches), format 4:3

User friendly rotary knob

Face shield and eye protection visors 
according to optical class 1

Helmet-mounted thermal imaging camera

Fully flexible mask adapter

1
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A perfect fit in just five steps. 
The HEROS-titan ensures a perfect fit with its innovative concept. The 
internal fittings of the new full protection helmet can be adjusted for a 
perfect fit in just five steps. 

1. Wear height 
The wearing height can be adjusted in the internal fittings thanks to the 
headbands. The wearing height is easiest to adjust when the interior fit-
tings are removed.

2. Headbands in three widths
The headband can be adjusted on both sides to three different stages.

3. Chin strap padding 
The position of the chin strap padding near the ears is also adjustable. 

4. Rotary knob 
The wear comfort can now be adjusted at any time using the external 
rotary knob - very easily, even when wearing firefighting gloves. 

5. Optimised centre of gravity 
The helmet can be optimally aligned to the body‘s centre of gravity by 
pressing the helmet shell away from or closer to the interior fittings. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scope of delivery
The HEROS-titan comes complete with neck protector and face shield. 
Weight: approx. 1.35 kg

Wear height Chin strap padding

Headbands in three widths Optimised centre of gravity

157301

157306157305

157304157302 / 157312

157311157309

157308157307

157300

Order No. Colour

157300 HEROS-titan luminous

157301 HEROS-titan high-visibility red

157302 HEROS-titan high-visibility yellow

157304 HEROS-titan blue

157305 HEROS-titan black

157306 HEROS-titan white

157307 HEROS-titan silver

157308 HEROS-titan red – RAL 3020

157309 HEROS-titan yellow – RAL 1018

157310 HEROS-titan white with black crest

157311 HEROS-titan chrome

157312 HEROS-titan high-visibility luminous yellow
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Accessories and options for the HEROS-titan

157349 Helmet lamp system for HEROS-titan  
The helmet lamp is easily detachable and can also be used 
as a hand-held lamp. Operation while wearing gloves is also 
possible.

 � Ex II 2 G Ex ib IIC T4 Gb
 � Ex II 2 D Ex ib IIIC T 135 °C Db
 � Revolutionary and extremely powerful hi-tech LED 

beam, explosion-proof
 � Comes complete with 3 AAA batteries
 � Select from three different light levels
 � Weight: 0.13 kg

157348 Helmet-mounted thermal imaging camera for 
 HEROS-titan 

The camera is simply attached to the helmet and the cur-
rent field of view is transferred to the display as a heat 
image. The incorporated lamp is a true plus in functionality. 

 � Five colour representations
 � High resolution of 384 x 288 pixels
 � Display size of 2.4II (inches), format 4:3
 � Temperature display from -40 °C up to +1,200 °C
 � Low weight of 427 g (incl. battery)
 � Integrated helmet lamp with two high-performance LEDs

For detailed information please refer to page 64.

Face shield  
Certified according to EN 14458:2004. Designed according to the 
highest optical class 1. Suitable for eyeglass wearers. 

157350 Clear, as spare part 
15735101 Gold coated, mounted onto the helmet  

(instead of standard visor)
157351 Gold coated, as spare part  

Eye protector
Certified according to EN 14458:2004. Designed according to the 
highest optical class 1. Suitable for eyeglass wearers. 

15735402 Clear, as spare part 
157354 Clear, mounted onto the helmet 
15735401 Tinted (sun protection),  mounted onto the helmet 
15735403 Tinted (sun protection), as spare part 

Set of straps for mask fastening
Complete (left and right). For fastening of 2-point-mask adapters 
(adapter not included). Colour: white:

156862 Mounted onto the helmet  
15686201 Loose, as spare part  

Mask adapter
For assembly of masks with spring clamps.

15733101 Mounted onto the helmet 
157331 Loose, as spare part       

HEROS-titan

157348

157349

15735101

15735402 15735401

156862
(comes without helmet and mask) 157331

157350

15735403157354

1
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Neck protector 
Made of heat and flame resistant material.

157369  Standard neck protector, 
 two layers, as spare part 
15736901 Standard neck protector, 
 three layers, instead of standard neck protector
15736904 Standard neck protector, 
 three layers, as spare part
157368  Circumferential neck protector (“Holland”)   
 two layers, as spare part
15736801 Circumferential neck protector (“Holland”) 
 two layers, instead of standard neck protector
15736802  Circumferential neck protector (“Holland”) 
 three layers, instead of standard neck protector
15736804 Circumferential neck protector (“Holland”)  
 three layers, as spare part

Other neck protectors upon request.

Helmet trims (double) 
Made of 3M Scotchlite.

157364  Colour: red, mounted onto the helmet   
157365  Colour: silver, mounted onto the helmet   
157366  Colour: yellow/gold, mounted onto the helmet 
157367  Colour: blue, mounted onto the helmet  
15736401  Colour: red, as spare part 
15736501  Colour: silver, as spare part 
15736601 Colour: yellow/gold, as spare part 
15736701  Colour: blue, as spare part   

Individualised lettering for HEROS-titan
Wording and colour freely selectable.

1573991  Lettering single-line, mounted onto the helmet
1573992  Lettering double-line, mounted onto the helmet
15739910  Lettering single-line, as spare part
15739920 Lettering double-line, as spare part
15739804  Lettering name, printed on foil, as spare part 

15736301  Universal adapter for HEROS-titan                    
The universal adapter enables quick and easy attachment 
of lateral fitting of helmet lamps. The adapter can be 
mounted on both left or right side of the helmet. For the 
following helmet lamp connection pieces can be provided: 
UK3A, Parat PX1 / PX0, Fenix E05.

15736401 15736501

15736601 15736701

157364 / 157394157364 / 157394

157369

157368

15739804
1573992 

Universal adapter for 
attachment on the helmet

Helmet torch adapter for attach-
ment on the universal adapter

15736301 15736303 
For UK3A

15736304 
For Parat PX1 / PX0 

15736305 
For Fenix E05 

15736301/15736305
(without lamp)

15736301

Symbolic picture

Adapters for other helmet lamps upon request. 
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HEROS-titan

Helmet crests upon request.

No. Part Order No.

01 Helmet shell 15732003

02 Front shield, black 157357

03 Helmet lamp HL3 Ex 157349

04 Bilnd cover set (1 pair) 15733102

05 Mask adapter set (1 pair) 157331

06 Rotary knob 157361

Gearwheel 15736001

07 Helmet band 15735902

08 Textile headband cover 15737001

08a Leather headband cover 15737002

09 Foam headband without covering 15735903

10 Chin strap 157370

11 Neck protector 157369

11a Neck protector, three layers 15736901

11b Circumferential neck protector 157368

11c Circumferential neck protector, three layers 15736802

12 Mask adapter/ straps for masks 15686201

13 Face shield, transparent 157350

13a Face shield, gold-plated 157351

14 Eye protector, transparent 15735402

14a Eye protector, tinted (sun protection) 15735403

15 Helmet trims red, doubled 15736401

15 Helmet trims silver, doubled 15736501

15 Helmet trims yellow/gold, doubled 15736601

15 Helmet trims blue, doubled 15736701

16 Helmet lettering “FIRE BRIGADE” 15739801

Internal fittings with textile covering 157363

Protection cover for extreme operations and fire containers

157374 Material: NOMEX® 
15737401 Material: NOMEX® gold  

Helmet crests upon request.

156871 Chin guard, made of leather    

1573601 Adjustment set for small head sizes  

156671 Profi cleaning agent for fire helmet HEROS  
 40 ml spray bottle.

Head band lining

15737001 Made of textile, as spare part 
15737002 Made of leather, as spare part 
15737003 Made of leather instead of textile, mounted onto the 

helmet   

15684301 Carrying and storage bag 
 The bag enables comfortable transport of the helmet and 

accessories as well as perfect protection during storage of 
the helmets. Moreover, it can be used as a washing bag to 
clean, for example, the inner harness in a washing machi-
ne. Weight: 0.06 kg.

 
Spare parts for HEROS-titan

15684301

15737003 157360

1
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FIRE FIGHTING HELMET HEROS-titan Pro

Protective helmet for structural fire fighting in accordance with
NFPA 1971-2013 (MH45681)

Comfort and safety under extreme conditions.
 � The new design provides for maximum safety and outstanding comfort
 � Padded ratchet system for increased comfort
 � Better balance for less neck and shoulder strain
 � Integrates well with all SCBA face plates.

It‘s time to put safety and comfort ahead of tradition.
The extension of the helmet along the side of the wearer‘s head provides 
additional protection in a critical area. This design reduces the severity of 
any side impact.
 � The helmet profile provides increased side impact protection
 � It reduces the risk of entanglement in confined spaces

Size adjustment from outside
 � Adjustments can easily be made while wearing gloves.

Helmet flashlight (optional)
 � Revolutionary helmet flashlight (optional)
 � detachable for use as hand-held flashlight explosion proof, LED  
operated by 3 batteries AAA (included)

Eye protector and face shield
 � Integrated tilt-up eye protection and face shield

Chinstrap
 � Ergonomic, 3-point chinstrap for perfect fit and stability
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HEROS-titan Pro

Neck protection/ear covers
 � Neck protector made of heat and flame resistant material

Integrated LED flashlight
An LED light is optionally available for the HEROS-titan Pro helmet. This 
light securely attaches to the front of the helmet, directing the light in the 
direction of the wearer‘s eyes. The brightness can be adjusted in three 
stages by pressing the main button (120 / 90 / 15 lumen).

Scope of delivery
The HEROS-titan Pro comes complete with neck protector, face shield, 
eye protector and helmet trims. 
Weight: approx. 1.50 kg

Order No.: Colour

157380 HEROS-titan Pro white

157381 HEROS-titan Pro high-visibility red

157382 HEROS-titan Pro yellow

157383 HEROS-titan Pro red

157384 HEROS-titan Pro black

157385 HEROS-titan Pro high-visibility yellow

157386 HEROS-titan Pro blue

Accessories and options for HEROS-titan Pro

157349    Helmet lamp
15684301    Carrying and storage bag
1573869    Ear/neck cover
15738691    Face shield for HEROS-titan Pro
15738692    Eye protector for HEROS-titan Pro
15738695    Helmet trims red-orange for HEROS-titan Pro TYPE 

3M Scotchlite 8986
15738696    Helmet trims lime-yellow for HEROS-titan Pro TYPE 

3M Scotchlite 8887

157381

157385157384

157383157382

157385 + 157349
157386

157380

  Additional side and neck protection

HEROS-titan Pro 
helmet design

Traditional 
helmet design

Additional protection 
in a critical area

Additional side and neck protection

Heros-titan Pro
helmet design

Traditional
helmet design

Additional 
protection
in a critical 
area

1
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Spare parts for HEROS-titan Pro

No. Part Order No.

01 Helmet shell  

02 Front cover, black 157357

03 Helmet lamp 157349

04 Blind cover set (1 pair) 15733102

05 Adjustment knob 157361

 Gear-wheel 15736001

06 Helmet band with overhead strap 15738697

07 Head band lining, made of textile 15738693

08 Head band without lining 15735903

09 Chin strap 15738694

10 Neck protector 1573869

11 Face shield clear 15738691

12 Eye protector clear 15738692

13 Helmet trims red-orange 15738695

14 Helmet trims yellow 15738696
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HEROS-smart

FIRE FIGHTING HELMET HEROS-smart

The HEROS-smart is tested and certified according to EN 
443:2008, EN 16471, EN 16473 and ISO 16073

 � Helmet type A/3b
 � EN 443:2008
 � CE 0158
 � Additional testing: E2E3C***
 �  E2E3 electric isolation 
C contact with liquid chemicals 
*** - 30 °C

ISO 16073:2011 (wildland fire fighting)
 � Additional requirements:  
440 V electric isolation 
*** - 20 °C 
LD lateral deformation

Helmet shell
 � Glass fibre reinforced composite material
 � High strength and impact resistance at extreme temperatures

Visors
 �  Certified as to EN 14458
 �  Extensive facial protection visor*
 �  Eye protection visor*

Size adjustment from outside
 � Easily adjustable helmet size from outside
 � Adjustment possible from the outside even when wearing gloves
 � Required setting can be changed quickly depending on the operation

1
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15716301 / 15736303 / 307859

308001

Optimised wearer comfort
 � Ergonomically optimised headband 
 � Very good fit to individual head shape due to size-adjustable  
headband

 � Fatigue-free wear

Inner lining
 � High-comfort padding for comfort to head pressure points  
even during extended operations 

 � Best possible hearing and heat sensitivity 
 � Optimum weight balance 
 � Excellent wearer comfort 
 � Heat and flame resistant material 
 � Sweat-absorbent, machine-washable headband

Scope of delivery
HEROS-smart comes complete with neck protector and face shield.
Weight: approx. 1.3 kg 

Order no.: Colour

157100 HEROS-smart luminous

157101 HEROS-smart high-visibility red – RAL 2005

157102 HEROS-smart high-visibility yellow – RAL 1026

157104 HEROS-smart blue – RAL 5015

157105 HEROS-smart black – RAL 9004

157106 HEROS-smart white – RAL 9016

157108 HEROS-smart red – RAL 3020

157112 HEROS-smart high-visibility yellow-luminous

Accessories and options for HEROS-smart

308001 Helmet lamp PIXA 3 
 � Ex II 3 G Ex nAnL IIB T4, Ex II 3 D Ex tD A22 IP64 T  

135 °C
 � Illumination time up to 12 hours
 � Rotatable up to 90°
 � 2 LED, switchable separately or together 

(via rotary knob)
 � Weight: 0.16 kg (incl. batteries)

307859 LED-explosion-proof lamp UK 3AA 
 � Explosion proof II 2G Ex e ib IIC T6, II 2 D Ex ibD 21 T 

61 °C
 � LED ELED CPO ET with push-button tail and batteries
 � Weight: 0.15 kg (incl. batteries)

15716301 Universal adapter for HEROS-smart
  The universal adapter enables quick and easy attachment 

of lateral fitting of helmet lamps. The adapter can be 
mounted on both left or right side of the helmet. For the 
following helmet lamp connection pieces can be provided: 
UK3A, Parat PX1 / PX0, Fenix E05.

Universal adapter for 
attachment on the helmet

Helmet lamp adapter for attach-
ment on the universal adapter

15716301 15736303 
For UK3A

15736304 
For Parat PX1 / PX0 

15736305 
For Fenix E05 
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HEROS-smart

15706401 15706501

157350

15735403

157354

Face shield  
Certified according to EN 14458:2004. Designed according to the high-
est optical class 1. Suitable for eyeglass wearers. 

157350 Clear, as spare part 
15735101 Gold coated, mounted onto the helmet  

(instead of standard visor)
157351 Gold coated, as spare part  

Eye protector
Certified according to EN 14458:2004. Designed according to the high-
est optical class 1. Suitable for eyeglass wearers. 

157354 Clear, as spare part 
15735402 Clear, mounted onto the helmet 
15735401 Tinted (sun protection),  mounted onto the helmet 
15735403 Tinted (sun protection), as spare part  

Helmet trims (double) 
Made of 3M Scotchlite.

157064 Colour: red, mounted onto the helmet  
157065 Colour: silver, mounted onto the helmet 
15706401 Colour: red, as spare part 
15706501 Colour: silver, as spare part  

Helmet crests upon request.

Neck protector 
Made of heat and flame resistant material.

15686906 Standard neck protector, mounted onto the helmet  
156869  Standard neck protector, as spare part 
15686803 Circumferential neck protector (“Holland”) 
 as spare part
15686802 Circumferential neck protector (“Holland”) 
 instead of standard neck protector

156873 Edge protector 
 Made of silicone, mounted onto the helmet  

(not for retrofitting).

Head band lining

157700 Made of textile, as spare part 
15687002  Made of leather, as spare part 
15687003  Made of leather, instead of textile, mounted onto the 

helmet  

Individualised lettering for HEROS-smart
Wording and colour freely selectable.

1571991  Lettering single-line, mounted onto the helmet
15719910  Lettering single-line, as spare part
1571992  Lettering double-line, mounted onto the helmet
15719920  Lettering double-line, as spare part    

15686310 Harness XXL complete with textile and chinstrap
 Up to size 68.

156671 Profi cleaning agent for fire helmet HEROS 
 40 ml spray bottle.

156848  Cleaning liquid antistatic “KP-COMFORT”

15716301 / 15736303 / 307859 / 15703702

156873

1
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Spare parts for HEROS-smart 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No. Part Order No.

01 Helmet shell 157120

02 Front shield

03 Rotary knob 156861

Complete actuator
(without rotary knob)

156860

Gearwheel 15686001

04 Damping insert

05 Cradle net 15686303

Cradle net with hole
for assembling SAVOX helmet radio 

15686304

06 Helmet band 15685902

07 Foam headband
without covering

15685903

08 Textile headband cover 157700

08a Leather headband cover 15687002

Browband for headband 156875

09 Chin strap 15707003

10 Neck protector 156869

10a Neck protector 15686803

11 Face shield,
transparent

157350

12 Eye protector, transparent 157354

12a Eye protector,
tinted (sun protection)

15735403

13 Helmet trims red, doubled 157064

13a Helmet trims silver, doubled 157065

13b Helmet trims yellow/gold,
doubled

157066

13c Helmet trims blue, doubled 157067

Internal fittings
(05, 06, 07, 08, 09)
with textile covering

157063

Retrofitting set
for SAVOX radio set

15686302
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HEROS-matrix

FIRE FIGHTING HELMET HEROS-matrix

With the new HEROS-matrix firefighting helmet, Rosenbauer delivers the 
ideal helmet for forest fire operations and rescue operations. The helmet 
was developed specially for operations other than indoor fires and is 
therefore a light and economical alternative for fire departments, rescue 
and technical relief. 

The HEROS-matrix fulfils all requirements according to the following stan-
dards:
 � EN 16471:2013 helmets for forest and land firefighting
 � EN 16473:2013 helmets for technical rescue
 � ISO 16073:2011 helmets for forest fire fighting

Additional testing:  
440 V  electric isolation 
**       -20 °C 
LD lateral deformation

1
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Size adjustment from the outside
 � Easy head adjustment mechanism on the outside
 � Easy operation is possible from outside - even when wearing  
firefighting gloves

 � The tightness can be adjusted to the operational situation at any time
 � Rotary knob in powerful red

Interior
 � Special lightweight construction
 � Individual adjustment of the wearing height with height-adjustment 
headband and cradle net

 � Comfort padding prevents pressure points even during extended  
operations

 � Ideal sound and heat perception
 � Optimal weight distribution
 � Best wearing comfort

Trapezoidal chin strap
 � With ergonomically optimised 3-point chin strap as standard
 � Heat-resistant and flame-retarding
 � Adjustable to several positions for a stable and secure fit
 � Machine washable

Two visors for every operation
 � Extensive face protection certified according to EN 14458:2004
 � Also suitable for wearing with glasses (common sizes) 
 � Eye shield clear or tinted (optional), certified according to 
EN14458:2004

Scope of delivery
HEROS-matrix comes complete without neck protector and face shield.
Weight: approx. 970 g

Order no.: Colour

157203 HEROS-matrix yellow – RAL 1018

157204 HEROS-matrix blue – RAL 5015

157205 HEROS-matrix black – RAL 9004

157206 HEROS-matrix white – RAL 9016

157208 HEROS-matrix red – RAL 3020

157204

157205

157208

157206

157203
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HEROS-matrix

15735403

15735402157350

Accessories and options for HEROS-matrix

Face shield  
Certified according to EN 14458:2004. Designed according to the 
highest optical class 1. Suitable for eyeglass wearers.  

15735001  Clear, mounted onto the helmet   
157350 Clear, as spare part 
15735101 Gold coated, mounted onto the helmet  

(instead of standard visor)
157351 Gold coated, as spare part  

Eye protector
Certified according to EN 14458:2004. Designed according to the 
highest optical class 1. Suitable for eyeglass wearers.  

15735402 Clear, as spare part 
157354 Clear, mounted onto the helmet 
15735401 Tinted (sun protection),  mounted onto the helmet 
15735403 Tinted (sun protection), as spare part

Helmet trims (double) 
Made of 3M Scotchlite.

157264 Colour: red, mounted onto the helmet  
157265 Colour: silver, mounted onto the helmet 
157266 Colour: yellow, mounted onto the helmet 
15726401 Colour: red, as spare part 
15726501 Colour: silver, as spare part 
15726601 Colour: yellow, as spare part 

Helmet crests upon request.
 
Neck protector
Made of heat and flame resistant material.

15686906 Standard neck protector, mounted onto the helmet 
156869 Standard neck protector, as spare part 
15686902 Neck protector made of PU-coated cotton fabric,
 mounted onto the helmet 
15686901 Neck protector made of PU-coated cotton fabric, 
 as spare part  

Individualized lettering for HEROS-matrix
Wording and colour freely selectable.

1571991  Lettering single-line, mounted onto the helmet
15719910  Lettering single-line, as spare part
1571992  Lettering double-line, mounted onto the helmet
15719920  Lettering double-line, as spare part

308001 Helmet lamp PIXA 3 
 � Ex II 3 G Ex nAnL IIB T4, Ex II 3 D Ex tD A22 IP64 T  

135 °C
 � Illumination time up to 12 hours
 � Rotatable up to 90°
 � 2 LED, switchable separately or together 

(via rotary knob)
 � Weight: 0.16 kg (incl. batteries)

157264 / 15686906157266

15735001 / 157264 / 157044

308001

1
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Spare parts for HEROS-matrix

No. Part Order No.

01 Helmet shell red 15722008

02 Rotary knob 157261

Complete actuator
(without rotary knob)

156860

Gearwheel 15686001

03 Cradle net 15686303

Cradle net with hole
for assembling SAVOX helmet radio

15686304

04 Helmet band 15685902

05 Headband 15685903

Browband for headband 156875

06 Chin strap 15707003

07 Set made of foam material 15726301

08 Face shield,
transparent

157350

09 Neck protector 156869

09a All-around neck protector 15686803

10 Eye protector,
transparent

157354

10a Eye protector,
tinted (sun protection)

15735403

11 Helmet trims red, doubled 157264

11 Helmet trims silver, doubled 157265

11 Helmet trims yellow/gold,
doubled

157266

Retrofitting set
for SAVOX radio set

15706701

02

03

04

05

06

08

09/09a

10/10a

11

01

07
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HEROS-xtreme

Nr. Teil Artikel Nr.

01 Helmet shell 15682001

02 Assembly plate 156856

03 Front shield 156857

04 Adapter side 156855

05 Rotary knob 156861

Actuator (without rotary knob) 156860

06 Damping unit

07 Cradle net 15686303

Cradle net with hole
for SAVOX radio set

15686304

08 Helmet band 15685902

09 Headband 15685903

10 Textile headband cover 15687001

10a Leather headband cover 15687002

Browband for headband 156875

11 Chin strap 156870

12 Neck protector 156869

12a All-round neck protector 15686803

13 Straps for masks 15686201

14 Face shield,
transparent

157350

14a Face shield,
gold-plated

157351

15 Eye protector, transparent 15735402

15a Eye protector,
tinted (sun protection)

15735403

16 Helmet lamp 157049

17 Helmet trims red, doubled 15686401

17 Helmet trims silver, doubled 15686501

17 Helmet trims yellow, doubled 15686601

17 Helmet trims blue, doubled 15686701

Internal fittings
(07, 08, 09, 10)

156863

Retrofitting set for SAVOX radio set 15686302

Spare parts for HEROS-xtreme

Safety in extreme situations
 � Highly heat resistant and impact resistant helmet shell
 � Ergonomical inner lining 
 � Trapezoidal chinstrap for better stability
 � Easily adjustable helmet size from outside
 � Two visors: large face shield and eye protector (optional)
 � Integrated helmet lamp system (optional)

The HEROS-xtreme is fully tested and certified according to EN 
443:2008, EN 16471 and EN 16473

 � Helmet type B / 3b
 � CE 0299
 � Additional testing: E2E3C**** 
E2E3  electric isolation 
C       contact with liquid chemicals 
***    -40 °C

1
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Universal adapter Helmet speaker device adapter

15736301
For HEROS-titan

15736306* 
15736311** 
For CT-FlexCom

15736302* 
15736309** 
For SCORPION

15736307 
For Fire Talk S 
left side
157363071 
For Fire Talk S 
right side

15716301
For HEROS-smart

15736308* 
15736312** 
For CT-FlexCom

RADIO TELEPHONE SETS FOR HEROS HELMETS

Regardless of the alarm level, secure communication with a high trans-
mission quality is indispensable in firefighting and disaster operations. 
Radio telephone sets enable flawless communication when wearing 
helmets and respirator masks, and increase occupational safety under 
difficult operating conditions, such as in the event of high levels of 
background noise or acute danger. In combination with the headset and 
hand microphone, a radio connection with perfect quality is guaranteed 
in every operating situation, even when using a heavy breathing protec-
tion apparatus. 

Three different versions are available for speaking: 
 � Goose-neck microphone
 � Contact microphone, fixed to the inside of the top of the helmet
 � Airborne sound microphone

Universal adapter for HEROS-titan and HEROS-smart
The universal adapter allows easy and fast fitting of radio telephone sets 
to HEROS-titan and HEROS-smart helmets. The adapter can be easily 
mounted to the left or right side of the helmet, thus forming the base for 
accommodating the CT FlexCom, Scorpion and FireTalk S EN 443 helmet 
speaker devices. 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

*Mounted on left side, **Mounted on right side

Contact microphone

Goose-neck microphone
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Radio telephone sets

15671201 / 156709 / 15736312 / 15716301

156709 / 15671201

CEOTRONICS RADIO TELEPHONE SETS
 
With the headsets from CeoTronics, a larger operational area can be 
covered with regard to noise protection and communication under pro-
tective helmets as well as communication irrespective of the helmet.

CeoTronics CT FlexCom goose-neck microphone
Flame-resistant according to EN 443. Protection class IP 66 / 67. ATEX 
version on request. Fast and easy attachment to the firefighting helmet 
without tools is possible with the universal adapter. Background noise-
cancelling microphone. Housing made of impact-resistant plastic. Goose-
neck does not rebound. Can also be used with respirator mask. Goose-
neck length = 220 mm.

156709  CT-FlexCom goose-neck microphone
 Without fastening.

CeoTronics CT-SkullMike contact microphone
Hearing and speaking system with cranial microphone. Includes a con
tact microphone that records the speech from the top of the head and 
transmits it. The system is ideal for use in conjunction with helmets and 
masks. The special construction with flexible gaiter ensures total wea-
ring comfort and optimal contact with the cranial area. Housing made of 
impact-resistant plastic.

15686321  CT-SkullMike contact microphone
 Without fastening.
  

Accessories HEROS-
titan

HEROS-
smart

HEROS-
matrix

HEROS-
xtreme

Fastening for 
CT-FlexCom, 
loose

15736301
15736306*
15736311**

15716301 
15736308*
15736312**

15716301 
15736308*
15736312**

156711 

Fastening for 
CT-SkullMike, 
loose

15736310 15686305 15686305 15686305

 
*Mounted on left side, 
**Mounted on right side

1
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SAVOX RADIO TELEPHONE SETS

SAVOX HC-1 contact microphone
Dirt-proof contact microphone for fire and rescue operations. Light and 
compact. Unique fastening system included in scope of delivery, suita-
ble for all firefighting helmets, can be installed without tools. With 4-pin 
quick-plug connector.

156651  HC-1 contact microphone

SAVOX HC-E airborne sound microphone
Lightweight headset with integrated electronic microphone. Unique moun-
ting system, included in delivery, suitable for all fire department helmets, 
can be installed without tools. With 4-pin quick-plug connector.

156649  HC-E airborne sound microphone

SAVOX MPH goose-neck microphone
Versatile gooseneck microphone, suitable for all firefighting helmets. 
With special sound insulation; also for use in extreme noise conditions, at 
high speeds and in strong wind. Circumferential fastening system. With 
4-pin quick-plug connector.

156668  MPH goose-neck microphone

Accessories HEROS-
titan

HEROS-
smart

HEROS-
matrix

HEROS-
xtreme

HC-1 speaker
adapter,
loose as 
spare part

15736310 15686305 15686305 15686305

HC-E / MPH 
speaker
adapter,
loose as 
spare part

15736310 15686308 15686308 15686308

MPH/HC-1 
HC-E
Speaker
adapter VPE
5 pcs, loose 
as spare part

15736310    

Interior equip-
ment for HC-1,
mounted inside 
helmet as an 
alternative to 
the standard 
interior 
equipment,
without 
radio set

- 15686313 15686313 15686301

Interior equip-
ment for HC-1,
loose without 
radio set

- 15686314 15686314 15686314

The speaker adapter for the HEROS-titan is included in the scope of deli-
very of the radio telephones sets. Adapters for the HEROS-smart, HEROS-
matrix and HEROS-xtreme must be ordered separately.

156651

15686313
(without radio set)

156649 / 15736310

156668 / 15736310

15686305 1568630815736310
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HOLMCO RADIO TELEPHONE SETS

Holmco offers product solutions for professional voice transmission, 
especially for applications in rough and noisy environments.

SCORPION helmet headset
Headset for protective helmets with smooth cable. With noise-compen-
sating electret microphone. Housing made of impact-resistant plastic. 
Goose-neck length = 165 mm. Protection class IP 54. Lemo separation 
coupling. Clear communication even with protective mask. Adapter availa-
ble for various protective helmets.

15686323  Scorpion goose-neck microphone
 Without fastening.

Accessories HEROS-titan HEROS-
smart

HEROS-
matrix

HEROS-
xtreme

HOLMCO 
Scorpion 
fastening 
set, loose

15736301
15736302*
15736309**

15716301 
15736302 
15736309

15716301 
15736302 
15736309

15686315
15686325

* for installation on right side
** for installation on left side

15686323

15665213 / 15665216

15686323 / 15736301 / 15736309

Radio telephone sets

1
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IMTRADEX RADIO TELEPHONE SETS

FireTalk S EN 443 radio set
 � Certified according to EN 443:2008.
 � Robust, durable design
 � Waterproof electret goose-neck microphone
 � Splashproof transmitter button and housing
 � Rapid operational readiness
 � Easily adaptable to all common firefighting helmets

15665304   FireTalk S 
Consists of upper part with microphone and speaker, with 
Nexus plug. 
 
 
 
 

 
IMPACT-COM radio set
Microphone and speaker in a single housing next to the ear. Recording of 
speech by means of a contact microphone on the side of the head. Large 
PPT key - can even be operated with forearm or elbow. Quick-release 
Velcro fastener on the side of the chinstrap. The radio set can be quickly 
exchanged between different helmets.

15665612  IMPACT-COM
 Consists of upper part with microphone and speaker, lower 

part with PTT key. Compatible with HEROS-titan, HEROS-
smart, HEROS-matrix and HEROS-xtreme. Without radio 
device plug.

156858  Attachment clip   
For IMPACT-COM, loose.

Radio device plug for IMPACT-COM
15665417  For Motorola GP320/GP328/GP340/GP360/GP339
15665427  For Motorola MTP 850 S
15665452  For Sepura STP 8000/9000

Other radio device plugs upon request.
 
PTT key
For Ceotronics, SAVOX, Holmco and Imtradex radio telephone sets. In 
combination with microphone, speaker and radio device plug.

15665213 PTT-key SAVOX CC500    
 For Motorola MTP850S, MTP6000
15665216 PTT-key SAVOX CC500  
 For Sepura STP8000 / 9000
156712 PTT-key CT-MultiCom 65  
 For Motorola MTP850S, MTP6000
15671201 PTT-key CT-MultiCom 65   
 For Sepura STP8000 / 9000
15665305  PTT-key AURELIS 
 With Nexus plug, for FireTalk S
15665306  PTT-Taster AURELIS 
 With Nexus Stecker, für Sepura STP8000 / 9000
15686324  PTT-key HOLMCO Milan CH-71
 For Motorola MTP 850
15686322  PTT-key HOLMCO Milan CH-71
 For Sepura STP8000 / 9000
 
Other PTT keys upon request.

15665306

15665304

156858

15665612 

Accessories HEROS-titan HEROS-smart HEROS-matrix

Fastening for 
FireTalk S

15736301 
15736307

15716301 
15736307

15716301 
15736307

15665304 / 15665306
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PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Fire fighting clothing from Rosenbauer stands for the highest degree of 
protection and is certified according to EN 469:2005 + A1:2006 inclu-
ding Annex B and EN 1149-5:2008. EN 469 is the standard for the tech-
nical and ergonomic performance requirements of fire fighting protective 
clothing. 

The EN 469:2005 standard assumes two classes of performance in three 
categories: 
 � Heat transfer
 � Water penetration
 � Resistance to water vapour permeability 

Requirement Performance Level 1 Performance Level 2
Heat transfer 
Flame Xf1 or Xf2
Radiation Xr1 or Xr2

low isolation 
low isolation

high isolation 
high isolation

Water penetration  
Y1 of Y2 

permeable mostly  
waterproof

Water vapour Z1 or 
Z2 transfer 

high water vapour
resistance

low water vapour
resistance

Each individual piece of clothing must be marked with a pictogram to 
denote the respective performance level, e.g.:

EN 469:2005

Xf2
Xr2
Y 2
Z 2

Some tests are carried out not in new condition of the fabric but after 
a cleaning cycle (laundry and drying) as per the manufacturer's instruc-
tions. Such tests include, for example, surface wetting and resistance 
to the penetration of liquid chemicals. If retro-reflective/ fluorescent 
materials are used on the protective clothing, they must meet specific 
requirements.

As an (informative) annex to the standard, a guideline for hazard assess-
ment is provided. This serves as an aid to the user to think about the 
probable conditions of use in advance and accordingly to determine the 
respective degree of protection of the necessary operational clothing.
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Protective clothing

A  ….. Body height
B  ….. Waist measurement
C  ….. Length of one’s stride
D  ….. Chest measurement
Measurements in “cm”

If the required size is outside of the 
standard size table please look at 
our website www.rosenbauer.com  
or ask your Rosenbauer partner for 
a dimension sheet with all necessa-
ry measurements:

* Je nach Körperstatur passen diese Längen auch für Träger bis zu der in Klammer angegebenen Körpergröße.

Size table for: FIRE MAX 3, FIRE MAX 3 IRS, FIRE FIT 2, THL, wildland fire fighting suit, protective clothing jackets and  
turnout jackets/ overalls

Body height  
Body height: 164 -172

Length B
Body height: 172 -180 (182*)

Length C
Body height: 180 -188 (192*)

Length D

Chest width 
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Size table for: THL, wildland firefighting suit, protective clothing trousers and turnout trousers

Body height  
Body height: 164 -172

Length B
Body height: 172 -180 (182*)

Length C
Body height: 180 -188 (192*)

Length D

Waist 66
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Size table for: FIRE MAX 3, FIRE FIT 2 trousers

Body height  Body height: 164 -172
Length B

Body height: 172 -180 (182*)
Length C

Body height: 180 -188 (192*)
Length D
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*Depending on the wearer's figure, these lengths may also fit up to the body height stated in 
parenthesis.
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PROTECTIVE SUIT FIRE MAX 3

Certified as to EN 469:2005 and EN 1149-5:2008 (antistatic). 
This protective suit features the maximum protection class in all three 
categories of EN 469:2005: heat resistance, water density and steam 
permeation resistance. Jacket and trousers are certified as to Annex B of 
EN 469:2005. Additionally FIRE MAX 3 offers excellent protection against 
the thermal hazards of an electric arc IEC 61482-2 class 2.

The new FIRE MAX 3 protective suit was developed to offer firefighters 
maximum protection (safety thermal lining!) and guarantee excellent wea-
ring comfort at the same time. Thanks to the totally new material struc-
ture, a low steam permeation resistance value is achieved and sweat is 
quickly transported off the body to the outside. The mandatory standard 
value in the highest class requires a steam permeation value of ≤ 30 m² 
Pa/W - FIRE MAX 3 achieves a low value of just 15 m² Pa/W. 

The new protective suit weights in at just 3.1 kg (for size 48-50) and 
therefore is markedly lighter than most of the turnout suits on offer at 
present in the fire industry market. 

The practical features leave nothing to be desired: numerous pockets, 
holders for lamps and shoulder patches, reinforced at the knees and 
elbows, removable suspenders, zipper openers for checking the memb-
ranes, and other useful features round off this protective suit. The FIRE 
MAX 3 impresses with a maximum level of comfort, a perfect fit and com-
prehensive reflective stripes. 

FIRE MAX 3 is available with four different outer fabric materials:

NOMEX® Tough
 � Best established textile for fire fighting suits
 � Excellent mechanical and thermal resistance
 � Simple care and maintenance 

NOMEX® NXT
 � Visual and technical improvement of the proven NOMEX® Tough  
quality

 � Excellent washing resistance
 � Longer service life thanks to higher tear resistance and long-term  
impregnation

 � New technical design

PBI
 � The TOP product in the protective clothing market  
 � Organic fibre which does not burn or melt 
 � Fabric remains supple and does not shrink or become brittle after 
exposure to heat and flame 

 � Excellent breaking strength, tear strength and resistance to various 
chemicals 

X55 with PBI
 � The material with the best mechanical properties
 � High tensile strength and high tear propagation resistance
 � Improved flame resistance

The new FIRE MAX 3 is made of a completely new fabric. A high-quality 
PTFE membrane is used for the first time, which ensures a high degree 
of breathability while at the same time ensuring the best possible heat 
resistance. Thanks to the new composition, perspiration is transported 
away from the body to the exterior very quickly, which generally prevents 
heat accumulation.

141200 / 141201

141202 / 141203

141262 / 141265

IEC 61482-2 class 2EN 469:2005

Xf2
Xr2
Y 2
Z 2

EN 1149-5:2008
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FIRE MAX 3

FIRE MAX 3 - jacket 
Certified as to EN 469:2005 (highest protection standard Xf2 Xr2 Y2 and 
Z2) and EN 1149-5:2008.

Features
 � Comfortable, ergonomically designed protective jacket 
 � Highly resistant zipper with double cover flap 
 � Ergonomically shaped elbows and additional reinforcements made of 
flame-retardent, silicon-carbon coated para-aramid fabric 

 � Flame protection collar can be pulled up under the helmet 
 � Shoulder area with extra heat protection 
 � Sleeves width can be adjusted individually due to Velcro 
 � Sleeves with innovative NOMEX® knitted wristlet with thumb hole 
 � Radio pockets on both sides  
 � With two side pockets with flap; with ring for attaching gloves
 � Two applied inside pockets 
 � With lampholder on front cover  
 � 15 x 2.5 cm fleece strip above left radio pocket for a name strip 
 � Holding loop for manual microphone on left 
 � Velcro loop for rank badge 
 � Inspection opening with zipper to check status of membrane
 � With 5 cm wide yellow and 5 cm wide yellow/silver/yellow reflective 
stripes around torso, sleeves and vertically on the front side; additio-
nally with slightly v-shaped stripes vertical on back side 

 � Sleeves and collar with silver reflective braid
 � Backside length 85 cm (size 52-54C)

Sizes: 40-42 to 60-64
in three lengths*: B (164-172), C (172-180) and D (180-188)
Weight: 1.63 kg (size 48-50 C)

Recommended accessories for FIRE MAX 3 jacket

1405966  Name strip  
Approx. 15 x 3 cm.  
Please state stripe and embroidery colours!

Lettering on back
In upper-case letters, font height 4 cm. With text in two lines. 
Please state lettering and lettering colour with order!

140949 Printed directly onto the jacket 
141062 Detachable retro-reflective lettering 

8 x 38 cm, with text in two lines, on Velcro fastener, for 
affixing to the back of the garment

1410624 Panic zip fastener 
Instead of plastic zip fastener.

1410622   Fleece strip for lettering on the back

* Size table please refer to page 41.

Fabric structure:

Outer fabric NOMEX® Tough, 
NOMEX® NXT:
Weight: approx. 195 g/m2

Colours: dark blue or gold, 
red (only NXT)
Outer fabric PBI Matrix 
and X55 with PBI:
Weight: approx. 205 g/m2

Colours: golden yellow

Moisture barrier (liner): PTFE  
membrane on Basofil non-woven 
carrier Waterproof and windproof, 
breathable Weight: approx. 105 g/m2

Safety thermal lining:
Basofil non-woven material with 
quilted  cover layer made of mixed 
aramid/viscose fabric
Weight: approx. 180 g/m2

141240

141200

141204

Lamp holderRadio pocket with 
microphone holder

Inspection opening

Sleeve with thumb hole Highly resistant 
zipper

Heat protection and radio 
pockets

Outer fabric Order no. jacket
NOMEX® Tough, colour: dark blue
approx. 195 g/m²

141200

NOMEX® Tough, colour: gold
approx. 195 g/m²

141202

NOMEX® NXT, colour: red
approx.  195 g/m2

141262

PBI Matrix, colour: golden yellow
approx. 205 g/m²

141204

X55 with PBI, colour: golden yellow/dark brown
approx.  205 g/m²

141240

2
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Jacket FIRE MAX 3 IRS
Certified according to EN 469:2005 + A1:2006 including Annex B and 
EN 1149-5:2008, and EN 61482-2:2009 (protection against the thermal 
hazards of an electric arc). 

This version of the proven FIRE MAX 3 Jacket can be equipped with an 
integrated safety belt or rescue strap. The optional Rosenbauer IRS belt 
is installed (or retrofitted) into an internal tunnel in the jacket, giving the 
wearer the ability to secure victims or - in extreme cases - to facilitate his 
or her own rescue. 
 
Extensive reflective striping is another highlight of the IRS jacket. With 
HuPF-like reflective striping, the jacket alone complies with Annex B of 
EN 469 (even the smallest size). As a result, it is not necessary to wear a 
warning vest in some countries (warning vest exemption), as stipulated by 
statutory requirements. 
 
The IRS jacket is additionally equipped with a robust quick-release zipper. 
Two Velcro pieces on the back allow for a sign (38 x 8 cm) to be attached.

Sizes: 40–42 to 60–64 
in three lengths*: B (164–172), C (172–180) and D (180–188)
Weight: 1.63 kg (size 48-50 C)
 
Outer fabric Order no. jacket
NOMEX® NXT, colour: black-blue
approx.  195 g/m2

141266

NOMEX® NXT, colour: gold
approx.  195 g/m2

141267

NOMEX® NXT, colour: red
approx. 195 g/m2

141268

PBI Matrix, colour: golden yellow
approx. 205 g/m²

141252

X55 mit PBI, Farbe: golden yellow/dark brown
approx. 205 g/m²

141242

Recommended accessories for FIRE MAX 3 IRS jacket

1405966 Name strip 
 Approx. 15 x 3 cm  

Please state stripe and embroidery colours!
141062 Detachable retro-reflective lettering  
 38 x 8 cm, with text in two lines, on Velcro fastener, for 

affixing to the back of the garment. 
141253  Rescue loop and safety belt IRS with carabiner

Certified as per EN 1498 Cl. A and EN 358. It consists of 
an 85 mm wide aramid belt with a triple-lock HMS alumi-
num carabiner according to EN 362. Sizes: 40-42 to 66-70 
(analog jacket sizes)

141253

141266

141266

Jacket with integrated IRS belt

IEC 61482-2 class 2EN 469:2005

Xf2
Xr2
Y 2
Z 2

EN 1149-5:2008

141267
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FIRE MAX 3

141241

141201

FIRE MAX 3 – trousers
Certified as to EN 469:2005 (highest protection standard Xf2 Xr2 Y2 and 
Z2) and EN 1149-5:2008.

Features
 � Comfortable, ergonomically designed protective trousers 
 � 5 cm wide suspenders, removeable thanks to Velcro fastener
 � Elastic waistband for perfect adjustment 
 � With belt loops for using a belt
 � Fly with zipper and Velcro fastener covered by flap
 � Two side pockets with flap, under each side pocket flap with ring for 
attaching gloves

 � 15 x 2,5 cm fleece strip for name strip on left side pocket flap
 � Two tie pockets with zipper
 � Trousers seams with moisture barrier made of flame retardant 
Polyurethan coated aramid, therefore better protection against the 
penetration and soaking of water (anti-wicking barrier)

 � Ergonomically shaped knees with reinforcements made of flame-retar-
dent, silicon-carbon coated para-aramid fabric

 � Sewn-in knee pads made of water repellent cellulose  rubber
 � Inspection opening with zipper to check status of membrane
 � With 5 cm wide yellow and 5 cm wide yellow/silver/yellow reflective 
stripes around legs and a vertical silver-coloured reflection stripe on 
the outside of the pant, above knee protection with silver reflective 
braid

Sizes: 40–42 to 60–64 
in three lengths*: B (164–172), C (172–180) and D (180–188) 
Weight: 1.46 kg (size 48–50 C)

Outer fabric Order no. trousers
NOMEX® Tough, colour: dark blue
approx. 195 g/m²

141201

NOMEX® Tough, colour: gold
approx. 195 g/m²

141203

NOMEX® NXT, colour: black-blue
approx.  195 g/m2

141263

NOMEX® NXT, colour: gold
approx.  195 g/m2

141264

NOMEX® NXT, colour: red
approx. 195 g/m2

141265

PBI Matrix, colour: golden yellow
approx. 205 g/m²

141205

X55 mit PBI, colour: golden yellow/dark brown
approx. 205 g/m²

141241

* Size table please refer to page 41.

Recommended accessories for FIRE MAX 3 trousers

Comfort-suspenders
Improved wear comfort and higher degree of comfort in the shoulder 
area.

141189B Comfort-suspenders length B  
(for all FIRE MAX 3 trousers length B sizes)

141189C Comfort-suspenders length C  
(for all FIRE MAX 3 trousers length C sizes)

141189D Comfort-suspenders length D  
(for all FIRE MAX 3 trousers length D sizes)

14118999 For individual lengths  
(length A, length E)

Side pockets with  
fleece strip for attaching 

a name strip

Removeable suspenders

Reinforcements at  
interior seam

Waistband with 
belt loops

Knee reinforcements

Inspection opening

141189C

2
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FIRE FIT 2

Certified according to EN 469:2005 (highest protection levels Xf2 Xr2 Y2 
and Z2) and EN 1149-5 (anti-static). This protective suit offers excellent 
protection for the many areas of use of fire services. Proven materials 
combined with a comfortable cut and solid basic equipment constitute 
the basis for the FIRE FIT 2. A new sleeve design ensures even more free-
dom of movement. Weighing in at just under 2.9 kg, this suit is one of the 
lightest in its category.

FIRE FIT 2 – jacket
Certified according to EN 469:2005 (highest protection levels Xf2 Xr2 Y2 
and Z2) and EN 1149-5 (antistatic).

Features
 � Comfortable, ergonomically designed protective jacket provides the 
highest level of protection

 � Specially designed sleeves ensure enhanced freedom of movement
 � Moisture blocker made from flame-retarding PU-coated aramide fabric 
on jacket ribbed cuffs and waist, preventing ingress of moisture inside 
the jacket

 � Robust, smooth-running plastic zipper, covered by two flaps
 � Flame protection collar can be pulled up to under the helmet
 � Individual width adjustment on the sleeves by Velcro strap
 � Sleeve ends with comfort NOMEX® knitted cuff and thumb hole for 
added comfort

 � Special workmanship ensures the jacket’s layers remain in place when 
donning and doffing

 � Radio pocket on left breast as standard
 � With two inside side pockets with strap and push button to attach a 
carabiner (not in delivery  scope)

 � 15 x 2.5 cm fleece strip for attaching a name strip above the radio 
pocket

 � Holding loop for PTT or microphone on the left
 � Torso with 5 cm and 7.5 cm circumferential yellow/silver/yellow 
reflective stripes, on the sleeves with 7,5 cm circumferential yellow/
silver/yellow reflective strip and on the front side at breast height  
horizontal with 5 cm yellow/silver/yellow reflective strips

 � Back length 85 cm (size 52-54 C)

Sizes: 40-42 to 60-64 
in three lengths*: B (164-172), C (172-180) and D (180-188)
Weight: 1.55 kg (size 48-50 C)

EN 469:2005

Xf2
Xr2
Y 2
Z 2

Material structure:

Outer  fabric: NOMEX® Tough
Weight: approx. 195 g/m2

Colour: dark blue

Moisture barrier: water-proof and 
breathable membrane approx. 
150 g/m2

Inner lining: Aramide fleece with 
stitched aramid/viscose covering, 
sewn-in
Weight:  approx.. 270 g/m2

Radio pocket and holding loop for microphone.141350 / 141351

EN 1149-5:2008
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FIRE FIT 2

FIRE FIT 2 – trousers
Certified according to EN 469:2005 (highest protection levels Xf2 Xr2 Y2 
and Z2) and EN 1149-5 (antistatic).

Features
 � Comfortable, ergonomically designed trousers
 � 5 cm wide, fixed suspenders as standard
 � Optimum fit is ensured through adjustable elasticated bands on each 
side

 � Fly with zipper and Velcro fastener, covered by flap 
 � Two sewn-on side pockets, covered with flap; lower edge of the pocket 
designed with bottom gusset

 � 15 x 2,5 cm Velcro section to attach a name badge to the left side 
pocket

 � Moisture blocker made from flame-retardant PU-coated aramide fabric 
preventing the ingress of moisture

 � Additionally equipped with fixed sewn-in knee pad made from water-
repellent cellular rubber

 � Knee reinforcement made from black flame-retarding silicon-carbon 
coated para-aramide fabric

 � Each leg has circumferential 5 cm and 7,5 cm yellow/silver/yellow 
reflective stripes

Sizes: 40-42 to 60-64 
in three lengths*: B (164-172), C (172-180) and D (180-188)
Weight: 1.33 kg (size 48-50 C)

 
*Size table please refer to page 41.

Recommended accessories for FIRE FIT 2 jacket

1405966  Name strip
Approx. 15 x 3 cm  
Please state stripe and embroidery colours!

140949  Lettering on back
Printed directly onto the jacket. In upper-case letters, font 
height 4 cm. With text in two lines. Please state lettering 
and lettering colour with order!

Outer fabric Order no. jacket Order no. trousers
NOMEX® Tough, 
Colour: dark blue
approx. 195 g/m²

141350 141351

Knees-reinforcements sewn-in knee pad.

141350 / 141351

141351

2
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PROTECTIVE SUIT THL FOR TECHNICAL RESCUE

The THL protective suit was specially developed for technical rescue 
operations. Suitable for all firefighting operations apart from firefighting 
indoors. Certified according to EN 469:2005 (protection levels Xf1 Xr1 Y2 
and Z2) incl. Annex B and EN 1149-5 (antistatic).

Jacket
 � Jacket seam with moisture blocker made of flame retardant PU coated 
aramid, therefore better protection against the penetration or soaking 
of water (anti-wicking barrier)

 � Golf pleat an back of jacket for comfortable freedom of movement
 � Heat-resistant zip with cover flap
 � Ergonomically designed reinforcement at the elbows made of silicon 
coated paraaramid fabric

 � Sleeves width can be adjusted individually with elastic material and 
velcro

 � Two breast pockets; left side pocket for radio
 � With rank clasp on the radio pocket
 � 15 x 3 cm fleece strip above left radio pocket for name strip
 � Holding strap for microphone
 � Reflective stripes: 7.5 cm yellow/silver/yellow circulating around the 
body and the sleeves, and two stripes vertically on breast and on back 
side

Sizes: 40–42 to 60–64 
in three lengths*: B (164–172), C (172–180) and D (180–188)
Weight: approx. 1.37 kg (size 52–54 C)

Recommended accessories for THL jacket

1405966  Name strip
Approx. 15 x 3 cm  
Please state stripe and embroidery colours!

Lettering on back
In upper-case letters, font height 4 cm. With text in two lines. 
Please state lettering and lettering colour with order!

140636 Printed directly onto the jacket 
1410621 Fleece strip for lettering on the back 

Size: 8 x 38 cm
141062 Detachable retro-reflective lettering 

8 x 38 cm, with text in two lines, on Velcro fastener, for 
affixing to the back of the garment

140646 / 140647 140648 / 140649

Jacket and trousers

EN 469:2005

Xf1
Xr1
Y 2
Z 2

EN 1149-5:2008

Individually adjustableCovered zipper for reliable attachment trousers and 
jacket

Covered front zipper

Material structure:

Outer fabric: NOMEX® Tough
Weight: approx. 195 g/m2

Colour: dark blue or gold
Outer fabric: PBI Matrix
Weight: approx. 205 g/m2

Colour: golden yellow

Moisture barrier: water-proof and 
breathable membrane, 
approx. 150 g/m2

Lining: mixed aramid/viscose.
Weight: approx. 160 g/m2
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Protective suit THL

140646 / 140647

Trousers
 � Designed with knee-reinforcement made from black flame-retarding 
silicon-carbon coated para-aramide fabric

 � With Velcro straps on waistband to attach removable suspenders  
(optional)

 � With zipper for reliable attachment or trousers and jacket
 � Quick-fix fly with zipper and Velcro with flap
 � Two side pockets with flap
 � Two pockets with zipper
 � Back side pocket
 � Trousers hem with flame retardant PU-coated aramid moisture blocker 
- stops water before it enters into the inner side of the trousers (anti-
wicking barrier)

 � Ergonomically designed reinforcement at the knees and end of trousers 
made of silicon coated para-aramid fabric

 � With padding under the knee protection
 � Reflective stripes: 7,5 cm yellow/silver/yellow circulating on trousers 
legs and 5 cm silver reflective stripes vertically on outside trousers legs

Sizes: 44–62 
in three lengths*: B (164–172), C (172–180) and D (180–188)
Weight: approx. 1.2 kg (size 54 C)

Outer fabric Order no. 
jacket

Order no. 
trousers

NOMEX® Tough, colour: dark blue
approx. 195 g/m²

140646 140647

NOMEX® Tough, colour: gold
approx. 195 g/m²

140648 140649

PBI Matrix, colour: golden yellow
approx. 205 g/m2

140643 140644

* Size table please refer to page 41.

140648 / 140649

Side pocketsWith removable suspenders as standardReinforcement at the end of trousers 

2
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PROTECTIVE SUIT FOR WILDLAND FIRE FIGHTING

This protective clothing is comprised of a protective jacket and protective 
pants, according to EN 15614 for wildland fire fighting. In addition, the 
trousers are designed for protective clothing for fire fighters according to 
EN 469:2005 (Xf1 Xr1 Y1 Z2). The CE labelling of trousers only denotes 
conformity with EN 469:2005 when the product is used in conjunction 
with an appropriately tested protective jacket according to EN 469:2005.

Jacket (with one layer)
Certified according to EN 15614:2007. Made of blended fabric consisting 
of 65 % viscose FR and 35 % aramide fibre.
 � Turn-down collar
 � Zipper up to the top edge of the collar
 � Good freedom of movement thanks to ergonomic sleeve design
 � Customised width adjustment at end of the sleeve with Velcro loop
 � The jacket has an inside zipper that connects the jacket to the pants
 � With chest pockets on both sides, whereby the left pocket is designed 
as a radio pocket

 � With rank clasp on the radio pocket
 � Velcro section for name strip
 � Reflective stripes: 7,5 cm yellow/silver/yellow circulating on arms and 
sleeves, and two stripes vertically on breast and on back side

Sizes: 40-42 to 60-64 
in three lengths*: B (164-172), C (172-180) and D (180-188)
Weight: 0.9 kg (size 48-50 C)

140651 Jacket for wildland fire fighting, colour: yellow

Trousers lined with fabric
Certified according to EN 469 (protection levels Xf1 Xr1 Y1 and Z2). 
Made of blended fabric consisting of 65 % viscose FR and 35 % aramide 
fibre (approx. 310 g/m2) lined with mixed 35 % aramide and 65 % viscose 
FR (approx. 160 g/m2).
 � Designed with knee-breeches with covered zipper
 � Fly with zipper and Velcro cover
 � Excellent freedom of movement thanks to ergonomically designed 
trousers

 � Ergonomically shaped knee reinforcements made of silicon/carbon 
coated para-aramide fabric

 � Knee pads made of cellular rubber sewn in place on the hemline of  
the pants

 � Pants cuff with adjustable elastic band
 � With zipper for reliable attachment of trousers and jacket
 � Two side pockets closed by zipper and a back pocket
 � Left side pocket flap with fleece section for name strip
 � Reflective stripes: 7,5 cm yellow/silver/yellow circulating on trousers 
legs and 5 cm silver reflective stripes vertically on outside trousers legs

Sizes: 44-64 
in three lengths*: B (164-172), C (172-180) and D (180-188)
Weight: 1.1 kg (size 48-50 C)

140652 Trousers for wildland fire fighting, colour: yellow

* Size table please refer to page 41.

140651 / 140652

140651 / 140652

With zipper for reliable attachment of trousers and jacket

EN 15614 EN 469:2005

Xf1
Xr1
Y 1
Z 2

Jacket and trousers Trousers
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Protective suit for wildland fire fighting, turnout suit

TURNOUT SUIT

This turnout suit is only one part of the personal protective equipment sti-
pulated by EN 469:2005. The CE labelling of this product (two-piece suit 
and overall) only denotes conformity with EN 469:2005 when the product 
is used in conjunction with an appropriately tested protective jacket.

Material for tunic: blended fabric consisting of 35 % aramide fibre and 
65 %  viscose FR (flame retardant), approx. 310 g/m2

Jacket (with one layer)
According to EN 533:1997 and EN 15025:2002. With golf pleat on back 
of tunic for unimpeded freedom of movement. Tunic with two patch 
pockets. Velcro TM fastening for cuffs and collar. With two shoulder flaps. 
Reflective stripes in silver on chest, back and circumferential on arms 
and sleeves, 5 cm wide. 

Sizes: 40-42 to 66-70 
in three lengths*: B (164-172), C (172-180) and D (180-188)
Weight: 0.7 kg (size: 48-50 C)
  
133100 Jacket, colour: dark blue

Trousers
According to EN 469:2005. Trousers are completely lined. Two patch 
pockets and two thigh pockets. Reflective stripes in silver on the legs, 
5 cm wide. 

Sizes: 40-70 
in three lengths*: B (164-172), C (172-180) and D (180-188) 
Weight: 0.9 kg (size 50 C) 
  
133200 Trousers, colour: dark blue

Protective turnout overall
According to EN 469:2005. With golf pleat on back of tunic for unim-
peded freedom of movement. Tunic with two patch pockets. Velcro TM 
fastening for cuffs and collar. With two shoulder flaps. The trousers-part 
is completely lined. The trousers have two patch pockets and two thigh 
pockets. Reflective stripes in silver on back, chest, cuffs, and legs, 5 cm 
wide. 

Sizes: 40-42 to 66-70 
in three lengths*: B (164-172), C (172-180) and D (180-188)
Weight: 1.56 kg (size 48-50 C)

133400 Turnout overall, colour: dark blue 

Recommended accessories for turnout suits

Textile belt 
32 mm wide. Strap buck. Colour: black. Made of 100 % polypropylene. 
Weight: 0,09 kg 

Sizes: 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150 cm 
Weight: 0,09 kg 

106650 Textile belt, colour: black

Name strip  Approx. 15 x 3 cm.   
Please state stripe and embroidery colours!

Lettering on back
In upper-case letters, font height 4 cm. With text in two lines. 
Please state lettering and lettering colour with order! 

* Size table please refer to page 41.

133100 / 133200

Material structure 
lined with fabric 
(trousers and overall)

Blended fabric consisting 
of 65% Viscose FR (flame 
retardant) 35 % aramide 
fibre approx. 310 g/m2

Lining: mixed
35% aramide, 
65% viscose  
approx. 160 g/m2

133400 EN 469:2005

Xf1
Xr1
Y 1
Z 2

Trousers and
trousers part 
overall

133100 / 133200

2
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OPTIMUM CARE OF PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Correct and regular cleaning of protective clothing is all the more impor-
tant. In addition, should washing be careless or be carried out incorrectly, 
the protective function of the suit may suffer. However, if a few instruc-
tions regarding cleaning, care and storage are followed, keeping the pro-
tective clothing neat and functional is straightforward.

1. WASHING
Turnout suits should be cleaned using a commercial washer extractor, 
or by a professional laundry. Subject to certain limitations, an in-house 
washing machine can also be employed, although the following points 
have to be taken into account during washing:
 � Wash fire service clothing separately (apart from other clothing items)
 � Empty the pockets before washing
 � Completely close jackets (all zips and hook and eye strip fasteners)
 � Turn the jacket inside out the right way (so that the face fabric is on 
the outside)

 � Cover the open hook sections of the strip fasteners
 � Remove any spring hooks from the pockets
 � Use three rinses, spin at intervals
 � Only use mild wash cycles; max. 60 °C
 � Employ standard fine washing agents (no fabric conditioners, no heavy 
duty detergents)

2. DRYING
Turnout suits must be air-dried. Wherever possible, driers should not be 
used. However, if one is employed, ensure that drying is gentle at a maxi-
mum temperature of 80 °C.

3. IRONING
Turnout suits are to be ironed at medium temperature. Expert tip: In order 
to protect the reflective material, always place a cloth between the suit 
and the iron.

4. IMPREGNATION
If a suit no longer exhibits a water-repellent effect, it has to be re-impreg-
nated. Impregnate protective clothing after every second wash. If chemi-
cal cleaning is used, re-impregnation is necessary without exception. Do 
not employ standard impregnation sprays for fire service clothing.

5. STORAGE
Care must be taken that the clothing is stored in a dry and well-ventilated 
place. Textile items should not be exposed unnecessarily to bright sun-
light. Open clothing racks are to be safeguarded against direct sunshine

Rosenbauer recommends professional care by a local laundry. Choose a 
local specialist which has adequate experience with washing and impreg-
nation of firefighting clothing. And take care recommending cleaning and 
maintenance instruction indicated in our user information attached to the 
garment!

Recommended impregnation agent

140430 Impregnation agent TX Direct Wash-in  
Recommended by Gore-Tex und Sympatex. Is added to the 
final rinse. No treatment in a drier required.  
Contains: 1 l

140430

140430
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PROTECTIVE HOODS AND WARNING JACKETS

158158 Protective hood 
Certified as to NFPA 1971, 2007 edition UL listed. 100 % 
NOMEX® double layer hood, single layer pieced bib style, 
fully hemmed face opening and bottom, flat-lock and seam 
design, sewn with NOMEX® thread. One size fits all. This 
protective hood is not CE-marked and not certified accor-
ding to European PPE Directive. It is not allowed to deli-
ver this product within European Union!  
Colour: white. Weight: approx. 0.2 kg

158163 Protective hood 
Certified according to EN 13911:2004. Heat and fire retar-
dant hood, made of 100 % NOMEX® III, approx. 245 g/m2 
material. Double layer hood, single layer piece bib style. Fully 
hemmed face opening and bottom. Sewn throughout with 
KEVLAR® and NOMEX® thread. Can be worn in combination 
with fire helmets and SCBA facemasks. One size fits all.  
Colour: navy blue. Weight: approx. 0.1 kg

158164 Protective hood, made of PBI gold 
Certified according to EN 13911: 2004. Heat and fire 
retardant hood, made of PBI gold approx. 200 g/m², with 
inner layer made of Kermel/Lenzing FR, approx. 220 g/
m² material. Double layer hood, single layer piece bib style. 
Fully hemmed face opening and bottom. One size fits all. 
Colour: yellow. Weight: approx. 0.1 kg

1405692 Traffic controller warning jacket “FIRE BRIGADE” 
Certified according to EN 471:2008 class 2. High visibility 
garment. Backing fabric: Knitted polyester, luminescent 
orange, edge-trimmed all-around in reflective material. 
Luminescent red substrate, two 5 cm wide reflective silver 
stripes and a 15 cm wide luminescent silver stripe with the 
black coloured legend “FIRE BRIGADE” on both front and 
back. Closure with Velcro fastening on left and right side. 
One size fits all. Weight: 0.3 kg

1405664 Reflective safety vest 
Material: Knitted polyester colour yellow (not flame retar-
dant) with silver reflective stripes 3M. Design: Jacket con-
sists of front and back part. Front closure of jacket is made 
of Velcro fastener. At lower end of jacket on front side as 
well as on back side with two 5 cm wide silver reflective 
stripes. At upper end with 120 mm wide silver reflective 
stripes (for lettering). Comes in a bag and without lettering! 
One size fits all. Weight: 0.3 kg 

1405661 Lettering on reflective safety vest 
In black letters.

139140 Firefighters rolling gear kit bag 
Multiple pockets to hold and separate turnout gear, helmet, 
gloves etc. Main hold delivers full cargo capacity. One zip-
pered pocket 400 x 200 x 350 mm. Separate dirty laundry 
bag, 650 x 650 mm. Two lateral pockets for manuals, syl-
labuses etc., zippered outside front pocket 250 x 250 mm. 
Industrial grade size 10 double-pull zippers, made of metal. 
Bearing skate wheels and end strap.

 � Made of nylon, double coated. Repels water and resists 
abrasion tears, scuffs and punctures

 � Total capacity 115 l
 � Colour: black/grey with red trimming
 � Dimensions: 780 x 400 x 380 mm
 � Weight: approx. 2 kg

158163

158164

1405692

158158

139140

1405664 / 1405661

Optimum care of protective clothing, protective hoods and warning jackets

2
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FIRE FIGHTING BOOT TWISTER

Certified according to EN 15090:2012 F2A HI3 CI AN SRC. 

The fire fighting boot TWISTER can be put on and off in a flash due to its 
innovative lightening fast lacing system. A covered stainless steel cord 
goes through the boot and can be adjusted and fixed at the press of a 
button. The new boot adapts itself exactly to the individual foot shape and 
leads to a perfect wearing comfort. By releasing the push-rotary knob, 
the boot is opened again. 

Demonstrates perfection at operations
 � Ankle protector for maximum protection
 � Improved structure of the boot
 � 4 flex-zones for increased wearing comfort - even while  
kneeling and driving

 � Robust pull on straps for comfortable getting in and out
 � Reflex elements at sightable areas
 � New mechanism
 � Easy to clean
 � Extremely low weight

BOA® lacing system
 � Perfect wearing comfort 
 � Perfect fit
 � Comfortable and lightening fast getting in and out 
 � Very robust 
 � Extremely easy to clean

Sympatex® is a registrated brand of Sympatex Technologies GmbH. 
BOA® is a registrated brand of BOA Technology Inc.

1. Druck-Drehknopf
anziehen!

2. Lederzunge nach
vor geben und
einsteigen!

3. Druck-Drehknopf
andrücken!

4. Druck-Drehknopf
mit der Handkante
zudrehen, bis der 
Stiefel optimal sitzt!

1. Druck-Drehknopf
anziehen!

2. Lederzunge nach
vor geben und
einsteigen!

3. Druck-Drehknopf
andrücken!

4. Druck-Drehknopf
mit der Handkante
zudrehen, bis der 
Stiefel optimal sitzt!

1. Druck-Drehknopf
anziehen!

2. Lederzunge nach
vor geben und
einsteigen!

3. Druck-Drehknopf
andrücken!

4. Druck-Drehknopf
mit der Handkante
zudrehen, bis der 
Stiefel optimal sitzt!

Can be put on and taken off in a flash:

1. Druck-Drehknopf
anziehen!

2. Lederzunge nach
vor geben und
einsteigen!

3. Druck-Drehknopf
andrücken!

4. Druck-Drehknopf
mit der Handkante
zudrehen, bis der 
Stiefel optimal sitzt!

Material structure:

Upper leather

Sympatex®

membrane

lining
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1. Pull on the BOA®  
 coiler

2. Pull the leather tongue 
 forward and step into  
 the boot

3. Push in the BOA® 
 coiler

4.  Turn the BOA® coiler
 with the edge of your  
 hand until the boot   
 fits perfectly  
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TWISTER

Selected materials
 � Black tanned hydrophobic waterproofed leather 
 � Lined with Sympatex® climate membrane, watertight and breathable. 
 � High-grade laminate lining with foamed material, highly abrasion-
resistant 

 � 3M reflective material, silver, made of heat-retardant material 
 � Ankle-zone stiffening, with specially shaped and reinforced rear strap 
for additional stabilisation 

 � Joint-supportive leather heel insert 
 � Steel toe cap and steel midsole 
 � Leather insole: antibacterial, for optimum moisture regulation 
 � Nitrile outsole: antistatic, with air chambers, guarantees excellent 
insulation from heat and cold, is skid-proof and wear-resistant, oil and 
petrol-proof 

 � Rubber toe-cap to protect the upper leather 
 � Anatomically shaped and breathable insert sole  
(washable: 30 °C) 

Sizes: 36–52
Width: 10 and 12
Height: approx. 28 cm (without sole, size 42)
Weight: approx. 2,7 kg (per pair, Gr. 42)

144950xx* TWISTER with Sympatex® membrane 
144951xx* TWISTER with Sympatex® membrane, width 12 

TWISTER with chainsaw protection
 � With additional layers of Kevlar between the leather upper and the 
Sympatex® membrane

 � Complies with EN 381 Part 3 Protective clothing for users of hand held 
chainsaws class 2

Size: 36–50
Width: 10 and 12
Height: approx. 28 cm (without sole, size 42)
Weight: approx. 2.8 kg (per pair, size 42)

144940xx** TWISTER with chainsaw protection  
144941xx** TWISTER with chainsaw protection, width 12  

Recommended accessories for TWISTER

14495001  Replacement coiler for TWISTER  
(all sizes)

14495002 Replacement lace for TWISTER 
Size 36 to 40 / 3,5 to 6,5

14495003  Replacement lace for TWISTER 
Size 41 to 50 / 7 to 14

Recommended accessories for TWISTER with chainsaw protection 
and TWISTER “old”

144917  Replacement coiler for TWISTER KS and TWISTER “old”
144919  Replacement lace for TWISTER KS and TWISTER “old”

Size 36 to 40 / 3,5 to 6,5 
144918  Replacement lace for TWISTER KS and TWISTER “old”
 Size 41 to 50 / 7 to 14

* Instead of “xx”, add the size to the article number, e.g.: 14495043 for TWISTER, size 43

14495001 14495002 / 14495003

144950

144917 144919 / 144918

TWISTER with chainsaw protection

Layers of Kevlar

2
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FIRE FIGHTING AND RESCUE BOOT 
TWISTER-cross

Certified according to EN 15090:2012 F2A HI3 CI AN SRC. 

The Rosenbauer TWISTER-cross is a short rescue boot that has it all. 
Developed inhouse for the requirements of fire and rescue, the fire figh-
ting boots with shaft height C are certified for all firefighting and rescue 
operations according to EN 15090:2012 F2A HI3 CI AN SRC. 

The TWISTER-cross boasts many functions:
 � Ankle protection
 � 2 Flex zones for more freedom of movement
 � Robust pull-on straps
 � Reflective elements in visible area
 � Fitted with the BOA® lacing system
 � With Sympatex® membrane

 
Selected materials
 � Black tanned hydrophobic waterproofed leather 
 � Lined with Sympatex® climate membrane, watertight and breathable. 
 � High-grade laminate lining with foamed material, highly abrasion-
resistant 

 � 3M reflective material, silver, made of heat-retardant material 
 � Ankle-zone stiffening, with specially shaped and reinforced rear strap 
for additional stabilisation 

 � Joint-supportive leather heel insert 
 � Steel toe cap and steel midsole 
 � Leather insole: antibacterial, for optimum moisture regulation 
 � Nitrile outsole: antistatic, with air chambers, guarantees excellent 
insulation from heat and cold, is skid-proof and wear-resistant, oil and 
petrol-proof 

 � Rubber toe-cap to protect the upper leather 
 � Anatomically shaped and breathable insert sole  
(washable: 30 °C)

Sizes: 36–52
Width: 10 and 12
Height: approx. 19 cm (without sole, size 42)
Weight: approx. 2.2 kg (per pair, size 42)

144960xx* TWISTER-cross with Sympatex® membrane
144961xx* TWISTER-cross with Sympatex® membrane, width 12
144962xx* TWISTER-cross with velour lining  
144963xx* TWISTER-cross with velour lining, width 12

Recommended accessories for TWISTER-cross

14495001  Replacement coiler for TWISTER-cross  
(all sizes)

14496002 Replacement lace for TWISTER-cross 
Size 36 to 40 / 3.5 to 6.5

14496003  Replacement lace for TWISTER-cross 
Size 41 to 50 / 7 to 14

* Instead of “xx”, add the size to the article number, e.g.: 14495043 for TWISTER, size 43

14495001 14496002 / 14496003

144960

Material structure:

Upper leather

Sympatex®

membrane

lining
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TWISTER-cross, TORNADO

FIRE FIGHTING BOOT TORNADO

Certified according to EN 15090:2012 F2A HI3 CI AN SRC. 

The combination of slip-resistant laced boot with fast pull-on has proven 
an excellent solution. Like all Rosenbauer boots, the TORNADO has been 
certified according to EN 15090:2012 F2A HI3 CI AN SRC, which means 
it is suited perfectly to all fire fighting and rescue operations.

Individualized fit thanks to two-zone lacing
With its special two-zone lacing, the boot can be tightened to different 
levels around its shaft and front. The lace stopper at ankle height ensures 
that the different levels of tightness are maintained. Once adjusted to a 
wearer‘s personal fitting requirements, the lacing will remain the same 
and therefore make sure the tightness in the two areas does not change 
either. The fast-pull-on zipper completes the system, as it allows the boot 
to be put on and taken off quickly and easily.

More protection for better safety
 � Ankle protection
 � 4 Flex zones for more freedom of movement
 � Robust pull-on straps
 � Reflective elements in visible area
 � With Sympatex® membrane

Selected materials
 � Black tanned hydrophobic waterproofed leather 
 � Lined with Sympatex® climate membrane, watertight and breathable. 
 � High-grade laminate lining with foamed material, highly abrasion-
resistant 

 � 3M reflective material, silver, made of heat-retardant material 
 � Ankle-zone stiffening, with specially shaped and reinforced rear strap 
for additional stabilisation 

 � Joint-supportive leather heel insert 
 � Steel toe cap and steel midsole 
 � Leather insole: antibacterial, for optimum moisture regulation 
 � Nitrile outsole: antistatic, with air chambers, guarantees excellent 
insulation from heat and cold, is skid-proof and wear-resistant, oil and 
petrol-proof 

 � Rubber toe-cap to protect the upper leather 
 � Anatomically shaped and breathable insert sole  
(washable: 30 °C)

Sizes: 36–52
Width: 10 and 12
Height: approx. 28 cm (without sole, size 42)
Weight: approx. 2.8 kg (per pair, size 42)

144970xx* TORNADO with Sympatex® membrane
144971xx* TORNADO with Sympatex® membrane, width 12
144972xx* TORNADO with velour lining      
144973xx* TORNADO with velour lining, width 12  

Recommended accessories for TORNADO

14497001  Replacement zip for TORNADO      
 Up to size 40
14497002  Replacement zip for TORNADO       
 From size 41 to 45
14497003  Replacement zip for TORNADO       
 From size 46 
14497004 Replacement shoe laces  

14497001

144970

2
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TORNADO WITH CHAINSAW PROTECTION

Certified according to EN 15090:2012 F2A HI3 CI AN SRC. Tested 
for the use of hand held chainsaws according to EN 381-3:1996 and 
ISO 11393:1999; meets also the requirements of the DIN EN ISO 
17249:2013+AC:2014.

 � With additional layers of Kevlar between the upper leather and the 
Sympatex® membrane

 � Complies with EN 381 Part 3 Protective clothing for users of hand held 
chainsaws class 2

Sizes: 36–52
Width: 10 and 12
Height: approx. 28 cm (without sole, size 42)
Weight: approx. 3 kg (per pair, size 42)

144976xx* TORNADO with Sympatex® membrane  
and chainsaw protection

144977xx*  TORNADO with Sympatex® membrane  
and chainsaw protection, width 12   

Recommended accessories for TORNADO 
with chainsaw protection

14497001  Replacement zip for TORNADO  
with chainsaw protection

 Up to size 40
14497002  Replacement zip for TORNADO  

with chainsaw protection
 From size 41 to 45
14497003  Replacement zip for TORNADO  

with chainsaw protection
 From size 46
14497004 Replacement shoe laces  

SLIP-IN PROTECTIVE BOOT AUSTRIA

Certified according to EN 15090:2012 F2A HI3 CI AN SRC. 

The slip-in protective boot AUSTRIA offers perfect grip in any operati-
on thanks to its instep adjustment. A Flexzone in the area of the bend 
leads to an excellent wearing comfort – even while crawling and driving. 
Thanks to its very robust pull on loops it can be put on very fast. Lined 
with Sympatex® climate membrane, which makes the boot watertight and 
breathable.

Sizes: 36–52
Width: 10 and 12
Height: approx. 28 cm (without sole, size 42)
Weight: approx. 2.4 kg (per pair, size 42)

144980xx*   AUSTRIA with Sympatex® membrane 
144981xx*   AUSTRIA with Sympatex® membrane, width 12 
144982xx* AUSTRIA with velour lining 
144983xx* AUSTRIA with velour lining, width 12  
 
* Instead of “xx”, add the size to the article number, e.g.: 14495043 for TWISTER, size 43

144976

144980

TORNADO With Chainsaw Protection

Layers of Kevlar
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Recommended accessories for fire fighting boots

Recommended accessories for Rosenbauer 
fire fighting and rescue boots

143939 SOLITAIRE Triple care and impregnation spray
 For all smooth and suede leather, textiles and membranes. 

Is reliant, water-resistant and dirt-repellent. Maintains 
breathability of membranes and is recommended by 
Sympatex®. Special care-components keep the leather 
smooth.  

143937 NIKWAX care kit for leather footwear  
Consists of cleaning gel, aqueous wax and brush. Maintains 
the quality and function of your boots. Cleans the material 
in order to revitalise breathability and prepares the leather 
for waterproofing. NIKWAX aqueous wax (neutral) 125 
ml - proofs and maintains the leather without impeding 
breathability.

143936 Cleaning agent SOLITAIRE BRILLANT 
Clean, care and impregnation for leather boots with integ-
rated membrane. Solvent-free. The leather remains supple 
and breathable. Tube contents: 75 ml.

143760 Standard replacement sole insert  
For TWISTER, TWISTER-cross, AUSTRIA and TORNADO fire 
fighting boots. Needled fleece material, especially good 
perspiration wicking and moisture regulation. Anatomically 
shaped foot bed, washable at 30 °C. Sizes: 36-50. 

143939

143937

143936

143760

Size table for Rosenbauer fire fighting and rescue boots

Size

EU 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52

UK 3.5 4 5  6 6,5 7 8 9 9,5 10,5 11,5 12 13 13,5 14 14,5 15

USA 4 4.5 5,5 6,5 7 7,5 8,5 9,5 10 11 12 12,5 13,5 14 14,5 15 15,5

2
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FIRE FIGHTING GLOVES SAFE GRIP 3

Certified according to EN 659:2008.

These protective gloves for fire fighters provide excellent heat and 
flame protection, excellent touch sensitivity and optimal fit.

Excellent materials
 � The back of the glove is comprised of premium aramid combinations 
that are characterized by extremely high impact strength, flame and 
heat resistance, and resilience to chemicals. A para-aramid non-
woven material was applied to the rear for extra heat and cut protec-
tion. 

 � Due to the Gore-Tex® X-TRAFIT technology, the gloves are water- and 
windproof and breathable. 

 � As all three layers in the glove are interconnected, there is no danger 
of material becoming loose, or slipping when putting on or taking off 
the gloves. 

 � Palm side is made of new excellent silicon-carbon-mineral-coated
 � NOMEX KEVLAR® doubleface fabric for high abrasion, puncture and 
cut resistance and anti-slip also on wet and smooth surfaces.

Features
 � Flexible wristlet adjustment
 � With pleats on the fingers for excellent movement and optimal fit
 � Adjustable hook and pile fastening
 � Polyurethane impact protectors on the back of the hand with additio-
nal heat insulation

 � Cuff with 3M yellow/silver/yellow reflective stripes and silver reflec-
tive braid

 � Hook and eye for connection
 � Machine washable up to 60°

Sizes: 6–12
Length: approx. 350 mm

EN 659:2008 performance classes

Requirements Level

Abrasion resistance (EN 389) 4

Cut resistance (EN 388) 4

Tear resistance (EN 388) 4

Puncture resistance (EN 388) 3

Burning behaviour (EN 407) 4

Convective heat resistance (EN 367/407)

Radiant heat resistance (EN ISO 6942)

Contact heat resistance (EN 702)

Shrinkage (ISO 17493)

Dexterity (EN 420) 4

Removal of gloves (EN ISO 20344)

Water permeabilty (EN 344-1)

Fluid permeabilty (ISO 15383)

Permeabilty of liquid chemicals (EN 368)

142750 SAFE GRIP 3 dark blue with cuff 
142760 SAFE GRIP 3 yellow with cuff 
142740 SAFE GRIP 3 dark blue with wristlet  

142740

142750

142760
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SAFE GRIP 3

142680

142690

FIRE FIGHTING GLOVES FIRE PRO red

Certified according to EN 659:2008.

These fire fighting leather gloves are certified according to EN 659:2008 
and are suitable for all fire fighting and rescue operations. The extremely 
smooth and ductile outer layer made of grain leather keeps its softness 
and flexibility even after repeated soaking and drying.

Excellent materials
 � Red cow grain leather with reinforcements
 � Black cow grain leather with black knuckle protectors
 � KEVLAR® knitted cuff
 � Lining made of KEVLAR® with Polyester-Glass knitting
 � Membrane made of GORE-TEX®, waterproof and breathable

Sizes: 6-12
Colour: Red with black knuckle protectors
Weight: 0.3 kg

Performance levels according to EN 659:2008

Requirements Level

Abrasion resistance (EN 388) 3

Cut resistance (EN 388) 5

Tear resistance (EN 388) 4

Puncture resistance (EN 388) 4

Burning behaviour (EN 407) 4

Convective heat resistance (EN 367)

Radiant heat resistance (EN ISO 6942)

Contact heat resistance (EN 702)

Shrinkage (ISO 17493)

Dexterity (EN 420) 4

Removal of gloves (EN ISO 15383)

Water permeabilty

Fluid permeabilty (ISO 15383)

Chemical permeabilty (EN 368)

142680 FIRE PRO red with cuff 
142690 FIRE PRO red with wristlet  

2
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RESCUE II 
GLOVES FOR TECHNICAL RESCUE OPERATIONS 

Certified according to EN 388:2003.

Fire fighting gloves for technical rescue operations are used in situa-
tions without risk of thermal effects. For example in traffic accidents, 
establishing a water supply, or many other fire fighting activities.

Excellent materials
 � Inside made of polyamide and fiberglass with siliconcarbon coating
 � Back of glove made of red nylon fiber with additional impact protec-
tion over the knuckles

 � Movement folds at the finger joints
 � Elastic wrist gathering and splinter protection at cuff entry
 � Inner lining made of cut-resistant Kevlar®-fiberglass

The following characteristics make the RESCUE II particularly 
well suited for technical rescue operations.
 � High grip security
 � High cut resistance
 � High abrasion resistance
 � High dexterity 

Sizes: 6-12
Colour: red with black applications
Length: approx. 27 cm
Weight: 0.2 kg

Performance levels according to EN 388

Requirements Level

Abrasion resistance 3

Cut resistance 5

Tear resistance 3

Puncture resistance 3

Dexterity 5

142660 RESCUE II  

Recommended accessories for RESCUE II

142659 Holder for RESCUE II gloves
With hook and pile and snap hook. For affixing gloves at 
jacket. Do not use for fire fighting operations! Made of 
black coloured velcro width 25 mm with snap hook.

142660

142659
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HELMET-MOUNTED THERMAL IMAGING 
CAMERA C1

The new thermal imaging camera that can be integrated on the HEROS-
titan firefighting helmet is unique worldwide. The camera can be easily 
attached to the helmet without using tools, and the current field of view 
is transferred to the display as a heat image. The incorporated lamp is a 
true plus in functionality. The combination of thermal imaging camera and 
lamp integrated directly on the helmet provides firefighters with optimal 
support in the search for missing persons and the detection of fires and 
hot spots. The great advantage: emergency crews have both hands free 
at all times.

A clear view. Free hands.
 � High resolution of 384 x 288 pixels
 � Display size of 2.5II (inch), image format 4:3
 � Temperature range from -15 °C to +550 °C
 � Low weight of 427 g (incl. battery)
 � Integrated helmet lamp with 2 high-performance LEDs  
with 280 lumen (in combination or standalone)

 � Operating time: thermal imaging camera 1.5 hours,  
LED lamp 2 hours

 � Powered by 2 x lithium ion phosphate batteries
 � Explosion protection*
 � Simple snap fastening on the front shield of the helmet

*Certification in progress

5 colour representations
 � SEARCH mode: the relatively hottest area is coloured red
 � WHITE-HOT mode: standard mode coloured in grey scales,  
colours the hottest area white

 � BLACK-HOT mode: standard mode coloured in grey scales,  
colours the hottest area black

 � FULL-colour mode: utilizes the entire colour spectrum
 � GREEN mode: coloured in green, colours the hottest area white

157348 Helmet-mounted thermal imaging camera C1  
for HEROS-titan

15734801 Helmet-mounted thermal imaging camera C1  
for HEROS-titan, 9 Hz

SEARCH mode WHITE-HOT mode

FULL-COLOUR modeBLACK-HOT mode

GREEN mode

157348 / 15734801
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Helmet-mounted thermal imaging camera C1, ARGUS Mi-TIC

ARGUS MI-TIC THERMAL IMAGING CAMERAS

The ARGUS Mi-TIC is the world‘s smallest high-resolution thermal imaging 
camera for firefighting. With its compact size, robust construction and 
crystal clear thermal image, it is the ideal tool for any firefighting opera-
tion. 

As one of the few thermal imaging cameras, the ARGUS Mi-TIC is certi-
fied according to the high requirements of the NFPA Standard. The high-
est safety and quality are therefore guaranteed. Certified according to 
NFPA 1801 –2013, Standard on Thermal Imagers for Fire Services. 

The special lithium ion phosphate rechargeable battery technology is also 
suitable for use in temperatures well over +85 °C. Thanks to this tech-
nology, the rechargeable battery is particularly safe and has a very long 
service life.

The most advanced thermal imager for fire fighting.
 � Image and video package for post-processing and training
 � Image storage for up to 1,000 images*
 � Black Box video recording for automatic filming
 � 6 colour representations*
 � DSE technology (Dynamic Scene Enhancement) for increased contrast 
between the fire and important details at lower temperatures such as 
exit point and obstacles

 � Freeze function to freeze the thermal image*
 � Ex-protection
 � Smallest NFPA certified thermal imaging camera
 � Individual configuration of the screen with the software configuration 
tool makes it possible to assign individual functions to the three but-
tons

 � Charging station for storing the camera in the fire truck

Compliance Data
 � Performance: NFPA 1801 - 2013
 � Safety: IEC 60950-1, ANSI/ISA 12.12.01:2007 Class I, Division 2, 
Groups C, D T4. -25°C (-13 °F) to +70 °C (158 °F) 

 � Emissions: BS EN 61000-6-3:2007 + A1:2011, BS EN 50498:2010, 
ICES-003(2012), FCC CFR-47 Subpart B, AUS/NZ 4251.1

 � Immunity: BS EN 61000-6-2:2005, BS EN 50498:2010
 � Vibration/shock: BS EN 60721-3-2 Class 2M3
 � RoHS: All parts of the system are compliant with EU directive 
2011/65/EC

Environmental Data
 � Thermal conditions: the camera has been designed to operate conti-
nuously between -20 °C (-4 °F) and +85 °C (185 °F) or 150 °C (300 
°F) for 15 minutes and 260 °C (500 °F) for 7 minutes

 � Sealing: IP67, will withstand immersion in water
 � Impact: the camera will withstand a drop from a height of 2 m (78 
inches) onto concrete

 � Storage: it is recommended that the storage temperature is kept 
between -20 °C (-4 °F) and +40 °C (104 °F) for maximum effective 
operational life

Scope of delivery: 
 � ARGUS Mi-TIC thermal imaging camera
 � Two rechargeable battery units (2 h)
 � Charging station for storing the thermal imaging camera and to charge 
two battery units

 � USB data cable for PC connection
 � Retractable lanyard
 � Operating instructions on SD card

*Note: six colour representations and image & video package for models with three button 
operation only

Zoom

Switch 
Colour representation

Images

Video

Freeze

View images

Watch video

Laser pointer

Hot & cold spot  
tracker

No function

Temperature
 unit

Date format

Set time

Black box
Video 
recording

Electronic  
compass

Hot spot tracker,
Cold spot tracker 
or both

Selection of colour 
modes

ARGUS Mi-TIC E

Software configuration tool

ARGUS Mi-TIC S
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6 colour representations*
 � SIZE-UP mode: Early colourisation for size-up from outside of the fire 
scene. 

 � FIRE mode: High dynamic range for use with fully developed fires at 
high temperatures. 

 � OVERHAUL mode: Red colourisation of the hottest parts of the scene 
for post-operation analysis to ensure there is no chance of the fire 
reigniting. 

 � INSPECTION mode: Full colour scheme for preventative maintenance of 
equipment and buildings. 

 � WH mode: White hot for general search applications with no heat 
colourisation. 

 � MISSING PERSONS mode: Blue colourisation of the hottest parts of 
the scene and optimised contrast for search operations in areas such 
as landscapes or traffic accident scenes.

ARGUS Mi-TIC E
The lightest and most affordable NFPA 1801 certified thermal ima-
ging camera. Lightweight at only 765 g and very handy. 2.7II display. 
Temperature range up to +760 °C. 

41133264 ARGUS Mi-TIC E with single button operation (yellow)
41133265 ARGUS Mi-TIC E with single button operation (yellow),  

9 Hz

Mi-TIC EL
Larger 3.5II display for a clearer view of the fire scene. High dynamic  
temperature range up to +760 °C.

41133268  Mi-TIC EL with single button operation (yellow)
41133269  Mi-TIC EL with single button operation (yellow), 9 Hz
41133270  Mi-TIC EL with three button operation (yellow)
41133271  Mi-TIC EL with three button operation (yellow), 9 Hz

ARGUS Mi-TIC 320
Extended dynamic temperature range up to +1,100 °C. Hot spot tracker, 
which identifies the hottest point of the area of deployment. Cold spot 
tracker, which locates the coldest point. 2.7II display.

41133272  Mi-TIC 320 with three button operation (red)
41133273  Mi-TIC 320 with three button operation (red), 9 Hz

ARGUS Mi-TIC S
The most modern thermal imaging camera for firefighting. Extended 
dynamic temperature range up to +1,100 °C for a more detailed display 
of larger and hotter fires. Generous 3.5II display for a better view and 
greater overview. Easy to carry with a weight of only 830 g. Laser pointer 
for more efficient communication. Electronic compass for simplified ori-
entation. 

41133261  Mi-TIC S with three button operation (red)
41133263  Mi-TIC S with three button operation (red), 9 Hz

Recommended accessories for Mi-TIC E and S

Replacement batteries
The battery uses LiFePO4 cells and can power the thermal imaging came-
ra for 2 or 5 hours when fully charged.

4113323301 Battery for 2 hours of operation
41133234 Battery for 5 hours of operation
41133236 Empty housing for AA dry batteries 

41133241 Hard carry case    

*with three button operation

SIZE-UP mode FIRE mode

OVERHAUL mode INSPECTION mode

WH mode MISSING PERSONS mode

4113323301

41133234

41133236

Technical Data

Model Mi-TIC E Mi-TIC EL Mi-TIC 320 Mi-TIC S

Mechanical data

Camera dimensions (mm)  
(H x W x D):

203 x 96 x 71 216 x 110 x 82 203 x 96 x 71 216 x 110 x 82

Camera weight: 600 g without battery 
765 g with 

standard battery 
855 g with  

high capacity battery

655 g without battery 
830 g with 

standard battery 
920 g with  

high capacity battery

600 g without battery 
765 g with 

standard battery 
855 g with 

high capacity battery

655 g without battery 
830 g with 

standard battery 
920 g with 

high capacity battery

Charger dimensions (H x W x D): 167 mm x 112 mm x 120 mm

Charger weight: 550 g

Camera housing: Radel® R-5100 and Santoprene®

LCD window: Ultrason® E 2010 HC

LCD shock protection: Santoprene®

Lens mount: Radel® R-5100 and Santoprene®

Lens window: Germanium (thickness: 2 mm) with durable coating

Detector

Temperature range: -40 °C to +760 °C -40 °C to +1,100 °C

Spot temperature measurement: -40 °C to +760 °C -40 °C to +1,100 °C

Sensor type: Uncooled microbolometer

Sensor material: Amorphous silicon (aSi)

Resolution: 384 x 288 pixels

Pixel size: 25 µm

Spectral sensitivity: 7.5 to 14 µm

MDTD  
(overall camera sensitivity):

70 mK (0.07 °C) 55 mK (0.055 °C)

NETD: <50 mK (<0.05 °C)

Image refresh rate: 60 Hz / 9 Hz

Lens

Lens material: Germanium compound

Focal length: 1 m to infinity, optimized for 4 m

Aperture: f/1,0

Field of view: 50° horizontal, 37.5° vertical

Display

Size: 69 mm (2,7II) 90 mm (3,5II) 69 mm (2,7II) 90 mm (3,5II)

Type: Color TFT, active matrix LCD, high-resolution, for industrial applications

Pixel format: QVGA 320 x 240 (each pixel RGB format, 230,400 pixels total)

Video input: Digital output stage, sensor synchronized

Electrical Data

Power consumption: <3 W (typical)

Switch-on time: 5 seconds (typical)

Battery type: Lithium iron phosphate rechargeable battery

Battery capacity: 1,100 mAh, 6.6 V (standard battery);
2,500 mAh, 6.6 V (high capacity battery)

Standard battery operating time: Over 2 hours at an ambient temperature of +22 °C

Standard battery charge time: Less than 2 hours

High power battery operating time: Over 5 hours at an ambient temperature of +22 °C

High power battery charge time: Less than 4.5 hours

Battery charging cycles: Over 1,000 cycles

Battery charging temperature: +5 °C to +40 °C

Charger input voltage: 11 V - 30 V DC (12 V and 24 V vehicle systems)

Charger operating temperature: 0 °C to +40 °C
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ARGUS Mi-TIC

Technical Data

Model Mi-TIC E Mi-TIC EL Mi-TIC 320 Mi-TIC S

Mechanical data

Camera dimensions (mm)  
(H x W x D):

203 x 96 x 71 216 x 110 x 82 203 x 96 x 71 216 x 110 x 82

Camera weight: 600 g without battery 
765 g with 

standard battery 
855 g with  

high capacity battery

655 g without battery 
830 g with 

standard battery 
920 g with  

high capacity battery

600 g without battery 
765 g with 

standard battery 
855 g with 

high capacity battery

655 g without battery 
830 g with 

standard battery 
920 g with 

high capacity battery

Charger dimensions (H x W x D): 167 mm x 112 mm x 120 mm

Charger weight: 550 g

Camera housing: Radel® R-5100 and Santoprene®

LCD window: Ultrason® E 2010 HC

LCD shock protection: Santoprene®

Lens mount: Radel® R-5100 and Santoprene®

Lens window: Germanium (thickness: 2 mm) with durable coating

Detector

Temperature range: -40 °C to +760 °C -40 °C to +1,100 °C

Spot temperature measurement: -40 °C to +760 °C -40 °C to +1,100 °C

Sensor type: Uncooled microbolometer

Sensor material: Amorphous silicon (aSi)

Resolution: 384 x 288 pixels

Pixel size: 25 µm

Spectral sensitivity: 7.5 to 14 µm

MDTD  
(overall camera sensitivity):

70 mK (0.07 °C) 55 mK (0.055 °C)

NETD: <50 mK (<0.05 °C)

Image refresh rate: 60 Hz / 9 Hz

Lens

Lens material: Germanium compound

Focal length: 1 m to infinity, optimized for 4 m

Aperture: f/1,0

Field of view: 50° horizontal, 37.5° vertical

Display

Size: 69 mm (2,7II) 90 mm (3,5II) 69 mm (2,7II) 90 mm (3,5II)

Type: Color TFT, active matrix LCD, high-resolution, for industrial applications

Pixel format: QVGA 320 x 240 (each pixel RGB format, 230,400 pixels total)

Video input: Digital output stage, sensor synchronized

Electrical Data

Power consumption: <3 W (typical)

Switch-on time: 5 seconds (typical)

Battery type: Lithium iron phosphate rechargeable battery

Battery capacity: 1,100 mAh, 6.6 V (standard battery);
2,500 mAh, 6.6 V (high capacity battery)

Standard battery operating time: Over 2 hours at an ambient temperature of +22 °C

Standard battery charge time: Less than 2 hours

High power battery operating time: Over 5 hours at an ambient temperature of +22 °C

High power battery charge time: Less than 4.5 hours

Battery charging cycles: Over 1,000 cycles

Battery charging temperature: +5 °C to +40 °C

Charger input voltage: 11 V - 30 V DC (12 V and 24 V vehicle systems)

Charger operating temperature: 0 °C to +40 °C
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NOZZLES 

The water is fed through a ring-shaped nozzle, whereby a hollow stream 
of water is produced. In contrast to combination spray nozzles, the water 
flow is not interrupted when changing from solid to spray jet. A solid jet 
from a nozzle is more stable because it does not rain out easily. This 
results in a high throw range. Usually stream patterns and flow rates are 
continuously adjustable. The stream of water is carved up by a rotating 
sprocket. This results in very small droplets, which maximises the extin-
guishing success.

Stream patterns

Full jet
 � Large throw range, which enables working from a safe distance 
 � High kinetic energy to extinguish embers and fire pockets 

Spray jet
 � Improved surface cooling compared to the full jet 
 � Generally causes less water damage compared to the full jet
 � Can be used when working with small safety distances in high and low 
voltage systems 

Protective shield
 � The finest of water droplets and a wide scattering angle provide a 
broad water shield 

 � Protects the crew from radiant heat

Full jet

Spray jet

Protective shield

Nozzles

Full jet Spray jet
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Nozzles

SELECT FLOW NOZZLES ACCORDING TO EN

The Rosenbauer SELECT FLOW nozzle enables manual 4-stage adjust-
ment of the water flow rate via an adjusting ring. This achieves a maxi-
mum extinguishing effect with minimal water consumption. 

The SELECT FLOW nozzles RB 99 EN, RB 100 EN, RB 100D EN and RB 
101 EN are certified according to the standard for nozzles EN 15182-
2:2007.

1. Spinning teeth made of stainless steel  
For best fog pattern when using “spray jet” and “protective-shield” set-
ting. 

2. Stream pattern adjustment  
Within 100° rotation adjustment from straight stream to protective shield. 

3. Ergonomic pistol grip  
For better handling and reduced fatigue when wearing fire fighting gloves. 

4. Shock-resistant pattern adjustment bumper  
With integrated pointer. The flash over position at 45° (pointer at 12 h) is 
easy to detect even when wearing fire fighting gloves. 

5. Ergonomic on/off handle  
Glass-fibre reinforced and additionally light alloy reinforcements on both 
sides. 

6. High-quality materials  
Body made of hard anodised light alloy, water-carrying components made 
of corrosion-resistant materials.

4

1

100°

2

3

5 6

4
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Type RB 99 EN RB 100 EN RB 100D EN RB 101 EN

Adjustable 
flow set-
tings 
in l/min* 

17
30
80

130

45
85

130
200

45
85

130
235

130
230
300
400

Max. throw-
ing range 
approx.*

32 m 36 m 36 m 44 m

Length** 30 cm 30 cm 30 cm 31 cm

Weight** 2 kg 2 kg 2 kg 2.2 kg

The performance details of the flow quantity and the throw range for all SELECT FLOW EN 
nozzles are in accordance with European specifications, provided in reference to an operating 
pressure of 6 bar. Length and weight are measured with Storz C coupling. All SELECT FLOW 
branch pipes are suitable for a maximum operating pressure of 16 bar. The indicated throw 
ranges and spray angles are based on the maximum flow setting. 

All nozzles are available without couplings (female thread BSP) or indivi-
dually fitted with Storz, British Standard or NH-couplings. Other coupling 
systems are available upon request. 

SELECT FLOW model RB 99 EN

279500 Without coupling / BSP 1" female
279505 Without coupling / BSP 1 ½" female
279510 With coupling Storz C
279517 With Storz 65
279520 With coupling BS 1 ½" male
279522 With coupling BS 2 ½" male
279525 With coupling NH 1 ½" female    

SELECT FLOW model RB 100 EN

279530 Without coupling / BSP 1" female
279535 Without coupling / BSP 1 ½" female
279540 With coupling Storz C
279547 With coupling Storz 65
279550 With coupling BS 1 ½" male
279555 With coupling BS 2 ½" male
279557 With coupling NH 1 ½" female     

SELECT FLOW RB 100D EN

27954901 With coupling Storz C   

SELECT FLOW model RB 101 EN

279560 Without coupling / BSP 1" female
279565  Without coupling / BSP 1 ½" female
279570 With coupling Storz C
279577 With Storz 65
279580 With coupling BS 1 ½" male
279585 With coupling BS 2 ½" male
279590 With coupling NH 1 ½" female

Swivel joint for SELECT FLOW nozzles
Enables swiveling motions up to 45° in every direction. The swivel is ideal 
for cooling down the flue gas of an interior fire, since the hose does not 
have to be pulled along with upward motion. In case of outdoor attacks, 
the swivel is used as an elbow support. Movement is possible in every 
direction.

279514 RB 99 EN with coupling Storz C, swivel joint 45° 
279544 RB 100 EN with coupling Storz C, swivel joint 45°  
27954904 RB 100D EN* with coupling Storz C, swivel joint 45°
279574 RB 101 EN with coupling Storz C, swivel joint 45° 

-4
5°

+45°

0°

Swivel joint for swiveling motions  
from -45° up to +45°
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Storz C

Nozzles

SELECT FLOW nozzles according to NFPA

The Rosenbauer SELECT FLOW nozzle type NFPA conforms to all aspects 
of NFPA 1964:2008. It permits multiple flow setting using a selection 
control ring with detents. 

Technical data

Type RB 99 
NFPA

RB 100 
NFPA

RB 101 
NFPA

RB 102 
NFPA

Adjustable 
flow settings 
in l/min
 
 

19
37
90

150

50
100
150
230

115
230
360
475

360
475
550
750

Max. throwing 
range

39 m 40 m 47 m 52 m 

The flow settings and the throw range for the types SELECT FLOW RB 99 NFPA, RB 100 NFPA, 
RB 101 NFPA and RB 102 NFPA are shown with reference to an operating pressure of 7 bar, 

PRO JET I and PRO JET II with reference to an operating pressure of 3.5 bar.  
Length and weight depending on the type of the nozzle and the coupling used. From 1.7 kg for 
the RB 99 NFPA (with 1" BSP female) up to 3.2 kg for the RB 102 NFPA with a Storz B coup-
ling. All SELECT FLOW branch pipes are suitable for a maximum operating pressure of 16 bar. 

The indicated throw ranges and spray angles are based on the maximum flow setting. 

All nozzles are available without couplings (female thread BSP) or indivi-
dually fitted with Storz, British Standard or NH-couplings. Other coupling 
systems are available upon request. 

SELECT FLOW model RB 99 NFPA

279239 Without coupling / BSP 1" female
279240 Without coupling / BSP 1 ½" female
279245 With coupling Storz C
279246 With coupling Storz 65
279247 With coupling Instantaneous 1 ½" male
27924705 With coupling BS 2 ½" male
279248 With coupling NH 1 ½" female

SELECT FLOW model RB 100 NFPA

27922802 Without coupling / BSP 1" female
279234 Without coupling / BSP 1 ½" female
279229 With coupling Storz C
27922906  With coupling Storz 65
27922805 With coupling BS 1 ½" male
27922807 With coupling BS 2 ½" male
27922804 With coupling NH 1 ½" female

SELECT FLOW model RB 101 NFPA

27923008 Without coupling / BSP 1" female
27923004 Without coupling / BSP 1 ½" female
27923005 With coupling Storz C
27923006 With coupling Storz 65
279230 With coupling BS 1 ½" male
27923002 With coupling BS 2 ½" male
27923003 With coupling NH 1 ½" female 

SELECT FLOW model RB 102 NFPA

279233 Without coupling / BSP 1 ½" female
27923307 Without coupling / BSP 2 ½" female
27923302 With coupling Storz B
27923304 With coupling Storz 65
27923301 With coupling BS 2 ½" male
27923305 With coupling NH 2 ½" female

B. Inst.1 ½" or BS 2 ½" male

NH 1 ½" female

4
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PRO JET NOZZLES

 � Providing a combination of solid stream and fog pattern at the same 
time or independently

 � Switch from solid to fog stream without shutdown
 � Twist shutoff of the fog stream – ball shutoff of the straight stream
 � Operates efficiently at pressure as low as 3.5 bar (50 psi)

Versatile applications
 � Indoor and outdoor use
 � Suitable for CAFS
 � Foam attack
 � Cooling
 � Penetration of the burning material
 � Water curtain 

Type PRO JET I PRO JET II

Adjustable flow settings 
in l/min 

approx. 
180*

approx. 
370**

approx. 420*
approx. 680**

Max. throwing ranges approx. 34 m 40 m

Length 30 cm 31 cm

Weight 2 kg 3 kg

The performance details of the flow quantity and the throw range are provided in reference to 
an operating pressure of 3.5 bar at the nozzle. Length and weight with the Storz C or Storz B 
clutch. All PRO JET branch pipes are suitable for a maximum operating pressure of 7 bar.  
* for solid jet  

** for combined jet

All nozzles are available without couplings (female thread BSP) or indivi-
dually fitted with Storz, British Standard or NH-couplings. Other coupling 
systems are available upon request.

PRO JET model I

279215 Without coupling / BSP 1 ½" female
279216 Without coupling / BSP 2 ½" female
279217 With coupling Storz C
279218 With coupling BS 2 ½" male
279219 With coupling NH 2 ½" female

PRO JET model II

279220 Without coupling / BSP 1 ½" female
279221 Without coupling / BSP 2 ½" female
279222 With coupling Storz B
279223 With coupling BS 2 ½" male
279224 With coupling NH 2 ½" female  

Spray jet

Solid jet

Combined solid 
and spray jet

Combined solid and spray jet
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Nozzles, portable monitors

4
Quick clamp on foam tube

(symbolic picture)

Recommended accessories for nozzles SELECT FLOW and PRO JET

Quick clamp on foam tube
Expansion rate up to 14:1.

279236 For SELECT FLOW models RB 99 EN, RB 99 NFPA,  
RB 100 EN and RB 100 NFPA

279231 For SELECT FLOW RB 101 NFPA and PRO JET I
27923101 For SELECT FLOW RB 101 EN 
279237 For SELECT FLOW RB 102 NFPA and PRO JET II

263450 CAFS nozzle C-D25 
Coupling Storz C.

Elbow support 45°
Facilitates operating with nozzles by deflecting the recoil and increasing 
the mobility of the firefighter.

267935 Branch pipe holder REFLECT 
 Made of light alloy. With shoulder holder. Coupling Storz C.  
267900 Inlet: Storz B coupling  

Outlet: Swivel Storz B.
26790002 Inlet: Storz 65 coupling  

Outlet: Swivel Storz 65.
26790001 Inlet: BS 336 2 ½" male coupling  

Outlet: BS 336 2 ½" female coupling.

PORTABLE MONITORS

Portable monitor RB 6
360-475-550-750-950 LPM / 95-125-150-200-250 GPM
 � Robust and light construction
 � Easy and quick to maneuver, stable operation
 � Can be stored in small spaces on vehicle
 � Low center of gravity for stable operation
 � Unmanned operation possible (observe safety guidelines)
 � Available with various nozzles
 � Vertical pivoting range of 30° to 60° unmanned, from 20° to 60°  
manned

 � Horizontal swivel range +/- 20° from the center
 � Flow rates: 360 - 475 - 550 - 750 - 950 l/min, 750 - 950 - 1,325 l/
min, 950 - 1,400 - 1,900 l/min

 � Can be delivered with all common coupling systems

Flow rate 950 l/min
Flow settings of 360-475-550-750-950 l/min at 7 bar. Throw range: up 
to 50 m. 
  
265497 With 1 x BS 336 2 ½" male. Weight: 8 kg
265493 With 1 x Storz B. Weight: 8 kg
26549305 With 1 x Storz 65. Weight: 8 kg

Flow rate 1,325 l/min
Flow settings of 750-950-1,325 l/min at 7 bar. Throw range: up to 50 m. 

265630 With 1 x Storz B. Weight: 8.3 kg
265508  With BSP 2 ½" female. Weight: 8.3 kg

Flow rate 1,900 l/min
Flow settings of 950-1,400-1,900 l/min at 7 bar. Throw range: up to 50 m. 

265640 With Storz B. Weight: 8.3 kg 
265500 With 1 x BSP 2 ½" female 

With tip 950-1,325-1,900 LPM /  
250-350-500 GPM. Weight: 8 kg

267900

263450

265493
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265485

265512 / 265513

265485 POWER STREAM 
Made of corrosion resistant light alloy. Will rotate with a 
180° degrees sweep. The monitor has hand wheel eleva-
tion control from 90° to 30° above horizontal. Fitted with 
an infinitely adjustable monitor nozzle tip with flow set-
tings of 1200, 1600, 2000 or 2400 l/min. Large pattern 
ring allows for production of full stream wide angle and 
narrow angle fog. Comes with two water inlets, provided 
with Storz-B couplings and four separate stacked tips for 
full stream action. The monitor comes complete with a 
foldaway ground base and thanks to its small dimensions, 
it can easily be stored in fire fighting trucks, pick-ups and 
so on. The ground base includes hardened steel ground 
pikes that help maintain stability even on uneven ground 
surfaces. Dimensions (L x W x H): 64 x 66 x 41 cm. Weight 
complete: 17 kg

265485 Inlet 2 x Storz B
265492 Inlet 2 x Storz 65
265487 Inlet 2 x 2 ½" BS male
26548705 Inlet 2 x NH 2 ½" female

Oscillating monitor
950-1,420-1,900 LPM / 250-375-500 GPM
 � Monitor has sweeping water streams for attack, cooling,  
protection and HAZMAT situations 

 � Turbine sweeps the outlet back and forth in a smooth and  
powerful motion while unmanned 

 � Water driven turbine make the nozzles oscillating at 10°, 15° or  
20° either side of the centre 

 � Oscillating mechanism can be disengaged 
 � Horizontal rotation moves manually 
 � Elevation is adjustable between 30° and 60°  
unmanned - down to 20° when manned 

 � Built-in pressure gauge 
 � Large handle makes moving easy 
 � Carbide tip spikes for extended wear and stability 
 � Powder coating gives corrosion resistant finish 
 � Oscillating speed  (with straight bore tip) 

Minimum flow to start oscillating: 650 LPM / 175 GPM
Weight: approx. 16 kg 

265515 BS 2 ½" male
265512 BSP 2 ½" female thread
265513 Storz B
265516 NH 2 ½" female

Recommended accessories for monitor RB 6 and POWER STREAM

265504 Tip for monitor 360 - 475 - 550 - 750 - 950
265503 Tip for monitor 750 - 950 - 1,325
265502 Tip for monitor 950 - 1,400 - 1,900
265486 Foam nozzle  

With integrated foam admixing system for 1 or 3 %. Comes 
complete with foam compound pick-up tube 2.5 long. 
Maximum throughput 1,900 LPM / 500 GPM at 7 bar. 
Weight: 6 kg

265504 265503

265502 265486
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NAUTILUS SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS

Rosenbauer have been developing and manufacturing a wide range of 
pumps for fire brigade use for 100 years. NAUTILUS submersible pumps 
with their proven Rosenbauer pump technology now supplement the com-
prehensive manufacturing program. 

The NAUTILUS submersible pumps with electric motor are testet and cer-
tified according to DIN 14425 “Portable submersible pumps with electric 
motor”. 

Easy to carry
With a total weight of just 30 kg (including cable), the NAUTILUS 8/1 is 
one of the lightest submersible pumps in its class. At only approximately 
23 kg, the NAUTILUS 4/1 and the NAUTILUS 4/1 ECO (only approxi-
mately 22 kg) are extremely lightweight, too. The two handles of both 
NAUTILUS 8/1 and NAUTILUS 4/1 are shaped facing outwards to ensure 
optimum ergonomics when carried. 

The pumps benefit from a very narrow construction. On the one hand, 
this makes it easy to store in a space-saving way on the fire fighting 
vehicle, and on the other hand, it allows for efficient operation in narrow 
ducts or wells. 

A practical cable holder lets you store the cable directly on the pump to 
save space. 
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NAUTILUS submersible pumps

Integrated flat suction
The NAUTILUS pumps are ideally suited to flat suction and following pum-
ping out at full power, a minimal water volume remains: The flat suction 
is fully integrated into the pump, which makes the removal of the suction 
grill or the mounting of an additional device unnecessary. 

NAUTILUS 8/1: approx. 8 mm down to floor level
NAUTILUS 4/1: approx. 4 mm down to floor level

Simple operation
The pump can be operated in vertical, horizontal or fully immersed posi-
tion. The NAUTILUS can also transport dirty water (containing sand, mud 
or grit) with a grain size up to 10 mm (NAUTILUS 8/1) or up to 8 mm 
(NAUTILUS 4/1).

Quick attachment of working line
An eye in the pump cover is specifically provided to attach the carabiner 
on the working line. This feature allows you to use the working line to 
securely lower or retrieve the NAUTILUS. 

Connection cable
NAUTILUS 8/1: H07RN-F 4G1.5 (length: 20 m)
NAUTILUS 4/1: H07RN-F 3G1.5 (length: 20 m)
Cable holder: to store the cable directly on the pump to save space. 
Cable strain relief to avoid damage in the cable feed-through area. 

Operational test sliding seal
An inspection hatch is included to check mechanical seal function: the 
user of the pump can perform a functional inspection of the mechanical 
seal at any time. 

Oil and maintenance-free electric motor.
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NAUTILUS 8/1 submersible pump
Certified according to DIN 14425 type 8/1 and standard sheet “submer-
sible pumps” of the ÖBFV. 

With direction of rotation indicator on the CEE plug / motor protection 
on/off switch. You can easily change the direction of rotation by using 
a phase changer on the plug. The output of the NAUTILUS 8/1 is 17 % 
higher than the minimum requirement according to DIN 14425 at 1 bar. 
Therefore, the NAUTILUS 8/1 is amongst the most powerful pumps in its 
class.

Performance data:

Output (l/min) 1,330 1,170 935 600 120 0

Pressure (bar) 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.1

Power rating:  400 V / 3 phase 
Power consumption:  4.2 kVA, supply with power generators equal  
 or greater than 5 kVA,  cos φ 0.8
Power output:  2.8 kW
Nominal current:  6 A
Connecting cable:  H07RN-F 4G1.5 (20 m) Operation
 with CEE plug 16 A and motor protection /  
 on/off switch with direction of rotation 
 indicator
Discharge connection:  G 2 1/2II (Storz B DIN 14308)
Particle screen:   10 mm
Temperature 
pumped medium:  35 °C, for short duration up to max. 60 °C
Dimensions (W X L X H):  263 x 260 x 483 mm
Weight (incl. cable):  30 kg

543049-001 NAUTILUS 8/1 with coupling Storz B
543049-003 NAUTILUS 8/1 with coupling BSP 2,5II male
  
Recommended accessories for NAUTILUS 8/1

933007 PRCD-S safety switch for NAUTILUS 8/1 
If you do not power the fire fighting submersible pump  
400 V (NAUTILUS 8/1) by means of a standard compatib-
le (DIN 14685) generator but instead attach it to a main 
power supply, you should install the mobile safety switch 
between the consumer and the socket, just like an exten-
sion cable, to provide effective and reliable protection 
against electric shock. Please observe national regulations. 
PRCD-S 5 pin, 400 V, IP 44, in robust CEE rubber distribu-
tor with handle.

 
933085 Floating switch 400 V 
268020 90° elbow with Storz B coupling  

543049-001

933007

268020
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NAUTILUS submersible pumps

NAUTILUS 4/1 submersible pump
Certified according to DIN 14425 type 4/1. 

Performance data:

Output (l/min) 710 640 510 260 0

Pressure (bar) 0 0.5 1 1.5 1.6

Power rating:  230 V / 1 phase 
Power consumption:  2.07 kVA, cos φ 0.99
Power output:  1.49 kW
Nominal current:  9 A
Two capacitor control:  High starting torque at reduced current  
  consumption
Connecting cable:  H07RN-F 3G1.5 (20 m) with water resis- 
  tant plug (IP 68)
Discharge connection:  G 2 1/2II (Storz B DIN 14308)
Particle screen:   8 mm
Temperature 
pumped medium:  35 °C, for short duration up to max. 60 °C
Dimensions (W X L X H):  250 x 253 x 455 mm
Weight (incl. cable):  22. 9 kg

977234-001 NAUTILUS 4/1 with coupling Storz B 
977234-002 NAUTILUS 4/1 with coupling BS 336 2 ½II female
977234-003 NAUTILUS 4/1 with thread BSP 2 ½II male

932000 Submersible pump set NAUTILUS 4/1 
The set consists of:

 � NAUTILUS 4/1 with coupling Storz B
 � Coupling spanner ABC DIN 14882
 � Fire hose B, length: 20 m
 � Discharge pipe B
 � 90° elbow B
 � Hose buckling protection
 � Hose strap
 � Work rope with carabiner, length: 20 m
 � PRCD-S safety switch
 � Wire basket, Dimensions (L x W x H):  

615 x 455 x 410 mm
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NAUTILUS 4/1 ECO submersible pump
Certified according to DIN 14425 type 4/1. With the NAUTILUS 4/1 ECO, 
a new submersible pump joins the family of NAUTILUS pumps. The “ECO” 
model of the tried and tested NAUTILUS 4/1 was specially developed for 
operation with smaller 3 kVA generators. Experience shows that many 
fire departments use generators with outputs of less than 5 kVA. The 
NAUTILUS 4/1 ECO is ideal for them and is now available. The new pump 
was equipped with an electric engine with a power input of 1.89 kVA. The 
improved impeller is not only new and weight-optimised, but also leads to 
a reduction of the starting current. 

Performance data:

Output (l/min) 670 600 420 150 0

Pressure (bar) 0 0.5 1 1.5 1.7

Power rating:  230 V / 1 Phase 
Power consumption:  1.89 kVA, supply with power generators   
  equal or greater than 3 kVA, cos φ 0.98
Power output:  1.20 kW
Nominal current:  8.2 A
Two capacitor control:  High starting torque at reduced current  
  consumption
Connecting cable:  H07RN-F 3G1.5 (20 m) with water resis 
  tant plug (IP 68)
Discharge connection: G 2 1/2II (Storz B DIN 14308)
Particle screen:   8 mm
Temperature 
pumped medium:  35 °C, for short duration up to max. 60 °C
Dimensions (W X L X H):  250 x 253 x 436 mm
Weight (incl. cable):  22 kg

16146A-001 NAUTILUS 4/1 ECO with coupling Storz B 
16146A-002 NAUTILUS 4/1 ECO with coupling BS 336 
 2 ½II female
16146A-003 NAUTILUS 4/1 ECO with thread BSP 2 ½II male  

PRCD safety switch for NAUTILUS 4/1 and NAUTILUS 4/1 ECO
If you do not power the fire fighting submersible pump 230 V (NAUTILUS 
4/1 and 4/1 ECO) by means of a standards-compatible (DIN 14685) 
generator, but instead attach it to a mains power supply, you should 
install the mobile safety switch between the consumer and the socket, 
just like an extension cable, to provide effective and reliable protection 
against electric shock. Please observe national regulations. Mobile safety 
switch IP 68 in die-cast aluminium housing with 1.5 m connecting cable 
3G1.5 mm² and isolated ground plug and/or isolated ground coupling IP 
68 (to match NAUTILUS 4/1 and 4/1 ECO). Water pressure protected. 
230 V, 16 A, 30 mA, IP 68.

933009 PRCD-K
For use of the pump on a standard generator (DIN 14685).

933008 PRCD-S
For use of the pump with main power supply. 

933060 Floating switch 230 V 
268020 90° elbow  

933060

16146A-001 

933009 / 933008

NAUTILUS 4/1 ECO in supply with power generator 3kVA
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NAUTILUS submersible pumps

Portable fire pump OTTER

PORTABLE FIRE PUMP MODEL OTTER

OTTER, the light portable pump combines high pumping capacity with 
compact dimensions and a weight of only 66 kg. The spherical impeller is 
attached directly to the shaft end, and, together with the control device 
integrated in the housing, it ensures maximum efficiency of the pump. 
Priming is done by a manual piston pump. 

Certified as to EN 14466 for PFPN 6-500. 

Engine: Briggs and Stratton “Vanguard” 4-stroke 2-cy 
 linder OHV petrol engine with manual rope  
 recoil starter (electric starter and battery  
 optional at extra charge).  
 Output 13 kW (18 HP) at 3,600 RPM. 
Pump: single-stage Rosenbauer centrifugal fire   
 pump made of light alloy, with manual piston  
 priming pump for a maximum suction lift of  
 7.5 m. 
Priming pump: Venting by means of manual actuation
 Piston pump
Attainable pump 
performance:  at 3 m suction lift: 

 � 500 l/min at 6 bar
 � 800 l/min at 5 bar
 � 1,000 l/min at 4 bar
 � max. 1,100 l/min at 3 bar and 1.5 m  
 suction lift

Connection on 
the pressure side: 1 x Storz B
Connection on 
the discharge side: 1 x Storz B
Dimensions (L x W x H):       510 x 560 x 630 mm
Weight:             approx. 66 kg (tanks full)

Ideal for youth fire brigades. 

KR112   

PORTABLE FIRE PUMP OTTER DIESEL

Certified as to EN 14466. The light portable pump with a robust, reliable
diesel engine.

Engine: HATZ Diesel engine, model 1 D 81 Z.  
 One cylinder fan cooled
 OHV diesel engine with electric starter and  
 battery. Output 10.5 kW (14 HP) at 3,600   
 RPM. 
Pump: single-stage Rosenbauer centrifugal fire   
 pump made of light alloy, with manual piston  
 priming pump. 
Priming pump: Venting by means of manually operated 
 piston pump
Attainable pump output:  at 3 m suction lift:

 � 500 l/min at 5 bar
 � 700 l/min at 4 bar or
 � 1,000 l/min at free discharge

Connection on the 
suction side:  2 1/2II (Storz B)
Connection on the 
discharge side:  2 1/2II (Storz B)
Dimensions (L x W x H):      765 x 560 x 680 mm

KR131   

Portable fire pump OTTER Diesel 
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PORTABLE FIRE PUMPS FOX AND FOX S

The FOX portable pump product family impresses in terms of power, 
weight, reliability and ease of operation in a unique way. The compact 
size and unrivalled ergonomic handles of the Rosenbauer FOX allow 
ease of transport in the final meters leading to the operation site. With 
maximum pumping capacity and reliable technology, it impresses in every 
operation. The FOX and FOX S are driven by powerful BRP Rotax 4-stroke 
engines.

The FOX product family includes 2 variants:
 � FOX - PFPN 10-1500 and PFPN 10-1000 with 166 kg
 � FOX S - PFPN 10-1000 with 150 kg

  
Pump with maximum efficiency
FOX portable pumps feature a newly developed, single-stage pumping 
unit, which was developed specifically for use in portable pumps. The 
stationary impeller with spatially curved blades in a spiral housing made 
of light alloy converts the mechanical engine power in the single-stage 
centrifugal pump into hydraulic power with a very high level of efficiency. 
A pump shaft made of stainless steel, the lubricant- and maintenance-
free mechanical shaft seal, the tension ring design of the pump and not 
least the ease of access to the engine and pump make these FOX models 
extremely easy to maintain. 

Engine
Powerful 2- and 3-cylinder BRP Rotax series engines with electronic 
motor control form the power sources for the two portable pumps. The 
water-cooled engines are optimised for use in hot and cold countries and 
under the most adverse environmental conditions, thus offering the ideal 
basis for use in portable pumps. 

Safe and fast external drafting
The Rosenbauer FOX also impresses with its robust construction. Once 
the pump is full of water, the suction pump is switched off automatically. 
Bilge operation, used when draining flooded basements for example, is 
possible without any modifications or operator steps.

In relay operation, the high maximum 
discharge pressure of the FOX 4 
of 15 bar at 1,000 l/ min makes 
it possible to use fewer portable 
pumps for transporting water over 
long stretches, thus requiring fewer 
personnel for the supply of water.

Output 1,000 l/min at 10 bar

Output 1,000 l/min at 15 bar

The relay-operated portable pump
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Guarantee point according to EN 14466 / EN 
1028 at 3 m suction lift

FOX - PFPN 10-1,500
1,000 l/min at 15 bar
1,650 l/min at 10 bar
2,100 l/min at 4 bar

FOX S - PFPN 10-1,000
1,050 l/min at 10 bar
1,200 l/min at 8 bar
2,000 l/min at 2 bar

FOS S         FOX       Performance point              

Pump performance of the FOX and FOX S
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Portable fire pumps FOX and FOX S

Intuitive LCS 2.0 operation
The FOX portable pumps are controlled and monitored via the LCS 2.0 
(Logic Control System) control and instrument panel with integrated 
colour display. The logically designed operating structure disencumbers 
the operator to the best possible degree: The operator immediately recei-
ves information about the current status, immediate feedback on any 
malfunctions or operating errors, and suggestions for proper handling.

Lighting
Integrated anti-glare backlight of the control and instrument panel. Strong 
LED floodlight, height adjustable and removable, with spiral cable for 
maximum flexibility. Standard additional illumination at the filler neck of 
the fuel tank.

Carrying frame
Ergonomic, rubberized carrying handles for perfect comfort. Thanks to 
the foldable handles, the portable pump can be carried at each handle 
with both hands, and in operation there is no risk of tripping. Standard 
bracket for STORZ coupling spanner.

Fuel tank
Fuel tank with 20 l capacity for long operations. The portable pumps can 
and should be refuelled during operation. This is approved and certified 
by TÜV.

FIRECAN
Standard FIRECAN socket for connection to a separate remote control or 
to a vehicle.

Recommended accessories for FOX and FOX S

RLS lighting system
The RLS lighting system can be mounted directly on the portable pump, 
power is supplied via a single outlet.

Detachable wheels
The removable pair of wheels can be installed quickly by one person 
without tools and facilitates the transportation of the portable pump by 
just one person instead of four. Sockets for charge conservation 2-pin in 
accordance with DIN 14690, 2-pin MAGCODE, 3-pin BEOS

Tank filter
The tank filter prevents contamination of the tank.

NATO 12 V jump-start socket
Jump-start socket for starting the portable pump in the event of a dead 
battery.

Chargers and charge controller
In order to ensure a full battery with the longest possible service life, per-
manent charging of the battery is recommended. Besides the 230 V to 
12 V charging device, a charge controller is also available for fixed instal-
lation in the vehicle, where a 24 V or 12 V vehicle battery can be used for 
charging the battery of the portable pump. Draining of the vehicle battery 
is prevented by undervoltage protection.

Toolkit
The toolkit includes not only spare spark plugs, but also the necessary 
tools for simple maintenance and oil changes.

Pump pressure governor
The pump pressure governor automatically regulates the engine speed. 
The set discharge pressure remains constant. The cavitation warning 
warns the operator early on of potential damage to the pump. Input pres-
sure monitoring prevents empty suction in the supply line during pumping 
operations. 

CC11X-PH10
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Operation of the pump remotely or from the side 
The control and instrument panel can also be mounted sideways, espe-
cially for installation in the vehicle. This ensures optimal operability of 
the pump here also. Alternatively, an additional operating panel can be 
remotely connected to the pump. Thus the pump and its functions can be 
operated from an alternate control point. 

Supporting frame lighting 
In the dark, the supporting frame lights illuminate the way to the scene 
and provide perfect visibility for all carriers. 

Overheating protection
Mechanical overheat protection effectively protects the pump against 
overheating. The valve opens automatically if the water temperature 
reaches approx. 60 °C. Once cooling to approx. 55 °C has occurred, the 
valve closes automatically. 

Competition mode
For performance competitions, the pump can be operated fully automati-
cally. This means that the pump starts with just the touch of a button on 
the control panel, and depending on the rules of the competition, reaches 
and maintains the desired nominal pressure in the shortest possible time. 

Rotating discharge outlets
With the ability to rotate the discharge outlets continuously, hose 
management is significantly easier in tight spaces. For installation of the 
pump in the AT vehicle's deep space, this option is mandatory!

PC116 FOX
PC114 FOX S

Recommended accessories for FOX and FOX S

CC11X-PP30 Pressure governor
With intake pressure controller and cavitation warning.

CC11X-PP40 Thermal overheat protection
CC11X-PP99 Turnable pressure outlets

Set for both pressure outlets.
CC11X-PL52 Additional control panel LCS 2.0 incl. digital  

manometer
CC11X-PH10 Surrounding field illumination in carrying frame 

using LED lights
CC11X-PZ10 Transport wheels

2 pcs. air tyres.
CC11X-PZ60 Bracket for lighthead RLS

Detachable power supply with integrated socket.
CC11X-PZ20 Set of tools
KR1XX-PE60 Battery charging unit

MAGCODE, ACCTIVA easy 1204, 2-pole,  
input 110-230 V, 50-60 Hz

CC11X-PP30

CC11X-PL52

CC11X-PP40

CC11X-PP99
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Portable fire pumps FOX and FOX S

Technical Data

FOX FOX S

Pump: Single-stage centrifugal pump made of lightweight alloy
Curved impeller blades and diffuser with spiral housing
Shaft seal with maintenance-free mechanical shaft seal

Direct drive from the engine

Performance 
(at 3 m suction lift):

PFPN 10-1,500
1,000 l/min at 15 bar
1,650 l/min at 10 bar
2,100 l/min at 4 bar

Output power 2,250 l/min at 4 bar and 
1.5 m suction lift

Cut-off pressure 16.5 bar

PFPN 10-1,000
1,050 l/min at 10 bar
1,200 l/min at 8 bar
2,000 l/min at 2 bar

Output power 2,050 l/min at 2 bar 
and 1.5 m suction lift

Cut-off pressure 15.5 bar

Priming pump: Piston priming pump with magnetic clutch and automatic control

Propulsion engine: BRP Rotax R3 cylinder 4-stroke engine, 899 cm³ 
48 kW output 

BRP Rotax R2 cylinder 4-stroke engine, 599 cm³ 
29 kW output

Sound pressure level: PFPN 10-1500: 95.8 dB PFPN 10-1000: 94.5 dB

Dimensions: L x W x H: 926 mm x 636 mm x 845 mm

Weight: Operational: 166 kg in accordance with EN 14466 Operational: 150 kg in accordance with EN 14466

Fuel tank content: 20 l (ROZ 95 or ASPEN 4t)

Operating time  
at normal output: approx. 1.5 h approx. 2 h

Refueling  
in operation:

Accessory-free direct filling of the fuel tank during operation, TÜV tested and certified

Plug Exhaust gas hose: DN50

Connections: Suction side: 41/2II (Storz A)
Discharge side: 2x 21/2II (Storz B)

Standard version: LCS 2.0 control panel with colour display

Detachable LED headlights with spiral cable

Tank filler neck illumination

FIRECAN - data interface

Holder for STORZ coupling spanner at the suction inlet

Storage for small devices such as radios next to the control panel

Options (excerpt): Pump pressure governor with inlet pressure monitoring and cavitation warning

Overheat protection

Rotatable discharge outlet

Detachable wheel set

DIN, Magcode and BEOS sockets for charge retention

NATO external starter socket

Lighting in the carrying frame for improved visibility during manual transport

Connection for Rosenbauer RLS lighting head

Lateral operation with digital pressure gauges

Detached, additional operation as an additional control point, e.g. for in-vehicle installation

Competition mode for competition use

Tool kit

Double USB socket

Installation in vehicles: Can be installed in locker 1 or 2 of the Rosenbauer AT according to the released list of approved chassis variants, 
the optional rotatable discharge outlet is a prerequisite for this. Separate check required for other vehicles
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THE ULTRA-HIGH-PRESSURE SYSTEM UHPS

When the highest firefighting efficiency for rapid, primary firefighting 
assistance and highest flexibility with regard to installation in vehicles are 
required of a firefighting system, the Rosenbauer UHPS ultra-high pressu-
re system is the ideal solution. 

Optimal combination
Rosenbauer has tested for the optimum combination of pressure and flow 
rate of water for compact ultra-high pressure systems. Certain minimum 
volumes of water for fire fighting are necessary to be able to drop the fire 
temperature in an effective way. It has been proved in testing that 38 l 
per minute is a very effective amount. High pressure facilitates a very fine 
spraying of water for fire fighting. Due to this, the value of 100 bar is an 
appropriate upper limit. Pressures higher than that do not contribute to 
further improvement of the fire fighting effect. 

Multi-purpose nozzle
The jet pattern can be switched any time from full to fog stream infinitely. 
The fire extinguishing agent can be applied continuously as well as in fits 
and starts. 

Finest atomisation
Water for fire fighting is atomised with spray jet by the nozzle, which is 
exactly adjusted with pressure and flow rates. Consequently, the effective 
cooling surface is increased. Due to complete transformation of water 
into fog, water damage is prevented. 

Light fire hose
The thin and light fire hose can be drawn easily through staircases, over 
corners, edges and around edges. The hose is also kink-free and this 
adds to the manoeuvrability of the nozzle, so that the source of the fire 
can be reached quickly. Due to the fire hose length of 60 meters, remote 
areas can also be reached. 

Compact dimensions
The compact unit also fits on pick-up trucks and in compact vans. This 
guarantees that narrow streets and otherwise inaccessible sites can be 
reached easily and quickly.

Excellent foam quality
The integrated foam proportioning system together with the foam attach-
ment provides a high foam quality.
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Ultra high-pressure system UHPS

UHPS SKID

HIGH-PRESSURE SYSTEM UHPS

Drive unit
Engine: Briggs&Stratton Vanguard 16 HP, displacement 

480 ccm, maximum output 11.8 kW (16 hp) at 
3,600 min-1.

Petrol tank:  8.5 l, with petrol valve. 
Fuel need:  At least 86 ROZ, leaded or unleaded petrol can be 

used. 
Starting device:  Electric starter, battery 12 V/17Ah.  

Rope recoil starter for emergency starting. 
Exhaust: Low noise muffler with contact protection. 
Pump: High pressure plunger pump, made of brass, with oil 

bath lubrication. 
Output:   38 l/min at 100 bar, with pressure relief valve.  

Manometer gauge 0 – 250 bar.  
Filter element. 

Quick attack: 60 m high pressure hose, diameter 13 mm hose 
reel with window and brake as well as locking device. 

Nozzle: Ergonomic formed nozzle with pistol grip.  
Infinite adjustment switch from full to fog stream. 
Removable foam attachment. 

Foam admixing:  Admix rate 0 – 6 % infinite adjustable, foam concen-
trate, suction hose diameter 8 mm.  
20 l foam compound canister, made of synthetic 
material (PE).

The following models correspond with the specifications and designs as 
mentioned above. 

UHPS SKID
The Ultra High Pressure Extinguishing System model UHPS model SKID is 
especially designed for fast initial attack with small amounts of water. The 
unit is designed to be mounted in fire trucks and vans as well as pick-up 
trucks. Tank size from 200 l up to 500 l.

KR16A-0001 UHPS SKID  
With ground frame and pull-out tray.

KR16A-0002 UHPS SKID 200  
With ground frame, 200 l tank and pull-out tray.

UHPS TS 100
Frame with integrated 100 l water tank made of light alloy, mounting 
points like a portable pump according to EN 14466. In order to be ope-
rated, the pump set is pulled out on a telescopic extension, the tank 
remains in the vehicle. The unit can be easily lifted from the vehicle by 
means of four carrying handles. Dimensions: 1,100 x 750 x 900 mm. 
Weight: 220 kg (empty tanks)

KR16E-0001 UHPS TS 100 

UHPS SKID - mounted in a fire truck

UHPS TS 100
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ENGINE-PUMP TRAILER SPA60/80/100
 
Rosenbauer motor pump trailers are available equipped with outputs of 
6,000 (SPA60 with N65), 8,000 l/min (SPA80 with N80) to 10,000 l/min 
(SPA100 with N100). The diesel engine is designed to provide the requi-
red power, even at temperatures of up to +50 °C. The Volvo drive engines 
pursuant to emission level EU Stage 4 (Tier 4f) comply with the currently 
applicable EU emission standards for stationary engines. Operation takes 
place via the Rosenbauer LCS 2.0 (Logic Control System). All necessary 
brackets for the hoses and tools are installed on the trailer. Can be used 
for water supply, e.g. in port and industrial areas, or for flood operations.
 
Simple handling
 � Operation in the rear via Rosenbauer LCS 2.0 (Logic Control System)
 � Suction connections in the rear and pressure connections on the side
 � All hoses and tools are mounted on the trailer
 � Automatic priming
 � Scene light

 
High efficiency with low power consumption and
low fuel consumption!
 
Fuel tank for approx. 4 h continuous duty
200 (SPA60) or 300 litre tank (SPA100)
 
Low maintenance costs, long service life!
 
Different options available
 � Pump in light alloy and gun metal design
 � FIXMIX 2.0 automatic around-the-pump foam proportioning system 

with two proportioning ratios (1%, 3%, 6% and 8%) for SPA60 and 
SPA80

 � FOAMATIC E automatic around-the-pump foam proportioning system 
with 3 mixing rates (1%, 3%, 6% and 8%) or stepless with SPA100

 � Various clutch systems available (Storz, BSS, NH, …)
 � Pump Pressure governor
 �  Battery charger

SPA60

SPA100
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 � Active power produces a directly usable effect in electrical 
consumers, e.g. heating of a heating coil, light emitted by 
incandescent lamps or operation of an electric motor. The 
absorbed active power is thus converted into heat, light or 
mechanical activity.

 � Apparent power is the geometric sum of active and reactive 
power. It can be determined as a product of voltage and current. 
Power generators for universal application must be capable of 
delivering both active and reactive power. Rosenbauer power 
generators are characterized by above-average reactive power. This 
means in practice that not only lighting equipment is adequately 
supplied with active power, but also the motors of fans, pumps 
and the like run problem-free with Rosenbauer power generators. 
Rosenbauer power generators have the ideal power ratio between 
active and apparent power (Watt to Volt-Ampere) for universal use.

 � Reactive power is required to initiate magnetic fields in the coils 
of electric motors (e.g. submersible pumps), transformers and pre-
reactors. Reactive power is not really “consumed”. It flows back 
and forth between the generator and the consumer and acts like 
a catalyst. Insofar as electrical devices contain such assemblies, 
they consume reactive power in addition to real power. On the 
other hand, all devices which convert electrical energy exclusively 
into heat, i.e. do not require magnetic fields for their function, are 
active users.

The power factor cos φ 
All inductive consumers, such as motors, generators and 
transformers, have a power factor cos φ. In a coil which is flowed 
through by alternating current, a magnetic field builds up, the lines of 
force of which intersect the windings of the own coil. A self-induction 
voltage is generated in the coil, which counteracts its source. The 
current and voltage are thereby shifted in time. This process is called 
a phase shift. Power tools have a power factor of about 0.9-1.0, and 
thus it is neglected. Three-phase and alternating current motors, on 
the other hand, have a power factor of around 0.8, which must always 
be considered. 
The active power is smaller than the apparent power by the power 
factor cos  (= 0.8). Therefore, e.g. a generator with an effective 
power of 10.88 kW can output an apparent power of 13.6 kVA. 

 
 Apparent power: indicated in VA or kVA
 Active power: indicated in W or kW
 Apparent power x cos φ (= 0.8) = Active power

2. Voltage
This is stated in volts and is 230 V for alternating current devices in 
Europe and 400 V for three-phase generators. If this nominal value 
is significantly below that of the consumer device, the power of the 
device is reduced. Exceeding the nominal value causes additional 
heating and thus an overload. 

The voltage behaviour of generators
The voltage output by generators, including all tolerances, is designed 
in such a way that conventional consumers can be operated without 
any issues. It should be at least within the tolerance of ± 10 %. 
Rosenbauer power generators are characterized by a particularly 
stable voltage behaviour. 

BASIC PRINCIPLE

If an electrical conductor (e.g. wire coil) moves through the field lines 
of a magnetic field, an electrical voltage is induced in this conductor 
(induction). It is irrelevant whether it is the electrical conductor or the 
magnetic field that is moving. 
This principle of induction is used in generators for generating 
electricity. If a power generator is to supply a frequency of 50 Hertz 
(Hz), a rotation of 50 times per second must be achieved. This 
corresponds to 3,000 rpm with single-pole generators.

GENERATOR SYSTEMS

1. Synchronous generator
The synchronous generator requires a magnetic field (pole wheel), 
which is moved against the rotor (stator), to generate the voltage. 
The magnetic field is generated in DC (in the rotor), which is supplied 
from the auxiliary rotation (in the stator) by means of rectifiers and 
slip rings or contact brushes. The synchronous generator can deliver 
active and reactive power (see below) without additional measures.

Advantages 
 � Very good shock load behaviour in consumers with high starting 
current due to the magnetic energy stored in the rotor

 � Highly efficient

Disadvantages
 � Slightly more expensive due to elaborate fabrication

2. Asynchronous generator (ASG)
In an ASG, the magnetic flux is generated by the differential speed 
between the rotating rotor and the magnetic flux present in the 
stator. Due to this slip, the frequency is below (asynchronous) to 
the drive speed. The asynchronous generator owes its name to this 
fact. The rotor does not require winding and thus no elements for 
power transmission. In the iron core, only a squirrel-cage winding is 
necessary. In the asynchronous generator, a capacitor is connected 
in parallel with the current coil and supplies the excitation current 
required by the asynchronous machine as a reactive current. The 
initiation of the self-excitation begins with the residual magnetism in 
the rotor and oscillates between capacitor and stator winding until 
the nominal current is reached.

Advantages
 � More economical in production
 � Mostly maintenance-free

Disadvantages
 � Some shortcomings with high starting currents

THE ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS 
OF THE GENERATOR

1. Power
The most important criterion for assessing a power generator is the 
power, i.e. its ability to supply electrical power to the connected 
consumers. Depending on the type and principle of operation of the 
electrical appliances, a distinction is made between:
 � Active power (expressed in watts, or kilowatts)
 � Apparent power (expressed in VA or kVA)
 � Reactive power
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Power generator basic principles

length between the generator and the two most distant consumers 
may be 2 x 30 m (60 m total) with a cable cross-section of 1.5 
mm2, and 100 m total with a cable cross-section of 2.5 mm2, 

 � When several consumers are connected via a portable intermediate 
distributor (cord reel), the maximum cable length between the 
generator and the distributor plus the cable length between the 
two most distant consumers can be 30 m + 2 x 15 m (60 m total) 
for a cable cross-section of 1.5 mm2, and 50 m + 2 x 25 m (100 m 
total) for a cable cross-section of 2.5 mm2.

ISO monitoring
The IEC 60364-7-717 standard regulates the electrical performance 
of low voltage systems of vehicles within the EU. 
Section 717.411.6.2 provides a clear requirement for the use of 
isolation monitoring when using an isolated network (such as a 
portable power generator). This isolation monitor indicates the 
initial fault(warning light/buzzer), but is definitively not required to 
switch off the power generator. As it is impossible to prevent power 
generators without isolation monitoring to be installed in vehicles 
at a later date, ROSENBAUER power generators are equipped with 
insulation monitoring as standard.

Protection class
What are the different types of protection classes?

IP X X

First digit Second digit
Protection against foreign bodies Protection against water
and contact

0 Unprotected 0 Unprotected

1 Foreign bodies > 50.0 mm 1 Dripping water vertical

2 Foreign bodies > 12.5 mm 2 Dripping water at an angle of
   15° to the vertical

3 Foreign bodies > 2.5 mm 3 Dripping water at an angle of
   60° to the vertical

4 Foreign bodies >  1.0 mm 4 Spray water from all 
   directions

5 Dust-protected 5  Water sprays from all 
   directions

6 Dust-proof 6  Heavy water sprays from all 
   directions

  7 Temporary submergence

  8 Continuous submergence

Common voltage regulation for fire brigade generators

Compound control
This causes a load-dependent excitation, i.e. as soon as the generator 
is loaded, the load current flows through a current transformer 
(compound transformer) and generates a current on the secondary 
side, which causes rectified exciter support in the auxiliary excitation 
winding. Without a load, the compound excitation has no effect. In 
this situation, the basic excitation alone is responsible for maintaining 
the proper open circuit voltage. 

Advantages
 � Simple construction

Disadvantages
 � Greater weight and larger volume
 � Voltage behaviour average, can be problematic with electronic 
devices

Electronic control
An electronic controller is connected to the excitation circuit of the 
generator which, depending on the voltage situation, increases or 
decreases the excitation current. In this way, the voltage is kept 
constant over the entire power range with a tolerance of ± 2.5 %. 
Rosenbauer power generators have a voltage stability of just ± 1 
% and are therefore also perfectly suitable for operating electronic 
devices.

Advantages
 � Excellent voltage behaviour

Disadvantages
 � Higher costs

ELECTRICAL SAFETY OF POWER GENERATORS
 
The most frequently used protective measure in the case of portable 
power generators is safety isolation. 

Safety isolation
Series power generators from Rosenbauer are suitable as grid 
replacement systems without further measures being undertaken 
by the operator, because they comply with the “circuit separation” 
protective measure. 
The safety isolation is intended to prevent contact voltage from 
occurring between the housing of the connected consumer and the 
earth on the secondary side when the tool has a ground contact. 
At the ground contact, the voltage must drop below 50 V within 0.2 
seconds. This can be implemented through the generator system or 
by switching off via an automatic circuit breaker. The resistance of 
all connected cables (extension cord, cord reel, etc.), i.e. the loop 
resistance, must not be greater than 1.5 Ohm in order to ensure 
that the tripping current is reliably applied. This means that, when 
extension lines or mobile distribution networks are used, their total 
length for a cross-section of 1.5 mm2 must not exceed 60 m, and 
max. 100 m for 2.5 mm2. 
This protective measure is fully adequate, unless specified otherwise 
in the general safety regulations or if the devices are to be used for 
work with more stringent safety requirements.

Safety cable lengths
For the maximum cable lengths between power generator and 
consumer(s), the following cable lengths are given as guide values:
 � When connecting a consumer, the maximum cable length between 
the generator and the consumer may not exceed 60 m for a cable 
cross-section of 1.5 mm2, and 100 m for 2.5  mm2. 

 � When several consumers are connected, the maximum cable 
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RS 14 AND RS 14 SUPER SILENT POWER 
GENERATORS

The new RS 14 series power generators combine powerful performance 
with a modern operating concept. Whether day or night, in heat or cold, 
mountains or valleys, the RS 14 and RS 14 SUPER SILENT power genera-
tors always ensure an optimal supply of power anywhere. 

The power generators of the new RS 14 series are always ready for ope-
ration anywhere. Even in extremely high ambient temperatures that can 
easily cause the instrument and fuel to overheat, the RS 14 power gene-
rator proves its resilience and endurance.

Performance and functionality in every detail
 � Reliable engine with high-quality stainless steel exhaust system for low 
noise and lifelong operation

 � Extremely powerful synchronous generator and generator governor for 
high starting currents

 � Automatic choke for best startup behaviour under all conditions 
 � Impact-resistant glass fibre reinforced plastic housing
 � Powerful and low-maintenance battery
 � Easily accessbile circuit breakers
 � Tried and tested manual starting device for starting without a battery or 
with a defective battery

 � 12 V constant voltage source as standard
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RS 14 and RS 14 SUPER SILENT power generators

Maximum resilience. Optimised for heavy starters.
The new RS 14 power generators from Rosenbauer are the absolute 
power packs for fire fighting operations. These power generators and 
generator governors not only handle maximum loads, but are also orien-
ted toward the operation of heavy starters unlike any other unit on the 
market. They allow firefighters to simultaneously operate devices with 
longer start-up times without problems (e.g. multiple submersible pumps 
at the same time).  

Innovative fuelling concept.
Until now, firefighters had to manually switch to canister operations for 
external refuelling using a 3-way valve. This is a thing of the past now. 
Pressing the “External refueling” button activates a fuel pump and sup-
plies the power generator with fuel from the canister. The advantages of 
the new fuel concept are obvious: refuelling independent of the fuel tank 
level, and problem-free use at high ambient temperatures.

Safe refuelling made easy.
The refuelling area of a power generator can be dangerous. Which is why 
Rosenbauer has placed so much value on a completely optimised and 
compact refueling corner and the perfect design of all related compo-
nents.

 � Low-mounted tank
 � Ergonomically positioned, large filling opening  
(separated and low-mounted)

 � Plug for external refuelling set
 � Safety fuel cap
 � Protected tank in a high-strength aluminium carrying pan
 � Greatly reduced thermal load
 � LED illumination for better overview
 � Optical and acoustic warnings

When things get dicey: emergency operation. 
Should the battery or electronics fail, the RS 14 and RS SUPER SILENT 
can be started by hand to continue to supply power easily and without 
problems. This means that firefighters can depend on the power genera-
tor operating reliably at all times.

Less noise, less consumption. With ECO mode.
The ECO mode (electronic speed reduction) ensures minimal noise and 
lower fuel consumption. If consumers are switched off, the power gene-
rator runs at reduced speed with low noise emission. Once consumers 
are switched on, the motor automatically increases to the nominal speed 
and the full output is available immediately. ECO mode is available as an 
option for all RS 14 series power generators.

For small consumers: the new 12 V plug.
A small yet incredibly practical detail is the 12 V constant voltage source, 
which from now on is standard on the front side of every RS 14 series. It 
is not only intended for connecting RLS1000 and RLS2000 LED lighting 
heads; this 12 V plug is also an additional energy source for small consu-
mers, such as chargers.

Powerful fuel-injection engine.
The RS 14 SUPER SILENT power generators are equipped with a powerful 
fuel-injection engine from Briggs &Stratton, which offers many advanta-
ges:
 � Increased power (approx. 1HP)
 � Automatic height compensation
 � Precise speed control
 � Improved performance under hot conditions
 � Less consumption
 � Simplified emergency operation due to removal of choke function
 � Integrated CAN communication

Especially suitable for operating heavy starters

Refuelling corner

“ECO mode button” and “External refueling button”

12 V plug, e.g. for connecting a lighting system
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THE NEW OPERATING CONCEPT OF THE RS 14 
POWER GENERATOR

It is simple, but with a significantly higher information content. It is com-
pletely new, yet entirely familiar to firefighters. The new digital control dis-
play delivers detailed information about utilization, voltage and fuel level. 
Designed aesthetically in typical Rosenbauer fashion, the new series 
makes intuitive, uniform and thus simple operation even easier, from por-
table fire pumps, municipal trucks to power generators. 

Digital indicator
The display is now digital. This means the display is more modern, intui-
tive, larger and more flexible. The display also features an improved error 
and message display, as errors are displayed with standardised messages. 

Four main screens
Main image, detail view, expert view, and service view not only deliver 
much more information than ever before, they are also easy to under-
stand and perfectly legible for the user.

1. The main view provides the most 
important information at a glance:
- Fuel level
- Total utilization
- Voltage in permissible range

2. The detail view displays the load 
distribution, i.e. power per phase and 
whether the voltage is within the permis-
sible range. 

4. The service view displays the ope-
rating hours indicator and test routine 
for the insulation error.

3.The expert view displays the current 
status of the attached consumers with 
even more details. Voltage, power, acti-
ve power, and cosine phi are broken 
down for each phase.

Operating elements Warning signals Operating mode indicators

Four main screens

Indicator 
APC: Active Power Control
EXT: external refueling
ECO: ECO mode Start button Stop button

Emergency 
stop

External  
refueling

Ground wire  
testing device

ECO mode
(speed reduction)

backacknowledgeforward

Warning signs

Pages navigation
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RS 14 and RS 14 SUPER SILENT power generators

RS 14
319642-001   RS 14 
319606-001   Colour option red – RAL 3000 
319606-002   Colour option yellow – RAL 1012 
319606-003   Colour option lime green 
319606-004  Colour option white – RAL 9010 
319606-005   Colour option ruby red – RAL 3003 

RS 14 SUPER SILENT
Innovative technology ensures extremely low noise emissions without  
losses in performance, functionality or safety:
 � Noise-optimised exhaust gas system
 � Completely newly developed suction system
 � Complete glass-fibre reinforced plastic housing for additional noise 
insulation

 � LED illumination of the sockets and the tank filling area ensure additio-
nal safety when operating the power generator

 � High-quality finish paired with high technical quality

319643-001   RS 14 SUPER SILENT 
319607-001  Colour option red – RAL 3000 
319607-002   Colour option yellow – RAL 1012 
319607-003   Colour option lime green 
319607-004   Colour option white – RAL 9010 
319607-005  Colour option ruby red – RAL 3003  

Recommended accessories for RS 14 and RS 14 SUPER SILENT

319608-001 FIRECAN interface for remote monitoring (DIN14700)
All RS 14 and RS 14 SUPER SILENT units are fitted as 
standard with an interface to keep the power generator's 
battery charged. This allows for the power generator to be 
remotely monitored, started and stopped at any time. The 
connection is made via CAN-bus. Functionality with diffe-
rent vehicle manufacturers is ensured thanks to standar-
dised FIRECAN compatibility. 

Example functions:
 � Remote start-stop
 � Warnings
 � Power decrease
 � Fuel level
 � Error indicator

319610-003 ECO mode    
 (electronic speed reduction) 

The ECO mode ensures minimal noise and lower fuel con-
sumption. If consumers are switched off, the power gene-
rator runs at reduced speed with low noise emission. Once 
consumers are switched on, the motor automatically incre-
ases to the nominal speed and the full output is available 
immediately. ECO mode is available as an option for all RS 
14 series power generators. This leads to less noise and 
less consumption.

319609-001 Pole changing switch for a 400 V CEE socket
The easily accessible pole changing switch enables a simp-
le change of direction of rotation of a 400 V CEE socket.

319643-001 / 319607-001

319642-001 / 319606-002

319608-001

319609-001
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Insulation monitoring 
Optical and acoustical warning on the display, the power outlets are still 
powered. To monitor all consumers for insulation faults and dangerous 
currents and contact currents. Measures the resistance between earth, 
neutral and phase of the attached consumer. (Requirement of DIN 14685-
1 and IEC 60364-7-717 in power generators in vehicles within the EU.)

319611-001 Insulation monitoring without engine stop 
No engine stop, the acoustic warning can be switched off.

319611-002 Insulation monitoring with engine stop 
If there is an insulation failure, the engine stops immedia-
tely.

319616-001 Battery temperature monitoring 
For optimised battery charging, some chargers require 
transfer of the battery temperature to the vehicle. This is 
transmitted via the built-in FIRECAN interface. For non-
Rosenbauer vehicles this option is mandatory.

319613-001 CITY three-phase socket, 400 V CEE 
Additional third three-phase socket, front-mounted.

319615-001 Magcode charging socket 

319621-001 USB charging socket  

871528-001 Wheel set for RS 14 and RS 14 SUPER SILENT
Enables easier handling and faster transport to the scene 
of the emergency. Thanks to the two transport wheels, a 
single firefighter can easily transport the power generator 
to the scene of the emergency in just seconds.

LED lighting
The new power generators can be optionally equipped with multi-
functional RLS1000 and RLS2000 LED lighting heads. High-power LED 
technology for illumination of the unit and the scene: 30 high power LEDs 
in 6 adjustable brightness levels, with signal flashing light in 5 different 
colours and lamp head swiveling in all directions.

312307E03 LED lighting head RLS1000  
312305E01 LED lighting head RLS2000  
319614-001 Adaptor for LED lighting heads RLS1000 

Different sockets, frequency or voltage upon request.

319613-001

319615-001

871528-001

312307E03 / 319614-001

Technical data

   RS 14 RS 14SUPER SILENT

General                                                                                                                                              

Use: Fire departments or users who require a higher level of protection

Specifications: ÖBFV-RL ET-01 8 kVA power generator with increased performance, DIN 14685-1

Unit

Dimensions: 820 x 440 x 580 mm (8 DIN frame)

Weight: 144 kg incl. fuel for 1.5 operating 
hours

149.5 kg incl. fuel for 1.5 operating 
hours

Performance: Pel, 3~ = 13.6 kVA / cos φ = 0.8 / 10.88 kW
Pel, 1~ = 4.5 kVA / cos φ = 0.8 / 3.6 kW

∑ Pel, 1~ = 3 x 4.5 kVA = 13.6 kVA

Nominal current: 19.7 A 3~ / 29.6 A 1~

Line protection: 16 A 3~ / 16 A 1~

Noise level LWA : 97.7 dB(A) 94.1 dB(A)

Sound pressure (4 m no-load): 77.6 dB(A) 74 dB(A)

Protection class: IP54

Tank capacity: 12.0 l

Running time under full load: approx. 2 hours

Color: RAL 3000 (red) or RAL 1012 (yellow)

External power supply: 12 V plug for vehicle connection

Generator

Type: Synchronous with electronic controller

Voltage: 230 / 400 V

Voltage stability: +/- 5 %

Frequency: 50 Hz

Power factor: cos φ = 0.8

Nominal current: 20.3 A 3~ / 30.4 A 1~

Engine

Manufacturer: Briggs & Stratton Corporation, USA

Model: 23 hp Vanguard

Type: 2-cylinder OHV 4-stroke gasoline engine, cool cleaner

Control behavior: +/- 5 %

Ignition: electronic

Fuel: unleaded gasoline min. 91 ROZ

Exhaust gases: meets the 2002/88 EC exhaust gas standard

Consumption: approx. 6 l/h under full load

Fittings: Manual pull starter, 12 V electrical starting device, battery 12 V / 18 Ah,  
oil pressure monitoring warning system,  
no shut-down, plug for external refuelling

Control box

Fittings: 2x water pressure-tight sockets 400 V 
3x water pressure-tight sockets 230 V 

1x alternating current circuit breakers 16 A 3-pole with neutral connector and monitoring 
3x alternating current circuit breakers 16 A 1-pole with neutral connector and monitoring 

1x 12 V constant voltage source
1x CAN-bus socket FIRECAN 7-pole (charge retention and remote monitoring)

Included in scope of delivery

Tool bag: 2 spark plugs, 1 spark plug wrench, 1 screwdriver, 
1 ground wire testing cord with testing tip

User information: with CE Declaration of Conformity, spare parts list and circuit diagram
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RS 14 and RS 14 SUPER SILENT power generators

Technical data

   RS 14 RS 14SUPER SILENT

General                                                                                                                                              

Use: Fire departments or users who require a higher level of protection

Specifications: ÖBFV-RL ET-01 8 kVA power generator with increased performance, DIN 14685-1

Unit

Dimensions: 820 x 440 x 580 mm (8 DIN frame)

Weight: 144 kg incl. fuel for 1.5 operating 
hours

149.5 kg incl. fuel for 1.5 operating 
hours

Performance: Pel, 3~ = 13.6 kVA / cos φ = 0.8 / 10.88 kW
Pel, 1~ = 4.5 kVA / cos φ = 0.8 / 3.6 kW

∑ Pel, 1~ = 3 x 4.5 kVA = 13.6 kVA

Nominal current: 19.7 A 3~ / 29.6 A 1~

Line protection: 16 A 3~ / 16 A 1~

Noise level LWA : 97.7 dB(A) 94.1 dB(A)

Sound pressure (4 m no-load): 77.6 dB(A) 74 dB(A)

Protection class: IP54

Tank capacity: 12.0 l

Running time under full load: approx. 2 hours

Color: RAL 3000 (red) or RAL 1012 (yellow)

External power supply: 12 V plug for vehicle connection

Generator

Type: Synchronous with electronic controller

Voltage: 230 / 400 V

Voltage stability: +/- 5 %

Frequency: 50 Hz

Power factor: cos φ = 0.8

Nominal current: 20.3 A 3~ / 30.4 A 1~

Engine

Manufacturer: Briggs & Stratton Corporation, USA

Model: 23 hp Vanguard

Type: 2-cylinder OHV 4-stroke gasoline engine, cool cleaner

Control behavior: +/- 5 %

Ignition: electronic

Fuel: unleaded gasoline min. 91 ROZ

Exhaust gases: meets the 2002/88 EC exhaust gas standard

Consumption: approx. 6 l/h under full load

Fittings: Manual pull starter, 12 V electrical starting device, battery 12 V / 18 Ah,  
oil pressure monitoring warning system,  
no shut-down, plug for external refuelling

Control box

Fittings: 2x water pressure-tight sockets 400 V 
3x water pressure-tight sockets 230 V 

1x alternating current circuit breakers 16 A 3-pole with neutral connector and monitoring 
3x alternating current circuit breakers 16 A 1-pole with neutral connector and monitoring 

1x 12 V constant voltage source
1x CAN-bus socket FIRECAN 7-pole (charge retention and remote monitoring)

Included in scope of delivery

Tool bag: 2 spark plugs, 1 spark plug wrench, 1 screwdriver, 
1 ground wire testing cord with testing tip

User information: with CE Declaration of Conformity, spare parts list and circuit diagram
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RS 9 POWER GENERATOR 
9 KVA IN 5 DIN FRAME 

Especially developed for firefighters, this power generator meets all your 
requirements. The RS 9 combines maximum performance with the small-
est dimensions and is 100 % DIN 14685-1 compliant. Experience shows 
that a long running time and the simple handling of all operating elements 
are most important. The RS 9 meets these requirements perfectly. 

840791 RS 9 red 
Colour: RAL 3000 

84059201 RS 9 yellow 
 Colour: RAL 1012 

Maximum performance with minimum dimensions
 � Powerful generator: High output power of 9 kVA 3-phase, cos φ = 0.8
 � Small size: The RS 9 can be housed in small DIN 5 frames
 � Operationally safe: High operational safety, maintenance, and service-
friendly, dirt-resistant

 � Tried and tested engine: Air-cooled Briggs & Stratton 4-cycle industrial 
engine

 � Supporting frame: Robust tubular frame with new type of carrying 
frame for safe and ergonomic transport. Cold and heat insulating,  
slipresistant carrying handle.

Comfortable operation
 � All operating elements are arranged on the front
 � Electrical starting device as standard
 � Intuitive control panel – Everything in view

Tank capacity indicator Overall load Operating hours

Insulation test status 
display

Test facility 
Insulation fault

Reset button

Polarity reversing switch
Phase loadGround wire testing device

Emergency stop

Voltage control display

OPERATING PANEL

Operating elements Warning signals Operating mode indicators
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RS 9 power generator

Recommended accessories for RS 9

840612 Pole changing switch for a 400 V CEE socket 
The easily accessible pole changing switch enables a sim-
ple change of direction of rotation of a 400 V CEE socket. 
16 A, 3-phases.

Insulation monitoring
Optical and acoustical warning on the display, the power outlets are 
still powered. To monitor all consumers for insulation faults and danger-
ous currents and contact currents. Measures the resistance between 
earth, neutral and phase of the attached consumer. (Requirement of DIN 
14685-1 and IEC 60364-7-717 in power generators in vehicles within the 
EU.)

840613 Insulation monitoring without engine stop 
No engine stop, the acoustic warning can be switched off. 
Additionally with confirmation button. 

84061301 Insulation monitoring with engine stop 
If there is an insulation failure, the engine stops immedi-
ately.

840614 Nato plug 
Remote start over Nato plug (2- pole), Nato standard. 

84061502 FIRECAN interface for remote monitoring 
For controlling and monitoring the generator from a central 
control panel on Rosenbauer vehicles. This allows for the 
power generator to be remotely monitored, started and 
stopped at any time. The connection is made via CAN-
bus. Functionality with different vehicle manufacturers is 
ensured thanks to standardised FIRECAN compatibility.  

Example functions:
 � Remote start-stop
 � Warnings
 � Power decrease
 � Fuel level
 � Error indicator

84061501 Remote monitoring Rosenbauer 
For controlling and monitoring the generator from a central 
conrol panel on Rosenbauer vehicles. The generator is con-
nected via Rosenbauer interface and includes an automatic 
choke. The generator is driven by individual analog electri-
cal signals.  

Example functions:
 � Remote start-stop
 � Warnings
 � Power decrease
 � Fuel level
 � Error indicator

840648 Magcode charging socket 

840639 Special painting in RAL colours   

871528-002 Wheel set for RS 9 

Different sockets, frequency or voltage upon request.

840612 840614

84061502 84061501

840648

840791
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Double vented tank for more safety

Rosenbauer power generators are equipped with double vented tanks 
as standard, which ensures that the content of the tank does not come 
under pressure. This increases safety during the whole refilling process.

Technical data

                                                                                                     RS 9

General

Use: Fire departments or users who require a higher level of protection

Specifications: according to DIN 14685-1

Unit

Dimensions: 700 x 440 x 580 mm (5 DIN frame)

Weight: 130 kg incl. tank filling

Performance: Pel, 3~ = 9 kVA / cos φ = 0.8 / 7 kW
∑ Pel, 1~ = 5 kVA

Noise level LWA: 95.3 dB(A)

Protection class: IP 44

Tank capacity: 10.5 liters

Running time under full load: approx. 1.5 hours at full capacity

Color: RAL 3000 (red) or RAL 1012 (yellow)

Generator

Type: Synchronous generator with electronic controller

Voltage: 3 x 230 V / 2 x 400 V

Voltage stability: ± 1 %

Frequency: 50 Hz

Power factor: cos φ = 0.8

Nominal current: 11.6 A 3~

Protection class: IP 54

Engine

Manufacturer: Briggs & Stratton Corporation, USA

Model: 16 hp Vanguard

Type: 2-cylinder OHV 4-stroke gasoline engine

Performance: 10.6 kW at 3.000 rpm (DIN 6271 B)

Control behavior: ± 5 %

Ignition: electronic

Fuel: unleaded gasoline min. 91 ROZ

Exhaust gases: the engine complies with USA exhaust gas standard CARB 94

Consumption: approx. 4.2 l/h

Fittings: Manual pull starter, 12 V electrical starting device

Control box

Equipment: 2 water pressure-tight three-phase sockets CEE 16 A, 400 V,  
3 water pressure-tight earthed sockets CEE 16 A, 230 V,  

1 alternating current circuit breaker 16 A 3-pole with neutral line,  
3 alternating current circuit breakers 16 A 1-pole with neutral line,  

1 control panel with indicators for tank contents, load, voltage and faults, ground wire testing device, 
emergency stop button, start/stop switch, charging socket

Accessories

1 Tool bag: 1 spark plug wrench, 1 ground wire testing cord with testing tip, 2 spark plugs

1 Operating instructions: with circuit diagram, spare parts list and Declaration of Conformity
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RS 9 power generator

Recommended accessories for all power generators

Exhaust deflector
To lead hot exhaust gases upwards when the generator is mounted on 
aerials.

319617-001 Exhaust deflector for RS 14 and RS 14 SUPER SILENT

847521-001 Exhaust deflector for RS 9 

575079-001  Exhaust adaptor 
For lateral deflection (45°) of the exhaust gases.

567978-001 Jerry can operation hose 
1.5 m suction hose with instantaneous coupling for jerry 
can operations.

651103 Petrol can, red 
20 l

651300 Filler neck for petrol can 
Comes with flexible hose, 300 mm long for fuel can.

654400 Exhaust hose  
As per DIN 14572. Total length 1.5 m, 50 mm diameter. With 
insulating type wooden handles. Can be connected to the 
exhaust pipe of generators or pump engines.

544561-001 Distance control for exhaust hose 
Keeps the hot exhaust hose away from the ground or from 
flammable surfaces.

315890 Mobile connection box 
2 x 400 V, IP 44, with 3 m cable HO7RN-F 5G1 5 mm². 
Input connector 16 A, 5p, 400 V. Lamps 2 CEE sockets  
16 A, 400 V. 

538272 Starter battery 
Maintenance-free for RS 14 and RS 14 SUPER SILENT 
power generators.

315890

651300

654400 / 544561-001

567978-001 / 651103

319617-001
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RS 3 POWER GENERATOR

Suitable for operating smaller submersible pumps. The RS 3 corresponds 
to DIN 14685-2. Equipped with two protective contact sockets (16A) 
pressure-water-tight sockets, all-pole thermal/magnetic automatic circuit 
breaker, ground wire testing device, hourmeter, three-way cock and conti-
nuous insulation monitoring.

 � Generator Type: Asynchronous  
 � Electrical power (single phase) cos phi 1.0 : 3.0 kVA   
 � Voltage (single phase): 230 V   
 � Maximum total current (single phase): 16 A   
 � Current (Schuko single phase): 13 A   
 � Starting current: 17 A (single phase)  
 � Frequency: 50 Hz  
 � Protection class: IP 54  
 � Motor type: Honda GX 200 (low noise)  
 � Fuel type: Gasoline  
 � Tank volume: 8 l  
 � Operating time fully loaded: 5 h   
 � Sound emissions level: 96 dB (A)  
 � Dimensions (L x H x W): 535 x 440 x 395 mm  
 � Weight: 48 kg  

319480  RS 3 power generator, Colour: red
319481  RS 3 power generator, Colour: yellow

319480
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PORTABLE BATTERY-LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS 
RLS2000 AND RLS1000

 � Rechargeable
 � Compact
 � Multifunctional
 � Powerful

The multi-functional Rosenbauer LED lighting systems are used wherever 
supplying the right light is difficult. They provide assistance in operations 
where supplying power is generally a challenge (e.g. during flooding) and 
on difficult terrain (e.g. forests, on rooftops). Operational areas can be 
optimally illuminated without any additional power source. The powerful 
LED lighting systems are not only helpful to fire departments, but are also 
ideal for other emergency response organizations, such as the police and 
technical relief organizations. 

The RLS2000 and RLS1000 both feature an integrated, powerful battery. 
Depending on the model, it can have a lighting time of 8 h at 100 %  
light output, without any external power. Using an optional power adapter 
makes unlimited operational use possible, without time limitation. 
Thus, the powerful lighting system ensures optimum lighting conditions 
all through the night. A colour temperature of 6,500 Kelvin provides 
daylight-like conditions in the middle of the night. The light output can be 
increased to 150 % for 10 minutes with the Powerboost function.

Easy to carry 

 Fold-out stabilizers 
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RLS2000 and RLS1000

Intelligent battery management
With an integrated battery and 12 V/24 V charger, the RLS devices are 
also distinguished by their practical application. The RLS lighting systems 
have an integrated charging unit that not only monitors its own bat-
tery status, but also that of the donor battery (e.g. the vehicle battery). 
Charging is especially easy. All you need is a cigarette lighter socket 
– plug in, charge, ready. All without an additional charger. The lighting 
system can be charged and operated from any 230 V socket with the 
optional power adapter.

All in one system – simple and practical
 � Approx. 8 h at 100 % output without additional power supply
 � Height adjustment up to 1.80 m with integrated quick-lock extension 
poles

 � 4 quick-lock extension poles (included in scope of delivery)
 � Swivelling lighting head, can be turned into all directions
 � Signal flashing light in various colours for additional functions, e.g. 
yellow to mark road traffic danger areas, red to mark mission control, 
green to mark the collection point for SCBAs

 � 2 integrated fold-out stabilizers ensure stability even on uneven sur-
faces

 � 1 x charging cable, 12/24 V, 2 m , with cigarette lighter plug
 � High performance LED's with multicolour functionality
 � A special diffuser enables continuous switching between focused spot-
light and wide angle light

RLS2000 – Perfect 360° illumination at the scene of an  
emergency
The new, completely flexible LED lighting head of the RLS2000 is another 
plus for this popular lighting system in terms of functionality. Anything is 
possible with the multi-functional lighting head that moves in all direc-
tions: from a powerful spotlight for search and rescue operations to a 
360° floodlight. Even a combination of the two is possible.

 � Three flexible LED light panels: Provide 360° illumination as well as a 
variety of application possibilities in operation. The angle of inclination 
of each panel can be individually adjusted to any position. 

 � Changeable focus: For light output adapted to the respective situation 
– from long light beam to wide floodlight

 � Dimming function: The work light can be adapted as needed
 � High-power LED technology: Maximum efficiency for the best light 
output

 � Variable light output: The three panels can be individually switched on 
and off and assigned various brightness levels

 � Signal flashing light: in four different colours (red, green, yellow and 
blue)

Diffuser for RLS1000 and RLS2000

Three flexible LED light panels

Height adjustment with 
quick-lock system

Lighting head can be raised to 1.80 m
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312305 LED lighting system RLS2000 
 � Battery: 12 V, 22 Ah led gel
 � Colour temperature: 6,500 K (similar to daylight)
 � Operating time: approx. 2.5 h at 100 % output of a 

panel, approx. 10 h at 25 % light output
 � Operating modes: Ground lightning with spotlight or 

floodlight, continuously adjustable
 � Flashing lights: in four colours (red, green, yellow and 

blue)
 � Dimming function: with six levels from 8 % to 150 % con-

tinuously adjustable or adjustable in 10 % increments
 � Powerboost: 150 % light output for 10 minutes
 � Luminous flux at 100 % output: approx. 8,500 lumen
 � Luminous flux at 150 % output: approx. 12,500 lumen
 � Protection class: IP 54
 � Dimensions (L x W x H): 390 x 195 x 255 mm  

(packaging dimensions)
 � Weight: 12.4 kg

312307  LED lighting system RLS1000 
 � Battery: 12 V, 22 Ah led gel
 � Colour temperature: 6,500 K (similar to daylight)
 � Operating time: approx. 8 h at 100 % output,  

33 h AT 25 % light output
 � Operating modes: Ground lightning with spotlight or 

floodlight, continuously adjustable 
 � Flashing lights: in five colours (red, green, blue, yellow 

and white)
 � Dimming function: with six levels from 8 % to 150 % con-

tinuously adjustable or adjustable in 10 % increments 
 � Powerboost: 150 % light output for 10 minutes
 � Luminous flux at 100 % output: approx. 4,500 lumen 
 � Luminous flux at 150 % output: approx. 6,000 lumen 
 � Protection class: IP 54 
 � Dimensions (L x W x H): 390 x 195 x 255 mm  

(packaging dimensions) 
 � Weight: 11.8 kg

Recommended accessories for RLS2000 and RLS1000

31230801 230 V AC adapter 
31230804 Tripod adapter for DIN mounting pin 
 Enables use of the light head on any tripod with the stand-

ard DIN mounting attachement
31230805 3 m extension cord for light head height of 5 m with  

larger tripods 
312305E01 Additional complete light head for RLS2000 
312307E03 Additional complete light head for RLS1000 
312307E01 Replacement battery for RLS2000 and RLS1000 
856486-001 Support bracket for storage in vehicles 

31230801

31230805 856486-001

31230804

312305

312307

Flashing lights in five colours

RLS2000 with 4,70 m tripod
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FANERGY HIGH PERFORMANCE FANS

Protects emergency crews. Saves lives.
Rosenbauer has redeveloped the mobile high-performance fans of the 
FANERGY series from the ground up. The result is multi-functional devices 
that can do much more than just ventilate. Protect buildings or objects 
with water mist, suppress dangerous gases, and even discharge foam. 
The new FANERGY offers many possibilities – also when extinguishing 
fires. The quick evacuation of smoke enables easy and rapid access, 
much better visibility, and reduced temperatures. In short: the risk for 
the emergency crews can be significantly reduced by using a FANERGY 
high-performance fan, and the odds of rescuing people in smoke-filled 
buildings increases substantially. When used as a first attack device, the 
FANERGY fan ensures more safety in operation:

 � Better visibility through rapid smoke evacuation
 � Smoke control in escape/rescue routes
 � Lower temperatures in the object on fire
 � Fewer harmful gases and immediate supply of fresh air
 � Shorter attack times
 � Quicker locating of missing persons
 � Less building damage
 � Less fire-fighting water damage

The crucial difference
 � New all-in-one airflow technology
 � Powerful
 � Pull-out fan unit
 � Largest tilt adjustment, from -20° to +20°
 � Simple operating concept with flexible set-up distance from 2 to 7 m
 � High performance fans in two sizes: 16II and 22II

 � Modern design
 � Can also be used for producing water mist and expansion foam

Central water spray device

FANERGY in two sizes: 16II and 22II
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FANERGY

All In One Airflow Technology. More power and more volume. 
The All In One Airflow Technology from Rosenbauer is a completely new 
technological concept in ventilation technology. The special design of the 
fan unit results in an optimised air flow pattern. This is made possible 
by the special design of the fan impeller, fan control unit and the special 
aerodynamically shaped grille. The new fan unit also ensures an even bet-
ter drafting performance and thus a better air supply to the fan. The air is 
delivered into buildings in a targeted way with more pressure, more power 
and more volume. The result: smoke is evacuated quicker from the object 
on fire, visibility is immediately better and the temperatures are reduced 
more quickly. 

Ventilate more efficiently with the pull-out fan unit
When unfolding the handle, the fan unit automatically lifts out. In this 
way, the fan is immediately in the attack position. The nozzle is therefore 
automatically in an optimised angular position of +20°, which makes it 
easier to get past obstacles in the access area of the building (e.g. stairs, 
platforms). In combination with the new All In One Airflow, the pull-put 
nozzle also ensures that the air flow reaches the object with maximum 
efficiency. 

Maximum tilt angle from -20° to +20°
The fan unit can be adjusted at the press of a button and without any 
accessories from -20° to +20° degrees. Thanks to the maintenance-free 
gas strut, continuous adjustment is quick and easy, without jamming 
and skewing - a significant benefit, which contributes to shorter rescue 
times during an operation. The generous inclination angle ensures more 
flexibility and efficiency when using the fan. The inclination angle of +20° 
degrees is very useful for blowing over obstacles. The negative angular 
position of -20° degrees – larger than any other fan on the market – is 
ideally suited to ventilate stairs and air shafts. 

Flexible installation distance. For easy and safe operation. 
The use of a fan protects emergency crews and can save the lives of 
missing persons. Proper operation is important for successful ventilation. 
Thanks to the new All In One Airflow Technology, all current operating 
concepts are combined into one, and using it is easier than ever befo-
re. The fan can be set up at a flexible distance of 2-7 m in front of the 
access opening. Within this distance, the fan performs reliably without 
positioning problems. For maximum air flow, an installation distance of 
2 m is recommended. 

Operation is easier than ever before: 

1. Unfold handle
2. Fan unit automatically swivels into the attack position of +20° degrees
3. Place the fan in front of the access opening (flexible distance of 2-7 m)
4. Switch device on – ready

Largest tilt adjustment from -20° to +20°

Pull-out fan unit

Fan unit

+2
0°

-2
0°

Flexible installation distance from 2 to 7 m

2 - 7 m
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Smallest dimensions
 � Smallest fan on the market in the 16II class
 � Minimum space needed in the vehicle
 � Optimised, easy handling

Fold-out stabiliser
Cushions against backlash and ensures that the fan is stable and secu-
re in its operating location. The FANERGY can even be positioned on 
uneven, sloping or soft terrain by means of the fold-out stabiliser. In 
addition, more stability is given via the use of the stabiliser in various 
operating positions when generating a water mist and/or light foam. It 
absorbs the recoil generated through high water pressure like a balancing 
support, thus ensuring that the fan has optimum stability at the scene of 
the emergency. Using the fold-out stabiliser enables easy operation of 
the FANERGY under unusual conditions, such as placing it on grasslands, 
sand, gravel or inclined surfaces. 

Safer option: LED light package
The LED light package is unique, while ensuring more safety for opera-
tions in the dark. The LEDs arranged centrally behind the fan unit illumi-
nate in the direction of the air opening and thus serve as an orientation 
aid for the SCBA crew. On the rear of the fan, other LEDs ensure good 
visibility of the operating elements, essential for safe operations. The LED 
light package is optional for all models.

Water mist and foam use
With regard to operational tactics, two further characteristics of the 
FANERGY fan are interesting: water mist as well as expansion foam can 
be produced. The mobile high-performance fan is equipped with a cen-
tral water spray unit. This allows compartments, gas cylinders etc. to 
be cooled and protected. Effective suppression of dangerous flue gases 
is also possible using the water mist. Turbulence in the air flow is redu-
ced by placing the water spray unit in the centre of the fan nozzle. The 
handling is much quicker, easier and requires no accessories. The fire 
hose can be connected directly to the fan via a Storz C-connection, the 
FANERGY supplied with water and thus spray mist discharged. With the 
use of a foam net, the Z2 proportioner and multi-application foam com-
pound, the fan can produce expansion foam in no time. The net is stored 
in a small compartment directly on the chassis of the fan and can always 
be carried along in this way.

Integrated water spray unit

Expansion foam

Foam net

Foam

Minimum space needed in vehicle

LED light package

 LEDs on the rear of
the fan

Fold-out stabiliser

Light package
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FANERGY 

FANERGY V22
Propulsion engine:   B&S 1-cylinder 4.8 kW (6.5 hp) or Honda  
   1-cylinder GX200 4.8 kW (6.5 hp) 
Air outlet diameter:   approx. 22II / 560 mm
Air flow rate:    approx. 36.100 m³/h
Effective air flow rate:  approx. > 65,000m3/h
Fuel:    Lead-free gasoline > 91 octane, 
Tank capacity:   approx. 3 l
Running time with one tankful: approx. 110 min. at full capacity
Dimensions (W x H x D):  636 x 695 x 490 mm
Weight:    approx. 49 kg

Motor: Briggs & Stratton (6.5 PS)

513030 FANERGY V22 with B&S engine 
513032 FANERGY V22 with B&S engine and water spray unit
513034 FANERGY V22 with B&S engine and light package
513036 FANERGY V22 with B&S engine, water spray unit and 

light package

Motor: HONDA GX200 (6.5 PS)

513031 FANERGY V22 with Honda engine 
513033 FANERGY V22 with Honda engine and water spray unit
513035 FANERGY V22 with Honda engine and light package
513037 FANERGY V22 with Honda engine, water spray unit 

and light package

FANERGY V16
Propulsion engine:   B&S 1-cylinder 4.8 kW (6.5 hp) or Honda  
   1-cylinder GX200 4.8 kW (6.5 hp) 
Air outlet diameter: approx.  16II / 410 mm 
Air flow rate:    23,900 m³/h
Effective air flow rate:  > 50,000 m³/h
Fuel:    Lead-free gasoline > 91 octane
Tank capacity:   approx. 3 l
Running time with one tankful: approx. 110 min. at full capacity
Dimensions (W x H x D):  545 x 545 x 490 mm
Weight:    approx. 45 kg

Motor: Briggs & Stratton (6.5 PS)

513020 FANERGY V16 with B&S engine 
513022 FANERGY V16 with B&S engine and water spray unit
513024 FANERGY V16 with B&S engine and light package
513026 FANERGY V16 with B&S engine, water spray unit and 

light package

Motor: HONDA GX200 (6.5 PS)

513021 FANERGY V16 with Honda engine 
513023 FANERGY V16 with Honda engine and water spray unit
513025 FANERGY V16 with Honda engine and light package
513027 FANERGY V16 with Honda engine, water spray unit 

and light package 

FANERGY V22

FANERGY V22

FANERGY V16

FANERGY V16
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FANERGY E22
Air outlet diameter:  approx. 22II / 560 mm
Air flow rate:   31,000 m³/h
Effective air flow rate:  approx. > 61,000 m³/h
Dimensions (W x H x D):  636 x 695 x 490 mm
Weight:   approx. 53 kg
Connecting cable:  2.0 m with Schuko plug 230 V / IP 68
Protection class:  IP54

S = 3.22 kVA
U = 230 V / 1 ~
I = 14 A
f = 50 / 60 Hz

Continuously variable (with inrush current limiter). Can easily be operated 
with generators or mains power supply. Digital output display.

513050 FANERGY E22 with E-Motor 
513051 FANERGY E22 with E-Motor and water spray unit
513052 FANERGY E22 with E-Motor and light package
513053 FANERGY E22 with E-Motor, water spray unit and 

light package

FANERGY E16
Air outlet diameter:  approx. 16II / 410 mm 
Air flow rate:   14,900 m³/h
Effective air flow rate:  approx. > 30.000 m³/h 
Dimensions (W x H x D):  545 x 545 x 490 mm
Weight:   approx. 51 kg
Connecting cable:  2.0 m with Schuko plug 230 V / IP68
Protection class:  IP54

S = 3.45 kVA
U = 230 V / 1 ~
I = 15 A
f = 50 Hz

Continuously variable (with inrush current limiter). Can easily be operated 
with generators or mains power supply. Digital output display. 

513040 FANERGY E16 with E-Motor 
513041 FANERGY E16 with E-Motor and water spray unit
513042 FANERGY E16 with E-Motor and light package
513043 FANERGY E16 with E-Motor, water spray unit and 

light package

FANERG Y E16 COMPACT
Air outlet diameter:   approx. 16II / 410 mm
Air flow rate:    14,900 m³/h
Effective air flow rate:  approx. > 30.000 m³/h)
Dimensions (W x H x D):  489 x 613 x 448 mm
Weight:    approx. 40 kg
Connecting cable:   2.0 m

S = 3.45 kVA
U = 230 V / 1 ~
I = 15 A
f = 50 Hz

513070  FANERG Y E16 COMPACT with E-Motor
513071  FANERG Y E16 COMPACT with E-Motor and water 

spray unit

Small and space-saving frame solution, especially for turntable ladders, 
platforms and escape stairs.

Fold handle bar upwards, switch device on – ready

Wide transport wheels

Negative angular position of -20°
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FANERGY 

FANERGY E16Ex
Air outlet diameter:  approx. 16II / 410 mm
Air flow rate:   14,900 m³/h
Effective air flow rate:  approx. > 30,000 m³/h
Dimensions (W x H x D):  569 x 630 x 460 mm
Weight:   approx. 47 kg

51195001 FANERGY E16Ex with E-Motor 
400 V / 1.85 kW, Ex II 3 G C T3
Connecting cable 2 m with Ex-plug CEAG

As a standard, the E-Motor fans come with an electric start-up current 
limiter.

Options and accessories for FANERGY high performance fans

Water spray unit, integrated, for retrofitting
Available as a retro-fit kit for high performance fan FANERGY. This is an 
integrated device for the fan. With Storz C coupling. 

513010 For FANERGY 16II

513011 For FANERGY 22II 

Foam net
For foam generation. Attention: water spray unit compulsory.

512026 For FANERGY 16II 
512016 For FANERGY 22II  

703500 Z2 proportioner
 With coupling Storz C, for foam generation.

703810 Dip tube 
25 mm / 1.5 m for Z2 proportioner.

201105 Pressure hose SYNTHETIK SPECIAL 
5 m, with coupling Storz C.

705110 Multi-application foam compound 
20 l can.

PE-air tube with belt
For foam generation. Lenth approx.20 m

51181501 For FANERGY 16II 
540 mm

51191001 For FANERGY 22II 
600 mm

Rigid air tube with belt
Antistatic, 3 m, made from PVC.

512061 For FANERGY 16II 
512060 For FANERGY 22II  

075715 Service hour counter and revolution counter
654400 Exhaust gas hose for all V models 
601031 Ceiling hook (for making an exhaust vent) 
513020E08 Wedges, lose as a spare part  

513020E08

Water spray unit

Storage compartment for foam net

Comes with two wedges
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FANERGY XL – FOR TUNNEL SYSTEMS OR LARGE 
BUILDINGS

The Rosenbauer large fans are designed as axial fans with curved blades 
and diffuser and are uncompromisingly configured for maximum axial 
thrust. As a result, the airflow can be intensified, established and even 
reversed depending on the operating tactics. Through the air flow gene-
rated in the fan, a positive pressure is created in the tunnel or in the 
building, which allows the smoke caused by the fire to escape through 
the other tunnel end or targeted smoke discharge openings. Moreover, a 
clear temperature reduction is achieved in the fire room, which facilitates 
increased usage times at the fire fighting forces. 

Rosenbauer offers its large mobile fans in two sizes and three types.

FANERGY XL35
The FANERGY XL35 is a fan with an axial thrust of 1,000 N directly driven 
by a BMW engine. As standard, it is mounted on a single-axle trailer with 
overrunning brake and can be towed by a passenger car.

FANERGY XL63
The FANERGY XL63 with its 2,500 N axial thrust offers maximum output 
for large scale operations. In addition to being mounted on a two-axle 
trailer with overrunning brake, it can also be permanently mounted on a 
vehicle or on an interchangeable loading frame.

FANERGY XL63S
The main difference between the Types XL63 and XL63 S is the hydrau-
lic drive unit for the XL63 S fan and thus the possibility of rotating and 
inclining the fan unit. Through the mechanical separation of drive unit 
and fan, the fan can be rotated via a slewing ring and inclined via a lifting 
cylinder. This allows highly flexible adjustment of the air flow direction, 
and the operating possibilities are substantially increased. In addition, the 
fan can be optimally adapted in height to the place of operation through a 
scissor lift table.

Simple operation
All three fans are characterised by their ease-of-use. Once started, the 
fan does not require any further attention.
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FANERGY XL

Technical Data

Fan output: Type XL35 14 Type XL63 Type XL63 S

Outflow velocity: Fan axial thrust: 1,000 N Fan axial thrust: 2,500 N

Outflow velocity:: approx. 150 km/h (93 mbh) approx. 133 km/h (83 mbh)

Volumetric flow: 80.000 m3 air/hour 213,000 m3 air/hour

Diameter:  900 mm (35,4 in)  1,600 mm (63 in)

Drive: BMW gasoline boxer engine 4-cylinder Deutz diesel engine with exhaust gas turbocharger and charge
air cooling, injection pump and liquid cooling

Power output: 50 kW (68 PS) 92 kW (125 HP)

Power transmission: Single-disc dry clutch, propeller 
shaft, gearbox and belt drive

Propeller shaft, gearbox and
belt drive

Hydrostatic fan drive, lifting move-
ment hydraulically via cylinders, 

rotary movement electrically

Construction: 1-axle trailer: with overrunning brake, 
safety cord, parking brake, drawbar 

for ball coupling, support legs

2-axle trailer: with overrunning-
brake, safety rope, parking brake, 
drawbar for jaw coupling adjustab-

le in height, support legs

Truck, trailer, roll-on roll-off 
container

Equipment: 20 l petrol tank, speed adjustment,
ignition key, revolution counter

operating hour meter, fuel gauge
H3 working head lamps 12 V 55 W, 

safety grille

Illuminated instrument panel with 
speed adjustment, ignition key, 

revolution counter, operating hour 
meter, tank gauge, 120 l diesel 

tank, safety grille

Illuminated instrument panel with 
speed adjustment, ignition key, 

revolution counter, operating hour 
meter, tank gauge, cooling water 

temperature, fan rotation. Lever for 
adjusting the inclination of the fan 

120 l diesel tank, safety grille

Optional equipment: Drawbar with jaw coupling adjus-
table in height, low-voltage socket, 

NATO socket for external starting aid

Water nozzle ring, laser pointer
150 l/min, 300 l/min

(39 gal/min, 78 gal/min)

Water nozzle ring, laser pointer
150 l/min, 300 l/min

(39 gal/min, 78 gal/min)

Dimensions (L x W x H): 3,350 x 1,620 x 1,870 mm
(131,8 x 63,7 x 73,6 in)

5,200 x 2,180 x 2,800 mm
(204,7 x 86,8 x 110,2 in)

3,500 x 2,000 x 2,550 mm
(137,8 x 78,7 x 100,3 in)

(fan on basic frame)

Weight: approx. 900 kg (1984 lb) approx. 3,000 kg (6614 lb) approx. 3,250 kg (7165 lb)
(fan on basic frame)

Options and accessories for FANERGY XL

KR39X-WA20 Water nozzle ring 150 l/min 
KR39X-WA21 Water nozzle ring 300 l/min 
KR39X-LA10  Laserpointer 
KR392-FA92  Mount for forklift  

Models

KR392-FA30 Single-axe trailer “short” 
 � Fix towing bar
 � Optional: height adjustable towing bar

KF-392FA31  Single-axe trailer “medium” 
 � 10 m long spiral tube,  900 mm
 � Height adjustable towing bar 
 � With rear platform 

KR-392FA32 Single-axe trailer “long” 
 � 10 m long spiral tube,  900 mm
 � With rear platform
 � Additional storage area at the front  

(e.g. for 2 FANERGY fans)

KR39X-WA20 / KR39X-WA21

KR392-FA31

KR392-FA32
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POLY EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS

The POLY extinguishing systems from Rosenbauer ensure effective fire-
fighting in the first decisive minutes thanks to the powerful CAFS firefigh-
ting equipment and the unique functionality of the extinguishing system. 
Thanks to a multifaceted product palette, POLY extinguishing systems can 
be used universally and can therefore offer the right solution for every 
conceivable requirement.

Independent system
Works entirely independent from external energy sources (engine or 
power unit) and technical systems (centrifugal pump, foam proportioning 
system and air compressor) and is therefore always reliably and perma-
nently ready for action.

User-friendly start-up
Easy and fast start-up by turning the compressed air bottle valve and 
actuating the CAFS nozzle.

Wide range of applications
Suitable for direct fire fighting of solid and liquid fires as well as for pre-
ventative protection of objects at risk of fire through the application of 
CAF foam.

Easy to use
Simple extinguishing procedure that saves extinguishing agent due to the 
CAF foam sticking to the flammable object and evaporating on the still 
hot surface.

Large action radius
Large safety distance between the user and the flammable object as well 
as fighting of fires in inaccessible areas thanks to excellent throw ranges 
and heights of the CAF foam.

Excellent extinguishing performance
 � Rapid extinguishing success as well as excellent burnback safety 
thanks to the thorough and highly efficient mode of action of the CAF 
foam. 

 � Minimal fire damage through immediate suppression of flames as well 
as low water damage through complete evaporation of the water bound 
in the CAF foam. 

 � Large extinguishing agent capacity with equal water volume due to acti-
ve foam expansion.

On-off maintenance
 � Can be operated with environmentally-friendly, fluorine- free foam com-
pounds due to the storage of the foam compound separate from the 
water in a foam compound cartridge. 

 � Especially easy to repair by exchanging the compressed air bottle and 
through separate filling of the extinguishing agent tank with clear water 
as well as the separate foam compound cartridge with foam com-
pound, without having to account for mixing ratios. 

 � Extremely low maintenance costs due to the storage of the foam com-
pound separate from the water in a foam compound cartridge which 
allows for longer extinguishing agent intervals compared to ready-to-
use water-foam compound mixtures.
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POLY extinguishing systems, POLY PORTEX SL10

POLY PORTEX SL10

When every second counts, the portable CAFS extinguisher is the ideal 
extinguishing system. In practical use, the POLY PORTEX SL10 impresses 
above all through its powerful CAFS firefighting equipment as well as its 
unique functionality and, in combination with numerous available options, 
it can also be customised for your operation-specific requirements.

CC719-PP10 POLY PORTEX SL10

Recommended accessories for POLY PORTEX SL10

CC719-AS01 Attachable wheels
Thanks to the optionally attachable wheels, the POLY 
PORTEX SL10 can also be easily pulled to the scene with 
just one hand. Ideal if the seat of the fire has to be approa-
ched in a crouched position due to the local conditions or 
for safety reasons.

CC719-AS02 Back carrier
The POLY PORTEX SL10 can be comfortably carried to the 
scene on the back with the optional back carrier. Ideal if 
large or impassable distances have to be traveled to the 
seat of the fire.

CC719-AS03/AG01/AG02 Self-contained breathing apparatus
The optional DRÄGER PAS® Colt SCBA is fixed to a special 
bracket on the POLY PORTEX SL10 and completes the 
extinguishing system for use in smoke-filled environments.

CC719-AO01 Extinguishing attachment for Bengal fire
The optional extinguishing attachment can be attached 
directly on the nozzle as needed and enables the quick 
extinguishing of Bengal fires. Best suited for mobile fire 
protection with increased risk factors, such as for soccer 
games or demonstrations, for example.

CC719-VK01 Valve protection cap for the compressed air bottle
With the optional valve protection cap, the fill status of the 
compressed air bottle and thereby the readiness of the 
POLY PORTEX SL10 can be verified at a glance.

CC719-WH01 Wall bracket
With the optional wall bracket, the POLY PORTEX SL10 can 
be held and secured in place until it is needed. This is ideal 
when positioned in highly frequented areas or in emergen-
cy vehicles.

CC719-AD01 Dirt and weather protection hood
With the optional dirt and weather protection hood, the 
POLY PORTEX SL10 can be protected from the elements 
and debris. This is ideal when positioned in a dirty area or 
outdoors.

CC719-AS01

CC719-AS02

CC719-VK01CC719-AO01

CC719-PP10

CC719-AS03 / AG01 / AG02

CC719-AD01CC719-WH01
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CC711-PT35 CC711-PT50

CC711-VK01

POLY TROLLEY SL35-50

When every second counts, then the portable CAFS extinguisher is the 
ideal extinguishing system. In practical use, the POLY TROLLEY SL35-50 
impresses above all through its powerful CAFS firefighting equipment as 
well as its unique functionality and, in combination with numerous availa-
ble options, it can also be customised for your operation-specific require-
ments. Certified according to EN 1866-1 and 96/98/EG (regarding POLY 
TROLLEY SL50).

CC711-PT35 POLY TROLLEY SL35  
CC711-PT50 POLY TROLLEY SL50 

Recommended accessories for POLY TROLLEY SL35-50

CC711-AS02 Non-return valves for horizontal transport
With the optional non-return valves, the POLY TROLLEY 
SL35-50 can be transported in a horizontal position wit-
hout the extinguishing agent (contained in the extinguishing 
agent tank) flowing into the compressed air supply lines.

CC711-VK01 Valve protection cap for the compressed air bottle
With the optional valve protection cap, the fill status of the 
compressed air bottle, and thereby the readiness of the 
POLY TROLLEY SL35-50, can be verified at a glance.

CC711-HT01 Platform holder
With the optional platform holder, the POLY TROLLEY SL 
35-50 can be held and secured in place until it is needed. 
This is ideal when positioned in highly trafficked areas.

CC711-AD01 Protection hood against dirt and elements
With the optional dirt and weather protection hood, the 
POLY TROLLEY SL35-50 can be protected from the ele-
ments and debris. This is ideal when positioned in a dirty 
area or outdoors.

CC711-AD01

CC711-AS02

CC711-HT01
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POLY TROLLEY SL35-50, POLY SKID MODULE

POLY SKID MODULE

POLY SKID MODULE SL50-100
The CAFS extinguishing system built on a portable pump frame is the 
perfect extinguishing system for emergency vehicles that are unable to 
access the scene due to narrow alleys, heavy traffic or impassable ter-
rain. In practical use, the POLY MOBILE SL75-100 impresses above all 
through its powerful CAFS firefighting equipment as well as its unique 
functionality and, in combination with numerous available options, it can 
also be customised for your operation-specific requirements.

POLY SKID MODULE SL50 (CC715-SM50) 
POLY SKID MODULE SL75 (CC715-SM75) 
POLY SKID MODULE SL100 (CC715-SM10) 

POLY MOBILE SL50-100
The CAFS extinguishing system built on a power generator frame is the 
perfect extinguishing system for emergency vehicles that are unable to 
access the scene due to narrow alleys, heavy traffic or impassable ter-
rain. In practical use, the POLY MOBILE SL50 impresses above all through 
its powerful CAFS firefighting equipment as well as its unique functiona-
lity and, in combination with numerous available options, it can also be 
customised for your operation-specific requirements.

POLY MOBILE SL50 (CC715-SR50) 
POLY MOBILE SL75 (CC715-TR75) 
POLY MOBILE SL100 (CC715-TR10) 

POLY SKID EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM

POLY SKID EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM SL100-300
If a compact design and a high extinguishing agent capacity is needed, 
then the universally deployable CAFS extinguishing system is the ideal 
extinguishing system. In practical use, the POLY SKID EXTINGUSHING 
SYSTEM SL100-300 impresses above all through its powerful CAFS fire-
fighting equipment as well as its unique functionality and, in combination 
with numerous available options, it can also be customised for your 
operation-specific requirements.

POLY SKID EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM SL100 (CC716-SL10)  
POLY SKID EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM SL200 (CC716-SL20)  
POLY SKID EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM SL300 (CC716-SL30)    

Recommended accessories for POLY extinguishing systems

Alpha B -30 NE 
Alpha B -30 NE is a ready-to-use solution for filling portable water and 
foam extinguishers or small extinguishing systems. Alpha B -30NE is one 
of the few liquid extinguishing agents frost-protected to -30 °C and can 
therefore also be used in fire extinguishers stored outdoors. Alpha B -30 
NE is developed around a heavy-metal-free cooling solution and fluorosur-
factant and environmentally friendly hydrocarbon surfactants, and forms 
a water film (AFFF effect) on non-polar liquids.

705375 Canister 25 l

CC716-SL10 / SL20 / SL30

CC715-SM50 / SM75 / SM10

CC715-SR50

CC715-TR75 / TR10
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EMEREC SOFTWARE

IT Solutions for Emergency and Disaster Management 
The IT applications developed by Rosenbauer offer emergency response 
organizations relief in every phase of their daily routines, starting with 
effective vehicle management via operational navigation solutions and 
alarm applications, through to the provision of relevant information on 
scene. 

EMEREC is the information management system from Rosenbauer for 
fire fighting operations that supports emergency crews on site. Relevant 
information like fire safety maps, hazardous material data or vehicle 
rescue sheets can be accessed directly from the mobile EMEREC tablet 
computer and shared with other operational units. So all crews involved 
in the operation have the same information.

EMEREC system components
A combination of one or more mobile devices, a central database and an 
administration application is what EMEREC is based on. 

EMEREC DataCenter
The DataCenter is the central hub and platform for communication, infor-
mation, documentation and coordination. The platform can therefore be 
operated in the costumers own IT environment as well as a central hos-
ted solution (SAAS - Software as a Service).

EMEREC Office
During pre-incident planning all operational data can be administered 
centrally and automatically synchronised on the corresponding devices. 

EMEREC Pilot
The incident commander receives all relevant operational information via 
the EMEREC Pilot application. Quick and intuitive use of the system is 
enabled by the user-friendly preparation of content that is relevant to the 
situation. Information such as maps, plans, datasheets or vehicle rescue 
cards are available at any time. And everywhere – online as well as offline. 

EMEREC Alarm Monitor (EAM)
Alarm overview in the fire department.

EMEREC Mobile
Smartphone-based application - receiving emergency alarm information, 
feedback to the responding crew members and messaging features.

EMEREC Demo
Test it yourself: http://demo.emerec.com. 
Experience EMEREC in the guided demo application and become con-
vinced of its extensive usage possibilities. Alongside a general overview 
of EMEREC, the system interface and functions are also explained and 
optional functions shown. Just try it out!

EMEREC HARDWARE

EMEREC Pilot is a Windows-based application, which means that com-
mon hardware can be used to run the application, from stationary 
computer systems and notebooks to mobile tablet solutions. Based on 
this, Rosenbauer offers a variety of very robust and operationally proven 
devices. Alternative hardware optionally offered.

Getac F110 Premium Fully Rugged 
Modern tablet with a rugged design - the tablet is ideally suited for your 
emergencies. The Getac F110 Premium is designed for challenges in 
tough environments. 

Pokini TAB A10
A modern design combined with resistant materials make this tablet PC a 
reliable tool for emergency crews. 

EMEREC Demo

EMEREC system components
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http://demo.emerec.com/
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EMEREC

EMEREC Mobile  
The most important operational information shown in “smart” pocket 
format. 
EMEREC Mobile is a smartphone-based solution that supports the crew in 
everyday operational procedures. As standalone but especially in combi-
nation with other EMEREC system products, such as the EMEREC Pilot or 
the EMEREC Alarm Monitor, this application can play to its strengths. 
EMEREC Mobile is a useful tool for all organisations, from small to large 
- whether for rapid information gathering, coordination, navigation or 
position tracking. 

Functions:
 � Important operational information and alarm data directly on your 
mobile device

 � Real time GPS tracking of the individual emergency crews and applian-
ces – better overview of large-scale damage situations

 � Automatic copying of address to navigation system without additional 
interaction – quick and easy

 � AdHoc integration of external crews – all units involved in an operation 
have the same information

 � Messaging / Feed - sending voice, text, video and pictures to all invol-
ved forces.

Advantages:
 � Simple operation via smartphone (Apple/Android)
 � Automatic transmission and representation of the alarm data
 � Feedback function – quick information about the responding crew
 � Representation of hydrants and objects on different map layers
 � Central administration of all system contents via EMEREC Office 
 � Scalable and future-proof - as an individual application or in combinati-
on with EMEREC Pilot and EMEREC Alarm Monitor

EMEREC Alarm Monitor (EAM)
The EMEREC Alarm Monitor gives a quick overview of current alarms as 
soon as the crew arrives at the fire department. Alarm and visualization 
of available crew members - know who‘s coming to the scene.

Functions:
 � Incident keywords, adress information, caller details, etc. 
 � Display of the recommended approach route on a dispatch map
 � Drive time and distance to scene
 � Overview and detailed map view (nearby fire hydrants, objects)
 � Deployment order according to operational keywords
 � Responding information vehicle image and name
 � Text to speech - audible alert when new call received
 � Responding fire station and apparatus
 � Multi-device visualization
 � Flexible CAD alert interface
 � Different map and view layers e.g. fire station, scene, vector and sat
 � GPS apparatus and person tracking
 � Customizable automatic alarm printout

Advantages:
 � More information to incoming calls
 � Saving critical time in responding to emergencies
 � Immediate notification about the responding crew 
 � Web-based application - easy to use, no installation needed
 � Fully customizable design and layout tailored to the departments need
 � Stand alone and in combination with the EMEREC software suite
 � Automatic transmission and representation of the alarm data

EMEREC Mobile

EMEREC Alarm Monitor (EAM)

EMEREC Mobile in use
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EMEREC APPLICATIONS AND INDIVIDUAL 
SOLUTIONS

Vehicle rescue information - Moditech Crash Recovery System
Extricate victimes quickly and safely from crashed vehicles. 
The Moditech Crash Recovery System® (CRS) with a total of more than 
4,000 vehicle models with over 30,000 model variants (car, truck, and 
bus) is the most extensive information solution on the market for rescuing 
trapped vehicle occupants in traffic accidents. Interactive representation 
of the vehicle with all operationally relevant safety and drive components.
 � Querying of rescue information for accident vehicles (airbags, gas 
generators, bodywork reinforcements, battery, etc.). As integrated 
module in EMEREC Pilot. Also available as standalone installation for 
Windows, Android and iOS. 

 � Up-to-date rescue information for vehicles
 � Developed for use directly on the scene (stored locally and thus availa-
ble at all times without internet connection). Quicker and more effici-
ent use of hydraulic rescue equipment

 � More safety for emergency crew and accident victims

Information solutions for hazardous substance incidents
With the integrated EMEREC databases, Rosenbauer offers the right solu-
tions for handling hazardous substances. Therefore, information is availa-
ble directly at the scene regarding substance characteristics, handling, 
spread, specific hazards and measures. 
 � Hommel – Handbook of Dangerous Goods.
 � Chemdata®- HAZMAT database
 � ISi Met – Modeling of propagation scenarios

EMEREC DEVS - solutions for industry and airports
Rosenbauer has specially developed customised incident command solu-
tions for time and safety-critical requirements for industrial and airport 
environments. The system concept is also used in closed operational 
areas such as industrial plants and mining regions.
 � Navigation: Highly precise navigation for a safety-critical environment. 
 � Locating: Real time positions of operational and advance vehicles on 
the map. 

 � Sight improvement: Visual support in difficult visual conditions. 
 � Data centre: Networked operations: information – communication – 
coordination - documentation. 

 � Air traffic situation: Overview on the situation map (moving map) in real 
time. 

 � Information relevant to the operation: Decision support at the scene of 
the emergency

Moditech Crash Recovery System® (CRS)

Chemdata®-HAZMAT database

ISi Met – Modeling of propagation scenarios

EMEREC DEVS
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF 
BUSINESS (GTCB)

of Rosenbauer International AG, FN 78543 f, LG Linz, and
Rosenbauer Österreich Gesellschaft m.b.H., FN 86625 x, LG Linz

Edition 01/2014

The GTCB shall not apply to consumers within the meaning of the-
Consumer Protection Act (KSchG).

1. DEFINITIONS

1.1   „Purchaser“ refers to the buyer and contracting party.

1.2  „End User“ refers to any person, organization or corporation 
that uses the delivery item or in which delivery item is used.

1.3  „Order“ or „Contract“ refers to any type of contract bet-
ween Rosenbauer International AG or Rosenbauer Österreich 
Gesellschaft m.b.H. on the one hand and the Purchaser on the 
other hand.

1.4  „We“ refers to Rosenbauer International AG or Rosenbauer 
Österreich Gesellschaft m.b.H..

1.5  „Purchase Order“ refers to any offer to conclude a contract 
brought to the attention of Rosenbauer International AG or 
Rosenbauer Österreich Gesellschaft m.b.H. by the Purchaser.

1.6  „Quotation from us“ refers to any quote by us, any offer and 
any related request to the Purchaser to make an offer to con-
clude a contract (purchase order) with us.

1.7  „Goods“ refer to the service (subject of the contract) to be 
provided by us as per the contents of the respective order; in 
particular any object to be supplied by us (delivery item).

1.8  „International Orders“ refer to orders where the Purchaser 
or End User typically resides in a country other than Austria.

1.9  „Working Day“ refers to any day from Monday to Friday, 
unless it is a public holiday in Austria.

2. SCOPE OF APPLICATION

2.1  Unless otherwise agreed (see also 2.2 and 2.3), our offers, 
 orders, sales and deliveries shall be made solely in accordance 

with our GTCB, as reproduced below in their current version. 
In addition, our GTCB can be downloaded at any time from 
the „General Terms and Conditions of Business“ section, or 
by following the link www.rosenbauer.com/AGB, and can also 
be saved and printed out by the Purchaser in a reproducible 
format.

2.2  These GTCB shall also apply as a framework agreement for all 
future transactions regarding the sale and/or delivery of our 
products to the same Purchaser without us having to refer to 
them again in each individual case.

2.3  We hereby expressly object to any Terms and Conditions of 
Purchase of the Purchaser. Any deviating agreements from 
our GTCB shall only apply if, and insofar only for an indivi-
dual case, these have been confirmed in writing by us as an 
amendment to our GTCB. This approval requirement shall 
apply in any event, for example even if we, being aware of 
the Purchaser‘s Terms and Conditions of Purchase, execute 

delivery to it without reservation. There were no verbal side 
agreements made upon conclusion of the contract.

2.4  Individual Purchaser agreements reached expressly with us 
in individual cases (including side agreements, additions and 
amendments to these GTCB) shall have precedence over 
these GTCB, provided they came into effect following the con-
clusion of this contract. The content of such individual agree-
ments shall require a written contract or, if no such contract 
exists, written confirmation from us to the Purchaser.

3. OFFERS AND COST ESTIMATES

3.1  All parts of our offers are subject to change without notice, 
unless they have been expressly designated as binding for a 
defined time period.

3.2  Illustrations, designations, descriptions, dimensions and 
weights are only approximate in terms of their details and are 
non-binding with regard to possible deviations and amend-
ments deemed reasonable for the Purchaser and End User by 
virtue of new experiences and improvements.

3.3  Our drawings, sketches, plans, photos, operation manuals, 
production know- how, software etc. shall remain our intellec-
tual property and are protected by copyright law with respect 
to imitation, copying, competition etc. They may not be imita-
ted, reproduced or copied, or indeed notified or handed over 
to third parties, without our written consent. Furthermore, they 
may not be used for any other purpose than the one they were 
supplied for.

3.4  Our prices are subject to alteration and are net ex works. We 
are entitled to adjust our prices to changed circumstances 
even following the conclusion of the contract, in case of extra-
ordinary events (e.g. wars, war-like disputes, natural disasters, 
delivery blocks, strikes etc.). Extraordinary events also include 
changes to the legal situation, approval and export terms etc., 

 which lead to increased expenses for the production and 
supply of the subject of the contract. This also applies if the 
prices were agreed as fixed prices.

3.5  If prices are denominated in a foreign currency (= currency 
other than EUR), then the Offer shall be based on a calculation 
exchange rate, the validity of which is stated in the Offer. Any  
additional costs arising up to the date of the order confirma-
tion and/or the actual delivery of the goods as a result of 
exchange rate differences outside the validity of the calcula-
tion rate shall be borne by the Purchaser, who shall in turn 
compensate us.

3.6  If there are any obvious errors, in particular errors that were 
already included in our Offer as well as in the accompanying 
documents, then we shall be entitled to terminate the contract 
or to adequately amend the agreed prices at any time and at 
our discretion.

3.7 Cost estimates shall not be binding in any way, unless the bin-
ding nature of any such cost estimate is expressly stated by 
us in writing.

4. ORDERS

4.1  Orders are only established upon our written order confirmati-
on (by mail, fax or e-mail). This shall be issued once all techni-
cal and commercial queries have been clarified.

http://www.rosenbauer.com/AGB
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4.2  We shall reserve the right to deliver goods ordered without any  
order confirmation. The delivery of any such ordered goods 
shall replace the order confirmation.

4.3  If an Offer was made by us, then we shall also reserve the 
right to reject purchase orders without specifying the reasons 
for doing so.

4.4  If the Purchaser is not the same as the End User or the final 
destination of the goods is not the same as the country in 
which the Purchaser resides, then the Purchaser undertakes 
to inform us of the final destination.

4.5  If the Purchaser is not the same as the End User, then the 
Purchaser must fulfill all obligations (e.g. provision of proof 
of usage and final destination) that are necessary in order for 
the End User to be able to receive and use the goods. The 
Purchaser also undertakes to pay for the goods if they cannot 
be delivered to the End User (either directly by us as part of a 
drop shipment or by the Purchaser forwarding them on to its 
own customer) due to the fact that such obligations have not 
been fulfilled. The Purchaser undertakes to pay compensati-
on, regardless of negligence or fault, for any costs, reduced 
revenues or other financial losses arising from a breach of any 
such obligations.

4.6  The Purchaser shall be bound to its purchase order for 10 
working days until such purchase order is accepted (order 
confirmation) or rejected by us. A purchase order may only be 
cancelled within this period following written approval by us.

4.7  Even after we have issued the order confirmation, the contract 
shall only be binding for us provided no governmental or other 
official bodies have raised any objections against the contract 
(e.g. import bans, export bans, bans on production, stan-
dards, licensing requirements etc.). In such cases, we shall be 
entitled to withdraw from the contract without having to pro-
vide any service. If we fail to declare our withdrawal from the 
contract, then it shall remain in force and the Purchaser shall 
assume any risk arising from the aforementioned circumstan-
ces.

5. DELIVERY DATE

5.1  The delivery deadline specified in our Offers or in the order 
confirmation shall commence on the date of the order confir-
mation. Where an advance payment has been agreed to, the 
delivery deadline does not begin until we have received this 
advance payment.

5.2  Delivery dates shall apply ex works. Our obligations shall 
have been fulfilled if the delivery item is made available to the 
Purchaser, i.e. if the readiness for delivery is notified to the 
Purchaser. If the delivery item is dispatched or transported 
by the Purchaser or its agents, then the risk for doing so shall 
also be transferred to the Purchaser.

5.3  If multiple delivery dates are specified or agreed, then the ear-
lier dates shall merely be guidelines (declaration of intent, tar-
get) which do not create any legal obligations for us. We shall 
strive and indeed use our best efforts to comply with these 
guidelines.

5.4  The delivery deadline specified in the order confirmation shall 
be agreed to the best of our knowledge, subject to normal 
conditions. The delivery deadline shall be extended appropria-
tely, without giving the Purchaser any right whatsoever to

 rescind or to assert claims of any kind, in case of events such 
as lack of transport, disruption of operations, strikes, labor 
restrictions, seizures, damage to important work pieces etc. 
suffered by us or a subcontractor, and delayed carriage and

 delivery of raw materials and components, chassis and motors 
etc., unforeseen difficulties during border processing and 
import or export customs clearance. We shall immediately 
notify the buyer upon occurrence of any such event and spe-
cify a new delivery deadline.

5.5  If the Purchaser requests any technical, commercial or sche-
dule-based change to the Order, then we shall be entitled to 
unilaterally specify a new delivery deadline.

6. DELIVERY AND DISPATCH

6.1  If it is an International Order, then the terms and conditions of 
delivery must be drawn up in accordance with Incoterms, as 
amended, unless otherwise specified under the terms of this 
contract or these GTCB.

6.2  We shall be entitled to carry out partial or advance deliveries.

6.3  We shall be entitled to deliver, at the stipulated price, goods 
that are, in our opinion, of an equivalent value or design in-
stead of the ordered goods if it is impossible – for whatever 
reason – to deliver the ordered goods at all or in a timely man-
ner. Such changes are only permitted if they are reasonable 
for the Purchaser. If the Purchaser approves such changes to 
the goods, then it cannot subsequently plead that this is unre-
asonable and, for this very reason, shall neither be entitled to 
withdraw from the Contract nor to request the cancellation of 
the sale, a price reduction or a restriction of its existing obliga-
tions under the terms of the Contract.

6.4  Unless otherwise expressly agreed, the goods shall be dis-
patched uninsured at the risk and for the account of the 
Purchaser. We shall only insure the delivery item against theft, 
breakage, transport, fire and water damage and other insu-
rable risks at the written request of the Purchaser. Any other 
costs arising as a result shall be borne by the Purchaser.

6.5  If the goods are dispatched by us in accordance with the 
agreement, we shall only be liable for our shipping arran-
gements if there are shipping instructions provided by the 
Purchaser which were confirmed by us.

6.6  If import/export licenses or other documents are necessary 
for International Orders in order to carry out an import/export, 
or for transportation purposes, then the Purchaser under-
takes to provide these documents at the time of issuing the 
Order, or at least in a timely manner in any case. Any costs 
and losses incurred as a result of the failure to supply such 
documents in a timely manner shall be borne solely by the 
Purchaser, irrespective of their nature. We shall not assume 
any liability whatsoever in this regard, and shall be indemni-
fied and held harmless by the Purchaser for any losses and 
expenses incurred by us as a result.

6.7  Sample items requested by the Purchaser, display items or 
other goods made available must be sent back to us, prepaid 
and insured, within four weeks of receipt by the Purchaser. 
Otherwise these items shall be deemed to have been sold, and

 the invoice amount shall be due with immediate effect. We 
shall retain ownership of these items and goods until payment 
is received in full.
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6.8  Only one copy of operation manuals, spare parts lists, dra-
wings and other documents shall be provided with the goods. 
Additional copies shall be invoiced separately. If express 
agreement was reached regarding training, then this shall be 
performed by a Service technician as selected by us, unless 
otherwise agreed. The training, travel, accommodation and 
subsistence costs incurred by the Service technician shall be 
invoiced to the Purchaser.

6.9  The goods shall only be accepted in the presence of the 
Purchaser if this has been agreed separately. Tests or other 
examinations that go beyond typical factory acceptance tests 
must be agreed separately. The costs and expenses shall be 
borne by the Purchaser.

6.10 Provided this is to be performed by us in accordance with the 
agreement, the goods shall be dispatched by transport service 
industry partners selected by us and in line with standard 
regular delivery times. Packaging material cannot be taken

 back.

7. DELAY AND IMPOSSIBILITY OF PERFORMANCE

7.1  The written agreement of a binding delivery date, a written 
reminder by the Purchaser to perform the service within a 
reasonable grace period and the fruitless expiry of the grace 
period are all prerequisites for a delivery delay occurring.

7.2  If the Purchaser is able to demonstrate it has suffered a loss 
as a result of a delivery delay caused purely by gross negli-
gence on our part (see item 7.1 of these GTCB), then it shall 
be entitled to compensation totaling 5% of the value of the 
part of the delivery that cannot be used by the Purchaser eit-
her on time or as intended as a result of said delivery delay. 
Any further claims on the basis of a delivery delay shall be 
excluded.

7.3  Notwithstanding any right of rescission of the Purchaser in the 
event of defects (see item 11 of these GTCB), and provided 
more than two months have elapsed since the delivery delay 
in accordance with item 7.1 occurred, the Purchaser may only 
withdraw from the Contract as a result of a breach of duty for 
which we are responsible; any damage compensation claims 
shall be made exclusively in accordance with item 7.2. We on 
our part shall be entitled to withdraw from the Contract in the 
event of an initial or subsequent impossibility of performance; 
in the event of a withdrawal owing to impossibility of perfor-
mance, the Purchaser shall not be entitled to any claims over 
and above item 7.2.

7.4  The Purchaser undertakes to declare at our request, and 
within a reasonable period of time, whether it intends to with-
draw from the Contract as a result of the delay in the delivery, 
or whether it wishes to insist on such delivery being made. 
If the Purchaser fails to provide any such declaration within 
a reasonable period of time as set by us, then the Purchaser 
shall no longer be entitled to reject the delivery or withdraw 
from the Contract, and cannot assert any damage compensa-
tion claims in place of performance.

8. RISK AND DEFAULT OF ACCEPTANCE OF PURCHASER

8.1  Provided the goods are dispatched or transported by us, the 
risk of accidental loss or deterioration of the delivery item 
shall transfer to the Purchaser no later than when sending the 
delivery item to the Purchaser; this shall apply even if partial 

deliveries have been made or other services, in particular 
shipping costs or transportation, have been accepted by us as 
well.

8.2  If the goods are dispatched by us and the dispatch is delayed 
due to circumstances for which the Purchaser is responsible, 
then the risk of accidental loss or deterioration of the delivery 
item shall transfer to the Purchaser at the time notification 
that the goods are ready for shipment is sent. In such cases 
we shall be prepared, at the written request of the Purchaser, 
to take out insurance policies as requested by the latter. Any 
costs arising as a result shall be borne by the Purchaser. In 
any event, the Purchaser undertakes to reimburse additional 
expenses incurred by us as a result of any such delays.

8.3  If the Purchaser is in default of acceptance, fails to cooperate 
or delays our delivery for any other reasons attributable to the 
Purchaser, then we shall be entitled to demand compensation 
for any losses and additional expenses (e.g. storage costs) 
incurred by us as a result of any such delay, irrespective of 
whether the Purchaser was at fault or not. In order to do this, 
we shall charge flat-rate compensation totaling at least 0.5% 
of the invoice amount per week, but no more than 10% in 
total, commencing on the delivery deadline or, in the absence 
of a delivery deadline, date of notification that the delivery 
item is ready for shipment. This shall also apply if the goods 
are stored in the premises of another manufacturer. The proof 
of higher damages and our other statutory claims (in particular 
reimbursement of additional expenses, reasonable compensa-
tion, termination) shall remain unaffected; the flat-rate com-
pensation shall however be offset against further monetary 
claims. We shall also be  entitled to  otherwise dispose of the 
delivery item and deliver to the Purchaser with an appropriate-
ly extended deadline at the prices applicable at the time after 
setting a reasonable grace period to accept the delivery item, 
and such grace period expiring without success.

9. PAYMENT

9.1  Linz/Donau shall be the place of fulfillment for all payments, 
even if the transfer of the goods or other services takes place 
at a different location as agreed.

9.2  Unless otherwise agreed, all of our prices shall apply ex works 
in EUR plus the applicable rate of VAT. Where applicable, addi-
tional costs for packaging, transport, insurance, customs etc. 
in particular shall be charged separately. All domestic and for-
eign incidental costs incurred in conjunction with the delivery 
shall be borne by the Purchaser. All payments must be made, 
at our discretion, either in cash or by bank transfer to one of 
our bank accounts stated on the invoice.

9.3  Each payment must be made without deductions at the time 
the invoice is received, unless different arrangements were 
made in writing.

9.4  If a Purchaser‘s payment by way of transfer is not made from 
an account held by the Purchaser, then the payment shall only 
have a discharging effect if this has been agreed in advance or 
if we accept this payment subsequently and in writing. If there 
is no prior agreement in place, we shall be entitled to demand 
a new payment and withhold any payments received until the 
payment is made by bank transfer from an account held by 
the Purchaser.

9.5  If a payment has not been made by the agreed date, we shall 
be entitled to charge the Purchaser statutory default interest 
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(§ 456 UGB) plus all accrued expenses and costs. In this 
case, we shall be entitled to make the handover of goods to 
the Purchaser, irrespective of the order in question, and the 
further completion of the goods contingent on the advance 
payment or bankable securing of the agreed price, or fully 
withdraw from the Contract. Any agreed delivery dates shall be 
invalid in the event of default by the Purchaser.

9.6  Purchaser claims may not be offset against our claims 
unless they are legally related to the objective liability of the 
Purchaser and they concern legally established claims or 
claims that we have recognized in writing.

9.7  The delivered goods shall remain our property until full pay-
ment of the agreed purchase price and any ancillary fees (9.2). 
Until the time of ownership transfer, the Purchaser shall not be 
entitled to sell or pledge the goods, or otherwise cede them to 
third parties without our consent. In the case of utilization of 
the goods through third parties (e.g. distress), the Purchaser 
is required to notify us immediately and provide us with an 
opportunity to assert our ownership rights. These rights shall 
in any case be asserted at the expense of the Purchaser. 
Our ownership shall also be maintained if the delivery item 
is mixed or combined with other items of the Purchaser or a 
third party, processed or otherwise converted. In the event the 
laws for the area in which the delivery item is located do not 
allow for a retention of title, but does permit the reservation of 
other rights to the subject of the contract, in particular regar-
ding assignments of claims against another buyer, we may 
exercise all rights of this kind. In the case of a resale in par-
ticular, the buyer shall provide to us all required information, 
grant permission to view all required documents and assign 
to us all claims against third parties to which the delivery item 
was transferred at its own cost, and also notify the secondary 
purchaser of the assignment of security at the same time the 
goods are sold, or at least note the assignment in its business 
records. All charges related to the delivery, such as taxes, 
duties, fees etc., are the responsibility of the Purchaser.

10. WITHDRAWAL FROM THE CONTRACT

10.1  The Purchaser shall have the right to withdraw from the Con-
tract or the contract declaration submitted by it within the 
period mentioned below, without providing reasons for doing 
so, unless it relates to order-based manufactured or procured 
goods and the purchase of unaltered goods instead. It shall 
suffice for the notice of withdrawal to be sent within this per-
iod. The notice of withdrawal must be sent by letter, fax or 
e-mail to the return address contained in the delivery docu-
ments.

10.2  The withdrawal period is 5 Working Days. The withdrawal 
period shall commence on the date the incoming material is 
received by the Purchaser.

10.3  If the Purchaser withdraws from the Contract, it undertakes 
accordingly to send back the goods received in their original 
packaging, and without any traces of usage, to the return 
address contained in the delivery documents. The costs for 
returning the goods back shall be borne by the Purchaser. We 
shall then refund the purchase price accordingly. If the goods 
appear to have traces of usage or are damaged when they are 
sent back, then we shall reserve the express right to assert 
claims for price reduction.

11. WARRANTY

11.1  Provided no further claims have been agreed in writing in 
the Contract, and assuming all payment obligations are ful-
filled, we shall grant the Purchaser, but not any third parties, 
a warranty against defects in material and workmanship in 
accordance with the state of the art applicable at the time 
the products are placed on the market by us. The Purchaser 
may only call upon this warranty if it can prove that the defect 
was present upon handover and if it immediately notifies us in 
writing, albeit no later than three Working Days, of any defect 
that has occurred along with a more precise description of 
the defect. Any complaints resulting from workmanship that 
is not in line with the order, and resulting from defects that 
could have been detected upon immediate investigation of the 
delivery item, must be notified in writing within three Working 
Days of the goods arriving at their destination and, in the 
event acceptance has been agreed (6.9), within three Working 
Days from acceptance, failing which it shall lose any warranty, 
error and damage compensation claim (including a damage 
compensation claim for consequential damages).

11.2  Unless otherwise specified by law, the warranty period is 
12 months (6 months for replacement parts) and shall com-
mence, unless acceptance has been agreed (6.9), upon 
delivery ex works or upon dispatch, if this is performed by us. 
Once this period has expired, we shall no longer accept any 
liability for warranty claims. For International Orders, the war-
ranty period is 13 months if the duration of transit demonst-
rably exceeds a period of four weeks. The rectification of any 
defects shall not extend the warranty period and any agreed 
written guarantee periods.

11.3  Initially the Purchaser may only request that we carry out 
remedial work or replace the  defective items. If the repair or 
replacement is not possible or is associated with dispropor-
tionate financial or actual costs, the Purchaser may request 
a reduction in the price or rescission. Rescission shall not be 
considered if it is a minor defect within the meaning of the 
law. The warranty does not cover compensation for any frust-
rated installation and removal costs of defective goods.

11.4  The warranty claim is directed towards the rectification of 
defects that significantly impair usability. We shall, at our 
discretion, be entitled to repair parts that have become defec-
tive or replace them with new ones. Any such remediation 
work or replacements shall be carried out at the place of 
fulfillment; any related shipping costs shall be borne by the 
Purchaser.

11.5  For parts that were not manufactured by us, our warranty shall 
be restricted, even if the parts are installed or otherwise used 
in our products, to the claims that we have towards the sup-
plier.

 
11.6  The warranty claim expires if the delivery item has been sub-

ject to modification, repair or any other interference without 
our prior written consent.

11.7  Our warranty obligation only applies to defects that occur des-
pite compliance with the applicable operating, maintenance 
and installation provisions. In particular, it does not apply to 
defects that are the result of inappropriate or improper use, 
excessive stress, incorrect or negligent handling, non-autho-
rized use or changes to the software supplied (in terms of the 
provision 13.2), use of unqualified personnel and normal wear 
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and tear. This also applies in the case of failure to comply with 
the operating, maintenance and other provisions of our sup-
pliers.

11.8  Any further warranty claims by the Purchaser, in particular 
claims for rescission or price reduction, shall be excluded as 
well as damage compensation claims arising from defective 
delivery. The Purchaser shall not be entitled to fully or partially 
retain the purchase price in the event of any defects either.

11.9  Where the Purchaser commissions a third party to perform 
repairs, only those costs may be charged to us which we 
would have incurred as a result of a repair using our own trai-
ned personnel, even if the Purchaser is entitled to carry out 
such repairs.

11.10  Recourse claims in accordance with § 933b ABGB are exclu-
ded.

12. DAMAGE COMPENSATION

12.1  In the event of any personal injuries, the Purchaser shall be 
due compensation even for slightly negligent behavior on our 
part.

12.2  It is expressly agreed that we shall only have to pay the 
Purchaser damage compensation for damages other than per-
sonal injuries (12.1) if it can be proven from the circumstan-
ces related to the individual case in question that we acted 
with intent or were grossly negligent. We shall assume no 
liability for consequential damages, including in particular lost 
profits, business interruption or loss of production. For dama-
ges that are to be compensated according to the Product 
Liability Act (PHG), we shall only be liable if this cannot be 
excluded as a result of mandatory statutory provisions. Any 
recourse claim in accordance with § 12 PHG is excluded.

12.3  The damage compensation may not exceed the amount that 
we would have been able to predict as a possible conse-
quence of the breach of contract.

12.4  Even if a liability disclaimer is invalid, we shall not be liable for 
the occurrence of force majeure. Force majeure is understood 
to relate to unforeseeable events of an extraordinary nature 
which evade any control by the contracting parties. Force 
majeure also relates to circumstances such as industrial dis-
putes and any other circumstances beyond the control of the 
parties, such as fire, mobilization, requisition, embargo, riot, 
war etc.

12.5  The subject of the contract only offers a level of safety that 
can be expected on the basis of the statutory provisions, 
official regulations, operation manuals, supplier provisions 
for handling the delivery item (operation manuals, service 
provisions etc.), particularly in view of the prescribed tests 
and reviews, and other given information. The Purchaser is 
required to comply with all provisions that apply to the delivery 
item, including those of the manufacturer, and to only use the 
product, including all components and software, for its inten-
ded use.

12.6  The Purchaser agrees to take all reasonable and possible mea-
sures to prevent damage occurring and to keep any damage 
incurred as low as possible. We shall otherwise be entitled to 
demand a reasonable reduction of the asserted damages.

12.7  For the case that the limitations to our liability as agreed 
herein are found to be legally invalid in entirety or in part, our 
liability shall in any case be limited in terms of content and 
scope to the maximum level permitted.

12.8  For all training on the contractual goods (in particular training 
at the time of handing over the goods) the following shall also 
apply: We expressly point out that the participants sent by 
the Customer to attend such training courses („Participants“) 
are exposed to increased risk when performing practical exer-
cises on the equipment. All of these exercises are voluntary 
and are undertaken at the entire risk and responsibility of the 
Participant with regards to risks customary for this type of 
exercise. We must make Participants aware of any hazards of 
which they may not be aware, even with increased vigilance.

 The Customer undertakes to have informed Participants of the 
 need to

 - observe any notices and follow any instructions and safety 
guidelines given by the speakers/trainers employed by us and 
to observe and adhere to the internal and safety regulations;

 - accept responsibility for their own physical and mental fit-
ness during the training;

 - notify us in detail of any ailments or impairments relevant for 
carrying out the training program and

 - expressly declare not to be suffering from vertigo and to be 
surefooted.

 We accept no liability for impairments of any type due to a 
Participant‘s lack of fitness or failure to observe notices given 
by the speaker/trainer employed by us. In particular, we 
do not accept liability for any damage or soiling of clothing 
and personal effects of the Participants during the training. 
Furthermore, the limitations on liability pursuant to these 
General Terms and Conditions of Business, and in particular 
this point 12, shall apply to training courses.

13. USE OF SOFTWARE

13.1  Where the delivery scope includes software, the Purchaser or 
End User shall be granted a non-exclusive right to use the deli-
vered software including its documentation. To this end, the 
software shall be made available only for use with the delivery 
item that has been provided for this purpose. The use of the 
software on more than one system is not permitted.

13.2  Non-compliance with installation requirements and installation  
instructions shall result in the immediate and definite loss of 
the Purchaser‘s warranty and damage compensation claims in 
this regard.

13.3  Where we have imposed time limits to the use of delivered 
software, the Purchaser may not continue to use the software 
in any way whatsoever following the expiry of this time period.

13.4  Subject to differing mandatory statutory provisions, the 
decompilation of delivered software is expressly prohibited, 
and may only be performed with our express written approval.

13.5  The Purchaser undertakes to only remove manufacturer‘s 
information, particularly copyright notations, or to modify the 
same if it has received prior and express written approval from 
us for this purpose.

 
13.6  All other rights to the software, the source code and docu-

mentation, including the copies, shall remain with us or the 
software supplier. Sublicenses may not be issued.
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14. DATA PROTECTION AND COMPLIANCE

14.1  In accordance with the provisions on data protection, we 
expressly advise that the execution of an order will involve the 
storage of Purchaser names, addresses, telephone and fax 
numbers, e-mail addresses and payment modalities on a data 
carrier for the purpose of automated data processing. We are 
entitled to transfer, where necessary, the Purchaser‘s data to 
third parties that we have commissioned with executing the 
order so as to ensure proper fulfillment of the same. Beyond 
this, Purchaser data shall be handled in confidence and not 
forwarded to third parties.

14.2  The Purchaser shall not be permitted to offer, promise or grant 
a public official or individual obligated specifically for public 
service a payment or other benefit for himself or his immedi-
ate family members in return for carrying out, or intending to 
carry out in future, an official act that secures the Purchaser 
or us an unfair advantage as regards the delivery of products 
or commercial services. In the event of any breach, we shall 
reserve the right to assert any resulting damage compensation 
claims against the Purchaser.

15. PLACE OF JURISDICTION

15.1  Unless otherwise agreed in writing, the location of the delive-
ring company shall be the place of fulfillment for all of our deli-
veries and services. The court with jurisdiction for such cases 
in Linz/Donau shall be the exclusive place of jurisdiction for 
all of our disputes arising from the Contract, the establishment 

 of the Contract, the implementation and cancellation of the 
Contract; we shall however be entitled at our discretion to 
call upon the court with jurisdiction for such cases at the 
Purchaser‘s general place of jurisdiction instead of the afore-
mentioned court.

15.2  A national or international court of arbitration may only be 
involved with our prior written consent.

15.3  The German-language text shall always be authoritative in the 
case of disputes, regardless of the type, which arise in con-
nection with an order, these GTCB, other written agreements, 
offers, cost estimates, order confirmations, bills, documents, 
materials, notifications, operation manuals, spare parts lists, 
price lists (catalogs) etc.

16. GENERAL ASPECTS

16.1  These GTCB cover the initiation, completion, implementation 
and cancellation of all of our legal transactions, more specifi-
cally to the extent that other agreements have not been made 
in the respective order confirmation or subsequently in writing. 
They shall also apply analogously to other services provided 
by us. However, service work and repairs shall not be covered 
unless our Terms of Service have been agreed.

16.2  All agreements and changes to the same, as well as all decla-
rations that must be issued on the basis of the agreements 
that have been concluded, shall only be valid if they have been 
made in writing. Declarations by fax or e-mail shall be deemed 
as complying with the written form requirement.

16.3  Austrian law, with the exclusion of the United Nations 
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods 
and rules on conflict of law, shall apply exclusively to all 
Orders and Contracts, their initiation, completion, implementa-

tion, cancellation and establishment. This shall also and parti-
cularly apply to issues regarding the validity, applicability and 
interpretation of these GTCB.

16.4  In the event that a provision of these GTCB, or parts thereof, 
are found to be invalid or void, it shall not affect the validity of 
the remaining provisions, and agreement shall be reached on 
such a provision that most closely matches the invalid or void 
provision.
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